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Abstract
A large number of phase transitions can be interpreted as being driven by phonon
softening and/or electron-phonon coupling. Thus, a full mechanistic description re-
quires the understanding of structural transformation, changes in electronic struc-
ture and lattice dynamics. All together this represents an enormous, for many
cases unrealisable, experimental and theoretical effort.
However, with the introduction of appropriate assumptions the problem may be
simplified. Here we concentrate on two systems, where the interpretation of the
phase transition may be split into an intrinsic instability of the building blocks
combined with a superimposed electronic instability. We illustrate the interplay
between the framework and electron-phonon-related instabilities using the seem-
ingly heterogeneous examples of phosphate tungsten bronzes and elementary anti-
mony. Based on the combined results from diffuse and inelastic X-ray scattering,
we propose for the two systems a picture that explains the experimental observa-
tions. The similarities found between these two systems are deemed to be rather
surprising.
Monophosphate tungsten bronzes are a family of quasi-2D-oxides, (PO2)4(WO3)2m,
that exhibits charge density wave (CDW) instability. They contain empty per-
ovskite WO3 slabs with varying thickness between different members, characterised
by the m value. This thickness defines the sequence of charge density wave phases
that appear on cooling. The degenerate case of m=2, presenting a quasi-1D in-
stability, was explored since the WO3-octahedra zig-zag chain is isolated. A CDW
phase (TC=270K and q=0.25b*) is found to be linked to a rigid-body motion,
precisely, to a correlation in the tilting of the octahedra. For the others studied
members, as m=6,7 and 8, we found another kind of structural instability. In
this case the origin comes from the WO3 slabs framework, realised as correlated
displacements of tungsten atoms along the octahedral 4-fold axis direction (W-O-
W-O direction). This leads to a strong x-ray diffuse scattering localised in specific
planes, linked to relatively soft phonons modes. Specific Fermi surface nesting,
close to the 2D case, gives rise to a freezing of the modulations at the specific mo-
mentum transfer, defined by the interplay of two instabilities, the structural and
electronic one. Remarkably, the displacements of the tungsten atoms for m=8 are
much superior than in m=6.
Elemental antimony at ambient condition has an A7 rhombohedral structure, ob-
tained by small distortion from primitive cubic (PC) lattice through a Peierls
transition. Under pressure, the distortion is reduced, but remains finite, as anti-
mony transforms through a series of highly complex structures, before adopting
as last the highest-symmetry body-centred cubic (BCC) phase. The main diffuse
scattering features and to some extent the peculiarities in the lattice dynamics of
the A7 phase − as above − can be explained by the instability of the primitive cu-
bic network with respect to correlated displacements along the chains with <100>
pseudo-cubic directions. Analysis of critical vectors for the BCC-PC transforma-
tion together with experimentally obtained phonon-energies pressure dependence
provides further insights into the details of the phase transformation.
Abstract
Les phonons mous et le couplage électron-phonon sont considérés comme respon-
sables d’un grand nombre de transition de phase. Pour en comprendre compléte-
ment les mécanismes, il est nécessaire d’étudier à la fois les modifications struc-
turales, les changements de configuration électronique et les dynamiques de réseau
cristallin. De toute évidence, cela représente une charge de travail expérimental et
théorique considérable, voire même hors d’atteinte.
Néanmoins, il est parfois possible d’introduire certaines simplifications et d’ainsi
rendre une telle étude réalisable. C’est le cas pour les deux systèmes au cœur de ce
travail de thèse, pour lesquels la transition de phase peut être diviser en deux in-
stabilités : l’une est structurale, intrinsèque aux éléments constitutifs du système
et l’autre, superposée, provient de la configuration électronique. L’interaction
entre ces instabilités est illustrée à travers l’exemple de deux systèmes à priori
hétérogènes, la famille des bronzes monophosphate de tungstène d’une part et
l’antimoine d’autre part, qui révèleront finalement posséder des similarités inatten-
dues. La combinaison des techniques de diffusion diffuse et de diffusion inélastique
de rayons X permet des observations qualitatives et une meilleure compréhension
de la situation pour les deux systèmes.
Les bronzes monophosphate de tungstène font partie de la famille des oxydes
quasi-2D, (PO2)4(WO3)2m, qui ont la particularité d’être sujet à des instabilités
de type onde de densité de charges (ODC). Ces bronzes sont constitués d’une
structure de perovskite vide composée par des couches octaédriques (WO3)2m.
L’épaisseur de chacune de ces couches est définie par la valeur de m, qui mène
ainsi à différents types de phase d’ODC. Le cas du terme m=2 a aussi été étudié
car le fait que les chaînes zig-zag y soient isolées conduit à instabilité quasi-1D.
La présence d’une phase d’ODC a été découverte à TC=270K avec q=0.25b*.
Cette phase est engendrée par le mouvement à corps rigide, plus exactement,
par les basculements corrélés des octaèdres. Pour les autres termes (m=6,7 et 8),
l’instabilité structurale a une origine différente et est liée à l’agencement en couches
de WO3, plus particulièrement aux déplacements corrélés des chaînes W-O-W-O.
Ces derniers sont la cause d’une forte diffusion diffuse sur des plans spécifiques,
résultant de la présence de phonons “relativement” mous localisés dans la même
région. Ensuite, l’emboitement de la surface de Fermi quasi-2D est à l’origine
de l’ancrage du vecteur de modulation sur une valeur spécifique de transfert de
moment, définit par l’interaction de deux instabilités, structural et électronique.
De façon remarquable, l’amplitude des déplacements des atomes de tungstène dans
le terme m=8 est beaucoup plus élevée que dans le m=6.
L’antimoine à température ambiante possède une structure rhomboédrique, déri-
vant d’une légère distorsion de la structure cubique primitive (CP) par transi-
tion de Peierls. Sous pression, la distorsion se réduit sans toutefois disparaître
complétement, puisque l’antimoine se transforme dans un premier temps en une
série de structures complexes, pour finalement adopter celle possédant la plus
grande symétrie, la structure cubique centrée (CC). De la même façon que pour
les bronzes, les caractéristiques de la diffusion diffuse ainsi que, dans une certaine
mesure, les particularités de la dynamique du réseau rhomboédrique, s’expliquent
à travers de l’instabilité du réseau cubique primitif. Cette dernière est liée aux
déplacements corrélés dans les chaînes avec direction pseudo-cubique <100>. En
outre, les détails de la transition de phase peuvent être explicités par l’association
de l’analyse des vecteurs critiques de la transformation CC-CP avec les résultats
expérimentaux obtenus sur la dépendance en pression de l’énergie des phonons.
Résumé
Introduction
L’étude des transitions de phase est un problème complexe pour lequel plusieurs
points de vue peuvent être adoptés : notamment la thermodynamique, les théories
phénoménologiques et les changements de symétrie des phases ou l’aspect atomis-
tique. La théorie de Landau, qui est une théorie phénoménologique très générale,
permet de décrire les transitions du deuxième ordre à partir de la définition d’un
paramètre d’ordre et des considérations de symétrie. Elle a été appliquée avec
succès dans de très nombreux cas, ainsi que pour certaines transitions du pre-
mier ordre. Lorsque l’on souhaite effectuer une description microscopique de ces
mécanismes il est nécessaire d’étudier les changements dans la structure cristallo-
graphique, la structure électronique et la dynamique du réseau. C’est un problème
difficile car il est en général compliqué d’accéder à toutes ces informations et on a
recours à des simplifications supplémentaires.
Nous avons choisi d’étudier dans cette thèse deux systèmes qui, bien que très
différents, présentent des anomalies dans les transitions de phases très similaires.
Le premier système est la famille des bronzes de monophosphate de tungstène et
le deuxième système est l’antimoine élémentaire. Les deux systèmes sont carac-
térisés par une compétition entre deux instabilités : la première est structurale,
avec l’instabilité du réseau d’unité rigides (comme les octaèdres de la structure
pérovskite), qui est intrinsèque aux éléments constitutifs du système. La deux-
ième est une instabilité donnée par la structure électronique qui se superpose à
l’instabilité structurale. Dans une première analyse il faut étudier ces deux insta-
bilités séparément, puis comprendre leur interaction qui est un facteur important
pour la compréhension de l’aspect atomistique de la transition.
Méthode expérimental
Dans ce travail pour étudier les transitions de phases et aborder le problème des
mécanismes microscopiques, nous avons utilisé de manière conjointe la mesure de
la diffusion diffuse (DS) des rayons x, la mesure de la diffusion inélastique des
rayons X (IXS) et les calculs ab initio [1, 2]. La mesure de diffusion diffuse des
rayons X permet une collecte rapide de la distribution d’intensité dans tout l’espace
réciproque et d’identifier ainsi les régions de l’espace réciproque présentant un
intérêt : maxima d’intensité, asymétries etc. Les mesures de diffusion inélastique
des rayons x sont ensuite menées sur ces régions spécifiques afin de déterminer si la
DS est de caractère inélastique ou élastique. Les calculs ab initio sur la structure
et/ou sur la dynamique de réseau sont utilisés de manière complémentaire pour la
compréhension des mécanismes. Cette étude conjointe a été utilisée avec succès
pour l’étude des transition de phase d’autres systèmes [3–5]. Avec ce travail,
nous montrons tout l’intérêt de cette approche conjointe. De plus, la difficulté
d’effectuer des calculs de la dynamique de réseau pour la famille des bronzes de
monophosphate de tungstène, a validé la possibilité d’utiliser une interprétation
semi-quantitative de la diffusion diffuse pour comprendre le mécanisme.
Les deux systèmes en étude
Nos avons choisi d’étudier deux systèmes différents pour aborder ce problème des
transitions de phases.
Le premier système présenté dans la thèse est la famille des bronzes monophosphate
de tungstène à tunnels pentagonaux (MPTBp), de formule chimique (PO2)4(WO3)2m.
Cette famille de composés, résulte de l’intercroissance régulière de tranche d’octaèdres
(WO6) liés par les sommets, dont l’épaisseur est fonction de m et de tétraèdres
(PO4). Les MPTBp présentent des instabilités électroniques, comme les ondes de
densité de charge (ODC) et de la supraconductivité. En fonction de la valeur de m
différents types de phase d’ODC sont observés. On peut observer des transitions
au premier ou deuxième ordre, des modulations commensurables ou incommensu-
rables, des satellites très fortes ou faibles, en fonction de la valeur de m et donc
du nombre de plans d’octaèdres. La dynamique du réseau n’avait pas encore été
étudiée pour cette famille. Nous avons concentré l’étude de l’ODC et de la dy-
namique de réseau associée sur trois membres de la famille (m=2, 6 et 8) qui
sont représentatifs des différentes caractéristiques observées. Le premier terme, un
cas dégénéré de la famille, est le terme m=2. Dans ce particulier, les octaèdres
de tungstène WO6 ne forment pas de plan mais seulement des chaînes en zig-zag
entourés par les groupes de phosphates. Pour les termes d’ordre supérieur, il a
été observé que le comportement de l’ensemble des membres se classe en deux
catégories, avec pour les faibles valeurs de m, un couplage électron-phonon qui est
faible, et des satellites dont l’intensité est également faible, alors que pour les fortes
valeurs de m le couplage électron-phonon est fort donnant lieu à des satellites de
forte intensité. Nous avons choisi d’étudier le terme m=6 caractéristique des faible
valeurs de m et le terme m=8 caractéristique des fortes valeurs de m.
Le deuxième système étudié et présenté dans ce travail est l’antimoine. Il a une
structure rhomboédrique, appelé A7, qui est dérivé d’une distorsion de Peierls
de la structure cubique primitive (CP) et qui est donc stabilisé par l’ouverture
d’un gap dans la structure électronique. Cette structure est similaire à celle des
éléments du groupe Va, mais sous pression les structures finales obtenues sont
différentes. L’arsenic et le phosphore noir ont une structure cubique primitive, alors
que l’antimoine réduit la distorsion, avec un chemin de transition plus complexe et
plusieurs transitions de phase. Il passe de deux structures incommensurables pour
se transformer à plus haute pression dans une phase de de symétrie plus grande,
comme la structure cubique centrée (CC). L’évolution de la dynamique du réseau
avec la pression est l’étude clé pour comprendre ce chemin de transition dans le
système.
Résultats
Avec les trois termes choisis dans la famille des bronzes, on est capable de faire une
description générale des comportements dans la famille. Le terme le plus bas peut
être considéré comme la base constitutive de couche d’octaèdres. Il présente un
système électroniques quasi-1D qui amène à une instabilité d’ODC. La présence
d’une phase d’ODC a été découverte à TC=270K avec q=0.25b*. Cette phase est
engendrée par le mouvement à corps rigide, plus exactement, par les basculements
corrélés des octaèdres. Le mécanisme de la transition a été compris grâce aux
simulations de dynamique moléculaire.
Pour les autres termes (m=6,7 et 8), l’instabilité structurale a une origine différente
et est liée à l’agencement en couches de WO3, plus particulièrement aux déplace-
ments corrélés des chaînes W-O-W-O. Ces derniers sont la cause d’une forte diffu-
sion diffuse sur des plans spécifiques de l’espace réciproque. Deux famille de plans
sont reconnaissables : la direction “long” et la direction “court” des chaînes cor-
respondant aux chaînes parallèles ou perpendiculaires à la couche de phosphates.
Cette instabilité est normalement présente dans les pérovskites ou pérovskite vides.
L’instabilité structurale est liée à des phonons mous localisés dans la même ré-
gion, qui pourrait être décrit avec la théorie des bipolarons d’Aubry. Ensuite,
l’emboitement de la surface de Fermi quasi-2D est à l’origine de l’ancrage du
vecteur de modulation sur une valeur spécifique de transfert de moment, définit
par l’interaction de deux instabilités, structurale et électronique. La théorie de
Aubry considère que pour les couplage électron-phonon forte, le phonon donnant
lieu à l’ancrage n’est pas seulement celui du vecteur de modulation d’ODC mais
aussi tous les phonons proches de basse énergie et qui forment une vallée.
Des différences sont visibles lorsque on étudie le membre m=6 et emphm=8. Pour
le bas terme la diminution de la température change la distribution de la diffusion
diffuse , une structure fine est révélé qui est liée à l’emboitement de la surface de
Fermi “ caché”. L’intensité faible des satellites révèle un déplacement des atomes
de tungstène très modeste lors de la transition de phase. Dans le même temps,
l’énergie de phonon sur qCDW a aussi une faible dépendance avec la température
lorsqu’on s’approche de la transition. Dans le cas du terme haut, le m=8, un
déplacement important des atomes de tungstène qui sont long la chaine W-O-
W-O appelé long est observé, avec une amplitude de déplacement maximum de
0.4 Å. L’ODC correspondant présente des satellites beaucoup plus intenses. Pour
cette raison, la dynamique de réseau était beaucoup plus difficile à étudier pour
ce terme. La composante élastique à qCDW reste présente dans la phase à haute
température. Deux phonons reliés à la transition ont été identifiés: l’un de basse
énergie, mais également un mode optique.
Une étude de la dynamique de réseau sur pression a également été réalisée sur le
bronzes MPBT, pour les hauts termes de la série. Avec le terme m=8, une nouvelle
transition de phase a été découverte à 1.2 GPa donnant une phase avec q=0.5a*,
i.e. un doublement de la maille sur a. Quand nous avons abordé le problème de
comment la dynamique de réseau répondait à la transition, nous avons trouvé
qu’elle n’est pas responsable de la transition et elle subisse pas de changement
proche de la transition sur le vecteur de modulation.
La même instabilité de la structure est visible dans l’antimoine. Dans ce système,
la distorsion de Peierls amène à une distribution de la diffusion diffuse qui est une
signature claire de la brisure de symétrie. De plus, l’instabilité est visible avec des
plans de diffusion perpendiculaire à la direction pseudo-cubique < 100 >. Grâce à
l’étude phénoménologique des vecteurs critiques présent dans les différentes tran-
sitions de phase et aux calculs ab initio, nous avons pu déterminer les directions
importantes qui ont ensuite été investiguées par IXS. Les résultats montrent que
lorsqu’on exerce une pression sur le système, la distorsion de Peierls diminue, ce
qui donne une tendance pour une transition vers la structure CP. Au contraire,
le couplage entre électron et phonon favorise un chemin plus complexe avec des
structures incommensurables. En fait, la diminution de l’énergie de phonon dans
la direction du vecteur critique pour la transition A7-structure-incommensurables-
BCC est plus forte que dans la direction liée à la transition A7-CP.
En conclusion, cette étude a montré la compétition entre des mécanismes d’instabilité
intrinsèque et le couplage électron-phonon. Les résultats expérimentaux ont per-
mis de comprendre le mécanisme à l’origine des transitions de phase dans ces
systèmes.
Plan de la thèse
Le plan de la thèse s’organise autour de 6 chapitres. Le travail étant articulé
autour de deux systèmes très différents, il y aura une introduction sur chacun des
systèmes dans le chapitre correspondant.
• Le première chapitre est une introduction générale de la thèse, avec les points
en commun pour les deux systèmes. Il présente la motivation de cette étude;
• Le deuxième chapitre est consacré aux aspects théoriques nécessaires pour la
compréhension de la thèse. Des concepts de base concernant la dynamique
de réseau, l’instabilité structurale de “ framework” et les formules clés pour
la théorie sur les ondes de densité de charge y sont présentées;
• Le troisième chapitre va introduire le concept base sur la diffusion élastique et
inélastique des rayons X, avec la description des deux techniques expérimentales
utilisées dans cette thèse, DS et IXS. Ces deux techniques ont été utilisés
sur la ligne ID28 a l’ESRF, où la première a été récemment développé. Les
méthodes expérimentales pour la préparation des expériences synchrotron, et
en particulier pour les études sous haute pression sont également introduites.
• Le quatrième chapitre est dévolu à l’étude faite sur les bronzes de monophos-
phate de tungstène. Une première introduction sur le système et les prin-
cipaux résultats théoriques et expérimentaux existant seront présentés. En-
suite, les principaux résultats expérimentaux sont comparés pour trois dif-
férentes membres, m=2,6,8, en cherchant à comprendre les différences avec
l’augmentation de la largeur des couches de WO3 avec m. Le premier mem-
bre est présenté dans une section séparée, car des simulations de dynamique
moléculaire ont été possible. Les résultats DS et IXS pour les deux autres
membres m=6 et 8 sont ensuite présentés. Une dernière section est dédiée
aux changements structuraux dans les différents termes avec la transition de
phase ODC.
• Le cinquième chapitre est consacré à l’antimoine. La structuration du chapitre
est similaire au chapitre précédent. L’instabilité de “framework” dans cette
structure distordue et la réponse de la dynamique de réseau seront présentés.
Une introduction de la structure cristallographique de l’antimoine est présen-
tée pour comprendre la distorsion de Peierls. Une section est dédiée aux
méthodes phénoménologiques utilisées pour étudier les transitions de type
reconstructive. Les résultats expérimentaux sont comparés avec les deux
modèles théoriques utilisés pour cette étude: le modèle phénoménologique
basé sur le changement de symétrie dans les transitions de phase et les calculs
ab initio.
• La conclusion générale est présentée dans le sixième chapitre. Nous présen-
tons les principaux résultats, qui concernent l’explication microscopique des
transitions des phases quand l’instabilité structurale du “framework” et le
couplage électron-phonon sont les deux forces d’entraînement qui amènent
aux nouvelles phases. Les similarités dans les deux systèmes y sont aussi
expliquées. Une partie de ce chapitre est dédiée aux perspectives d’avenir
avec des suggestions pour des expériences futures possible sur ces systèmes
et sur ses homologues.
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1. Introduction
The phase transitions can be studied from different points of view: atomistic
models, thermodynamics, symmetry changes. One of the successful theories is
a phenomenological interpretation given by Lev Landau, later named after him.
Without considering the mechanism at the microscopic level, frequently phase
transitions may be described via Landau free energy and order parameter [6].
However, such a description can be completely detached from the microscopic
mechanism. Getting a full mechanistic description requires the understanding of
changes in crystallographic structure, electronic structure and lattice dynamics,
which is generally impossible without further simplifications.
In this thesis, we approach this problem for two types of system through the
combination of diffuse x-ray scattering (DS), inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS) and
ab initio calculation [1–5]. DS allows relatively fast localisation of the regions
of interest in the reciprocal space (i.e. strong diffuse features, asymmetry, regular
attenuation, etc.). The results then can be analysed through slow IXS experiment,
which allows identifying the origin of diffuse features, namely inelastic or elastic or
quasielastic or the combinations of those. Alternatively, or in the complementary
way, ab initio calculations of structure and/or lattice dynamics can be employed.
The first system explored is a family of quasi-2D-oxides, the monophosphate
tungsten bronzes, which exhibits electronic instabilities leading to the formation
of charge density waves (CDW) ground state. Index m in the general formula
(PO2)4(WO3)2m, gives the thickness of WO3 perovskite building blocks, intercon-
nected by a layer of phosphate groups. Vast range of CDW phases with different
characteristics (e.g. commensurate/
incommensurate modulation, weak/strong satellite peaks, 1st and 2nd order tran-
sitions) is observed, depending on the family member. The information on the
lattice dynamics for this system remained practically nonexistent and rather ex-
tensive study is required both in terms of diffuse scattering and inelastic scattering.
The second system is the elemental antimony, which presents a rhombohedral
structure of so-called A7 type. It arises from a Peierls distortion of the primitive
cubic (PC) structure, linked to the opening of an energy gap in the electronic
density of state. This structure is common to other group Va elements, however
some of them, as arsenic and black phosphorus under pressure adopts the PC
1
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structure. Antimony, although decreasing the distortion under pressure, prefers to
follow a more complicated series of phase transitions, passing two incommensurate
host-guest structures and reaching at the highest pressure a body-centre cubic
(BCC) structure. The evolution of the lattice dynamics with pressure is expected
to explain the structural path chosen by this system.
This PhD Thesis is composed as follows. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to
the project. Chapter 2 presents an overview of the theoretical foundations, funda-
mentals for the understanding of the subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 provides an
introduction to the theory behind the scattering experiments and the two tech-
niques used at the ID28 ESRF beamline. A subsection is devoted to the high-
pressure measurements and the presentation of the experimental methods, e.g.
samples and experiments preparation. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively,
the systems are presented through a general introduction and the state of art. The
results obtained for the monophosphate tungsten bronzes and elemental antimony,
respectively, will follow. An extensive explanation of the instabilities linked to the
underlying lattice and to the electronic subsystem are discussed. The experimental
findings are accompanied by ab initio calculations. Chapter 6 discusses the general
conclusions and explores potential directions for future studies.
2
2. Lattice dynamics and
electron-phonon coupling:
theoretical foundation
In this chapter, the theoretical foundations of lattice dynamics and electron-
phonon coupling are presented. The concepts of framework instability and sliding
chains are shown and the basic theory regarding the charge density wave system
is described.
2.1. Lattice dynamics
The lattice cannot be considered as a rigid model, where the atoms are fixed in
their equilibrium positions. In fact, the atom vibrates around their equilibrium
position due to two contributions. The first contribution has a quantum origin
due to the uncertainty principal, which is independent by the temperature. It is
called zero-point fluctuation since it is present also at absolute zero temperature.
The second has a thermal origin, which is associated with the atoms increasing
the vibrations amplitude as a function of temperature. This vibration is normally
referred to as thermally excited vibration, also called phonon. It is associated to
a finite temperature and corresponds to the normal mode vibrations of atoms
in the crystal. One can describe such vibrations as quasiparticles in condensed
matter physics and characterise them by their momentum transfer, energy and
displacement pattern [7]. In a crystal, two types of vibrations are possible. The
first are in-phase vibrations in the low-q limit, which are three branches called
acoustic phonons. The second vibrations are the optic phonons, which are 3N-
3 branches with polarization different from the acoustic ones. Considering the
direction of phonon propagation, the phonon can be longitudinal or transverse.
The lattice dynamics is treated in different papers and books [8–17].
The simplest model to describe the lattice dynamics is a linear chain of N atoms
of mass m, separated from each other by a distance a. We allow each atom to
3
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interact only with its nearest neighbours. We follow here the formalism of Dove [10]
to extract the equations of motion for this model.
For such a chain of N atoms, the total energy of the system at rest is considered
as a sum over all the contribution of the atom-atom interaction:
E(u = 0) = Nϕ(a), (2.1)
where ϕ(r) is the energy of interaction between neighbour atoms separated by a
distance r and u is a vector representing all the atoms displacement from their rest
position. If we consider that each atom k is displaced along the chain by uk << a,
the total energy should take this effect into consideration, as follows:
E(u) =
∑
k
ϕ(a+ uk). (2.2)
The energy above can be expanded in a Taylor series of ϕ around the position a.
This is useful, as we assume that the displacements uk are only small perturbations,
uk << a. With this ansatz, the equation above can be rewritten as:
E(u) = Nϕ(a) +
∑
s≥1
1
s!
∂sϕ
∂us
∣∣∣∣
r=a
∑
k
(uk − uk+1)s. (2.3)
Note that the distance between two atoms can be written as r = a + (un − un+1)
and the derivatives of φ relative to uk or r are the same. The first derivative of
ϕ is zero, considering that a is the equilibrium position. The term where s =
2 in the sum above is referred to as the harmonic term and the higher-order
terms as anharmonic. The latter terms are frequently neglected. Considering a
more complex system, where all the interactions are considered, ϕ becomes the
interaction energy between any pair of atoms with j atom in the l-th unit cell. In
this case, the lattice energy at rest is:
E = 12
∑
jj′,ll′
ϕ
jj′
ll′
 (2.4)
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where the interaction energy (potential energy) ϕ is for the pair of atoms (jl) and
(j′l′). Note that the factor of 12 has been added to avoid double counting. The
harmonic term in this case is:
Eharm = 12
∑
jj′,ll′
uT (jl) ·Φ · u(j′l′) = 12
∑
jj′,ll′
∑
α,β
uα(jl)Φαβuβ(j′l′) (2.5)
where α and β corresponds to the cartesian vector components x,y and z. The
3x1 displacement matrix u(jl) is defined as:
u(jl) =

ux(jl)
uy(jl)
uz(jl)
 , (2.6)
and the 3x3 force constant matrix Φ has elements:
Φα,β =
∂2E
∂uα(jl)∂uβ(j′l′)
. (2.7)
At this point, the equation of motion for a j-th atom in the l-th cell can be written
as:
mju¨(jl, t) = −
∑
j′,l′
Φ
jj′
ll′
 · u(j′l′, t), (2.8)
where m is the mass and now the dependence of the displacement vector on the
time t has been made explicit.
The wave in a crystal can be seen as travelling wave, that in one dimension is
u(x, t) = u˜ exp(i[kx−ωt]), where u˜,k and ω are the amplitude, the wave vector and
the angular frequency, respectively. In the Born-von Kármán periodic condition,
the solution for u(jl,t) is a linear superposition of travelling harmonic waves as:
u(jl, t) =
∑
k,ν
U(j,k, ν) exp(i[k · r(jl)− ω(k, ν)t]), (2.9)
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where ν is the mode of the wave and U is the amplitude vector or displacement
vector. We will use the notation r(jl) to refer to the equilibrium position of the
atom (jl), or to the origin of the unit cell l, when convenient. With respect to
the choice, the phase of U(j,k,l) changes. If we substitute the wave equation in
Eq. 2.9 in Eq. 2.8, we obtain the following condition:
mjω
2(k, ν)U(j,k, ν) =
∑
j′l′
Φ
jj′
ll′
 ·U(j′,k, ν) exp(ik · [r(j′l′)− r(j0)]) (2.10)
where the reference atom in the exponential has been taken to be in the 0-th cell.
This is referred to as standard equation of motion.
The equation of motion for a single solution, ν, is written:
ω2(k, ν)e(k, ν) = D(k) · e(k, ν) (2.11)
where D(k) is the 3n×3n dynamical matrix for n atoms per unit cell. The column
vector e of 3n elements is the result of the displacement vector weighted by the
atomic mass, e.g. (m1)1/2Ux(1,k, ν). It is also called polarisation vector, since it
is related to the polarisation of the wave.
The dynamical matrix can be considered as formed by blocks of 3 × 3 matrices,
where each block corresponds to pair of atoms (j and j′) and the elements of each
block have labels α,β=1,2,3, which represents x,y,z. The elements of the 3 × 3
blocks are given:
Dαβ(jj′,k) = (mjmj′)−
1
2
∑
l′
Φαβ
jj′
0l′
 exp(ik · [r(j′l′)− r(j0)]). (2.12)
Note that, as l = 0 in the argument of Φαβ, this uses the 0-th unit cell as a
reference.
If we consider a new matrix, as the eigenvalue frequency matrix Ω(k) which is
made as the diagonal matrix of the squares of the angular frequencies, we can
write in compact form the dynamical matrix:
e(k) ·Ω(k) = D(k) · e(k). (2.13)
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An important property of the dynamical matrix is that is Hermitian:
D(k) = (D∗(k))T , (2.14)
so the eigenvalues are real and the eigenvectors are orthogonal. The eigenvalues
give the squares of the angular frequencies for each vibrational mode, whereas
the eigenvectors are linked to the relative displacements of the atom for each
vibrational mode. As a result, the dynamical matrix contains all the information
about the lattice dynamics. The equation 2.11 creates a set of motions associated
with each wave. The eigenvectors identify normal modes and they are linearly
independent (orthogonal). The orthonormality condition for the eigenvectors is
further enforced:
(e(k, ν))T · e(−k, ν ′) = δνν′ . (2.15)
2.2. Framework instability
In this thesis, we will use the term framework instability in order to describe some
instabilities and distortions in the structure either of bronzes, either of antimony.
Since the distortion should be connected to low-energy phonon, the lattice dynam-
ics can help to understand the origin behind the structural instability [18, 19].
The framework structure is normally composed by an infinite framework of corner-
linked polyhedral group of atoms. Often, those structures are associated with in-
stability due to the imperfect rigidity. In fact, there are some internal degrees of
freedom for the distortion. An example is the quartz, corner-linked SiO4 tetra-
hedra. In this case, the rigid body distortion was defined as the zero-frequency
solutions to the dynamical equation. The distortion was related to a displacive
phase transition. A parent structure (higher symmetry structure) easily distorts
coupled/driven by a soft phonon. Thus, the phase transition is associated with an
easy-mechanical instability [20].
The Rigid Unit Modes (RUMs) theory connects the instability to low-energy
phonon modes [21–23]. This theory is based on two, apparently opposite, char-
acteristics of the polyhedra: the stiff and the floppy forces. The stiff force refers
to the rigid body motion of the polyhedron, whereas the floppy force refers to the
flexible linkage and bonding between two polyhedra, Fig. 2.1. A software to simu-
late the dynamical equations and their solutions was developed and it was able to
7
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Figure 2.1.: The two types of forces and related distortions in the rigid unit
mode.
simulate the intensity of the thermal diffuse scattering [22]. From this, an array
of diffuse patterns were found for framework structures. From a simple plane, like
in SiO2 trymidite, to an undulating web of lines for the β-quartz.
In a similar way, atomic chains can be intrinsically disordered in some crys-
talline structures. Such a disorder gives rise to reciprocal diffuse sheets, having
(quasi)elastic nature in case of true disorder, and inelastic in case of phonon-
associated displacement, e.g. for KNb3O [24–27]. Distinction between those cases
frequently produced controversies.
2.3. Peierls transition and charge density wave
Moving on from a simple structural distortion, discussed above, the basic principles
describing the Peierls transition and CDWs are introduced. Similarities between
the dynamical response of the lattice due to CDW and framework instabilities will
be explored.
Peierls predicted for the first time the transition that took its name in 1955 [28].
The 1D metals consisting of linear chains are intrinsically unstable with respect
to a gap opening at the Fermi level. As a result, this would lead to a metal-
insulator transition. For the higher dimensionality, the electrons are “condensing”
in momentum space so-called charge density wave, which is characterised by a
q-vector related to the specific topology of the Fermi surface.
To introduce the problem, the electronic instability should be presented. The
subject is described in great details in books or reviews dedicated to the topic [29–
8
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38] and in chapter of wide-ranging books [39–43]. In our summary, the formalism
of Grüner is used [35].
The electrons in a metal can be considered by the free electron gas model, in which
the ions are inert and uniformly charged. In a perfect metal, the distribution of
the electrons follows the Bloch function, which is periodic with the lattice. Thus,
the electrons should not interfere with the crystal cell. However, in the real metal,
some interactions due to impurity, holes and thermal vibration appear. If an
external potential, Vext, is introduced, the electron density, ρind, can be linearly
approximated as follows [11]:
ρind(q) = χ(q)Vext(q) , (2.16)
where q is the reciprocal space vector and χ, is the Lindhard response function,
which is given by:
χ(q) =
∫ dk
(2pi)d
f(k)− f(k + q)
(k)− (k + q) , (2.17)
where f(q) is the Fermi-Dirac function, (k) is the energy of the electronic state in
k and d is the dimension of the system. For a 1-D electronic gas, a linear dispersion
relation around the Fermi energy can be assumed, through k − F = ~vF (k− kF )
where the velocity v is given by the relation mev = ~k. The integral of the
susceptibility is given by:
χ(q) = −e
2
pi~vF
ln
∣∣∣∣∣q + 2kFq − 2kF
∣∣∣∣∣ = −e2n(F )ln
∣∣∣∣∣q + 2kFq − 2kF
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.18)
where kF corresponds to the Fermi wavevector. When q=2kF , the occupied k
state and the unoccupied k+q gives a divergent contribution to the Lindhard
function. If one considers a 3D-sphere, the susceptibility becomes [44]:
χ(q) = χ(x) = −e2n(F )
[
1 + 1− x
2
2x ln
∣∣∣∣1 + x1− x
∣∣∣∣
]
, with x = q/2kF (2.19)
where n(F ) is the density of states at the Fermi level, considering the spin direc-
tion. From this equation, we notice that x decreases decreasing q. Also in this
9
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Figure 2.2.: Lindhard response fuction for 1D, quasi-1D, 2D and 3D free electron
gas at zero temperature
Figure 2.3.: Different 2D Fermi surfaces and their related nesting vectors.
case, a logarithmic singularity is present at q = 2kF . This instability takes the
name of Peierls and the Fig. 2.2 summarises the results. More vectors are related
to this instability, the more the divergence is evident, so the Lindhard function
is actually sensitive to the Fermi surface topology. In fact, the perfect divergence
of the 1D dimension case due to the higher amount of possible vectors starts to
decrease as the dimension increases, together with the number of nesting vectors.
Qualitatively, the nesting of the Fermi surface is possible when a piece of it can
be superposed on another piece by the translation q-vector. An example on the
Fermi surface dimensionality and how it affects the nesting can be seen in Fig. 2.3.
For some systems, the concept of the geometric Fermi surface nesting is not suffi-
cient to explain the electronic instability. In fact, for metals in lower dimension, the
different partially filled electronic dispersions should be studied. Moreover, their
combined Fermi surfaces give as a results a nested superposed surface, Fig. 2.4.
Those nestings are related to the subsequent CDW phase, which removes the
10
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Figure 2.4.: Example of hidden nesting for the purple bronze KMo16O17. The
three calculated Fermi surfaces of the partially filled d-blocks, A, B and C, are
superposed, D, and the nesting vector related to the superposition is visible in F.
From M.-H. Whangbo, E. Canadell, P. Foury, J.-P. Pouget, Science 252 96-98
(1991). Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
nested regions [45–47]. Apparently, the same or better result can be obtained
considering the Lindhard function instead of geometric constructions.
2.4. Kohn anomaly
As already mentioned, the lattice is affected by the Peierls instability. Thus, when
we describe the free electron in a periodic potential, the thermal vibration of the
lattice should be taken into account. To introduce the concept, the 1D-linear chain
example will be used as an example. In order to take into account the coupling,
the Fröhlich Hamiltonian can be used as a model in the context of the mean field
theory:
H = Hel+Hph+Hel−ph =
∑
k
ka
†
kak+
∑
q
~ωqb†qbq+
∑
k,q
gqa
†
k+qak(b
†
−q+bq). (2.20)
In the first Hamiltonian, which corresponds to the electronic part, the electron
state has an energy of k = ~2k2/2m and a†k and ak correspond to the creation
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and annihilation operators. The second Hamiltonian refers to the lattice vibra-
tions, where b†q and bq are the creation and annihilation operators for the phonon
characterised by the wavevector q. The latter term is the Hamiltonian for the
electron-phonon coupling described using the rigid ion approximation, where the
ionic potential V at any point is just dependent to the distance from the center of
the ion. The electron-phonon coupling in the equation is expressed by:
gq = i
√√√√ ~
2Mωq
|q|Vq (2.21)
where M is the ionic mass. The mean field theory of the CDW formation is
mathematically analogous to that of the BCS theory of a superconductor.
The electron-phonon interaction should be described in an equation of motion
with small amplitude displacements. This leads to renormalised frequencies for
the lattice motion. The frequency ω(q) becomes:
ω2(q) = ω20 +
2g2qω0
~
χ(q) (2.22)
where gq is the electron-phonon coupling, and ω0 is referred to the unrenormalised
phonon frequency. The anomaly in the phonon spectrum is similar to χ, especially
following its dimension. Since the maximum value of χ is ∼ q = 2kF , a related
decreasing intensity or softening is expected in q = 2kF . The anomaly in the
phonon spectrum is normally referred to as Kohn anomaly [48, 49], Fig. 2.5a. An
equation gives the temperature dependence for the frequency for T > TCDW :
ω(2kF) = ω0(2kF)
√√√√T − TMFCDW
TMFCDW
, (2.23)
where TMFCDW is referred to the transition temperature calculated in the mean field
theory.
The phase transition with a subsequent freezing of the lattice vibration is observed
for a 1D metal. The effect of the renormalisation, relative to the dimensionality
of the system is shown in Fig. 2.5b. If the phonon freezes (with ω = 0), we have
what is called a “frozen-in” lattice distortion. This causes a periodic distortion in
the lattice due to the CDW phase. A soft phonon anomaly is observed above the
transition, as a precursor of the condensation into the Bragg peak. In the case of
CDW, this phonon anomaly condenses into a pattern of static displacement at the
transition, which produces a modulated structure of period 2pi/2kF .
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Figure 2.5.: In figure (a) the phonon dispersion at different temperatures above
the transition and in figure (b) the dependence of the phonon dispersion respect
the dimensionality of the system. The figures are taken from Ref. [35].
2.5. Peierls distortion
Although the transition is normally referred to as "the Peierls transition", the
thermodynamics of the CDW state has been studied by Kuper. Furthermore
Fröhlich, independently, suggested that the ground state can carry an electric
current under an applied electric field.
When Peierls describes for the first time the intrinsic instability of a 1D chain [28],
he though that it was a mathematical result with no connection with reality, since
in nature there are no a strictly example of 1-dimensional system. However, this
kind of instability was found in many crystals, constitute by a series of linear
chains correlations [40]. In order to describe the Peierls distortion, we should
use the structure and electronic dynamics. In fact, starting from the idea of the
partly filled band, the energy of the electrons decreases with a gap opening. The
occupied states are in a lower-energy band and the higher-energy band has just
empty states, changing the material’s behaviour to that of an insulator. To open a
gap at the vector kF , a structural distortion is needed, where the kF corresponds to
the Brillouin zone border of the insulator. This transition happens if the gain in the
electron kinetic energy compensates the loss in elastic energy due to the distortion.
The gap is expected at temperatures enough low to avoid the thermal excitations
of the electrons, which will cancel the gain in the kinetic energy, Fig. 2.6.
13
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This gap in the electronic dispersion can also be seen as a parameter of order in
the charge density wave phase [35]. It is actually used also in the superconductor
phase and the spin density wave [50, 51]. It is written as:
∆ = |∆|eiφ . (2.24)
If it is added to the Fröhlich Hamiltonian, shows the development of a gap in the
electric dispersion relation. The opening of the gap lowers the electronic energy,
whereas the lattice distortions lead to an increase elastic energy. The total energy
is given by the two contributions:
Etot = Eel + Elatt = n(F )
[
−∆
2
2 −∆
2log
(2F
∆
)
+ ∆
2
2λ
]
, (2.25)
where λ is the dimensionless electron-phonon coupling constant:
λ = g
2n(F )
~ω2kF
. (2.26)
The Peierls distortion phase is stable when the gain in the electronic energy is
larger than the elastic energy of the distortion. Considering the ground state wave
function and the integration over the occupied states, in the limit of weak coupling
limit (F >> ∆), the periodic charge density variation is found as:
ρ(x) = ρ0
[
1 + ∆
~vFkF
cos(2kFx+ φ)
]
. (2.27)
In the real system, the perfect nesting of the Fermi surface is almost impossi-
ble. However, if the Fermi surface is destroyed by the gap, the transition will
be metal-semiconductor or metal-insulator. Whereas, if electron and hole pockets
still remain in the Fermi surface after the transition, there would be a metal to
metal transition [43].
Another consideration is the inter-correlation, as the inter-chain interaction of the
1D chain. The Peierls instability appears in the regions where pre-transitional
fluctuations in the high-symmetry phase were visible. The PLD (Periodic lattice
14
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Figure 2.6.: The electron density for a 1D metallic chain above the transition,
on the left, and in the CDW phase, on the right, where the PLD and the gap
opening, ∆, are visible. The figures were modified from Ref. [35].
distortion) and CDW are correlated along the chain directions with a parallel cor-
relation length, ξ//, whereas between chain a perpendicular correlation length, ξ⊥,
should be considered. The correlation lengths depend on the temperature. In
fact, the fluctuation in the direct space of the high-symmetry phase shows diffuse
sheets in the reciprocal space, meaning a short-range order. Decreasing the tem-
perature, the correlation order is increasing faster in the intra-chain correlation and
a long-range order is defined at the transition temperature, where the 3D Peierls
transition is visible with the satellite reflections. The temperature dependence of
the correlation lengths is visible in Fig. 2.7 [52].
2.6. Beyond the weak electron-phonon coupling: the
strong case
The Peierls transition related to the CDW transition is usually explained by a
weak electron-phonon coupling. However, not all the systems can be explained
only with this approximation. The first criticism comes with a paper of Migdal [53,
54]. He showed that a many electrons system, when coupled with the phonons,
is unstable above a critical value of electron-phonon coupling, considering the
Fröhlich interaction. In order to describe the strong-electron phonon coupling, a
Ginzburg-Landau-phenomenological model by McMillan was presented [55]. His
approach is based on considering the electron-phonon coupling based on a short-
order range. In fact, in the weak coupling approach, the mode associated to q =
2kF is the only one considered and for this reason, we are artificially considering
an infinite coherence length. With this consideration for the strong coupling, the
15
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Figure 2.7.: The passage from a pre-transitional fluctuation phase to the Peierls
transition with 2kF satellite reflections [52].
Mean Field model is no longer valid and the harmonic frequencies of the nesting
vectors should be added. The interaction becomes more localised in the real space
that in the reciprocal space. The Kohn anomaly associated with the instability is
not longer exclusively at q = 2kF . A softening in a larger part of the q-space is
expected, as found already experimentally in different cases [56, 57].
Aubry and Quémerais [58–60] proposed a model using the bipolaron as quasipar-
ticle. The polaron is an electron, which has a renormalised mass, considering the
strong connection with the phonons surround it. A bipolar is a bound pair of po-
larons. Above TC , the bipolaron are disordered and below the transition they are
ordered, separated by a 1/(2kF ) distance. Also for this case, the short-range of the
lattice deformation is present and the transition is considered as an order-disorder
type transition. With this model, the CDW wave is not described as a sinusoidal
cos-wave, but it is described by different Fourier terms where the first harmonic
is in 2kF , Fig. 2.8. Recently, Gor’kov proposed a two-step mechanism [61]. At
first, the strong electron-phonon coupling forms the polaron-type where ions and
electrons are closer. At this point, the potential becomes anharmonic and, due
to the strong coupling, it can be described by the Ising spin concept. The CDW
phase originates from an order-disorder transition.
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3. Experimental methods and data
analysis
In order to understand the experimental methods used to study the lattice dynam-
ics, the array of techniques used is presented with an introduction to the theory
behind. At the end of the chapter, the experimental details for each studied system
are described.
3.1. Scattering process and theoretical formalism
The geometry of the general inelastic process is shown in Fig. 3.1, where for the
momentum and energy conservation laws, the scattering vector, Q and the energy
transferred to the system in order to create/annihilate a phonon can be written
as:
Q = ki − kf (3.1)
Figure 3.1.: Schematic of a scattering process. The incident and the scattered
photons are characterised by their E,  and k. More details in the text.
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E = Ei − Ef (3.2)
ki and kf are the wave vectors of the initial and final states, respectively, while Ei
and Ef are the energies of the initial and final states. For a phonon, the exchange
energy in the scattering process of X-ray photons is just on the order of magnitude
of meV (E << Ei) , therefore one obtains:
Q = 2ki sin(θ) (3.3)
where 2θ is the angle between ki and kf , the scattering angle.
In a scattering process, the physical property that can be measured is the double-
differential cross section, d2σ
dΩ dEf , which is proportional to the number of incident
photons scattered into a solid angle, Ω, in a range of energy. In order to write a
model on the electron-phonon interaction, the weak relativistic limit is used [64].
Additionally, one should neglect the phenomena near the X-ray absorption thresh-
old and related to the magnetic coupling. The Hamiltonian describing the inter-
action can just contain the Thomson part [65]:
HTh =
1
2r0
∑
j
A2(rj, t) , (3.4)
where r is the coordinate in space, r0 is the classical electron radius and A is the
electromagnetic field vector potential. Starting from the general term of the scat-
tering from an incoming beam with uniform luminosity,L , as σ=L ∗| < F |S|I >
|2, given the S-matrix from perturbation theory for the perturbation Hamiltonian
above, and |I >, |F > as initial and final states and expressed by the Fermi’s
“golden rule” [66], one can write for the double-differential cross section [67]:
d2σ
dΩ dEf
= r20(i · f )2
ki
kf
∑
I,F
PI
∣∣∣∣∣∣< F |
∑
j
eiQrj |I >
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
δ(E − Ef − Ei), (3.5)
where the Dirac delta only enforces energy conservation. As considered before,
some approximations can be made considering that the exchange energy is very
small for the scattering process regarding the phonon. The first is the validity of
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the adiabatic approximation, which leads to the separation of the system quantum
state |S > in two separate contributions, from the electronic and nuclear part. The
second is related to the electronic part of the total wave function, in this case, it is
not changed by the scattering. Thus, the initial and final state present differences
due to the excitations of the ion system. One obtains:
d2σ
dΩdEf
= r20(i ·f )2
ki
kf

∑
In,Fn
PIn
∣∣∣∣∣∣< Fn|
∑
j
fk(Q)eiQRk |In >
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
δ(E − Ef − Ei)
 .
(3.6)
where fk(Q) is the atomic form factor (in general f(Q) =
∫
ρ(r)eiQrd3r) and Rk
is its position vector. Here, we can define the scattering factor, S(Q, E), as the
expression in the bracket.
We will consider now the case of a single-phonon scattering process in a crystal
sample. For this part, we will follow the formalism of Xu and Chang [68]. A
crystal with N unit cells containing n atoms labelled as k, where the position of
the k-th atom in the m-th cell is written as rm,k=Rm+τk, with the lattice vector
as Rm and the atomic basis vector in unit cell as τk. Assuming the harmonic
approximation [69], the scattering function can be given by:
S(Q, E) =
∑
ν
G(Q, ν)F (E, T,Q, ν) , (3.7)
which is divided in two factors:
G(Q, ν) =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
k
1√
Mk
fk(Q)[eνk(q) ·Q]eiQrk exp−Wk
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (3.8)
F (E, T,Q, ν) = < n(Eν(Q, T ) +
1
2 ± 12 >
Eν(Q)
δ(E ∓ Eν(Q)). (3.9)
The first is the dynamical structure factor, G, where we introduce the Mk as
the mass of the atoms, e−Wk as the Debye-Waller factor and ν as the mode with
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ν=1,...,3n. The phonon eigenvector eνk(q), presented in Chapter 2, of the wavevec-
tor q for the scalar product with Q imposes selection rules in the detection of the
phonons. The Debye-Waller factor is:
Wk =
1
4Mk
∑
k,ν
∣∣∣∣∣ ~Nωνk coth
(
~ωνk
2kBT
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
|Q · eνk(q)|2 . (3.10)
The second term is the thermal factor and it specifies the probability of cre-
ation/annihilation of a vibration. The term < n(E, T ) > is the thermal occupation
factor that is the Bose factor:
< n(E, T ) >= 1
eE/(kBT ) − 1 . (3.11)
Finally, the X-ray intensity is determined by eigenfrequencies ωνk and eigenvectors,
eνk, of the dynamical matrix, eq. 2.13.
For computational purposes, the intensity formulae are not simple. In order to
resolve and find the intensity for X-ray inelastic scattering and diffuse scattering,
a simplification can be made, as considering the factor G as a small quantity. The
Taylor expansion results:
I0 ∝
∑
k,k′,m
fkfk′e
−Wk−Wk′e−iQ(Rm+τk,k′ ). (3.12)
This term corresponds to the Bragg diffraction and there is a dependence of the
intensity, in fact, it decreases due to the Debye-Waller factor.
In order to write the higher term, we use an identity:
N∑
m=1
eikRm = N
N∑
l=1
δk,Kl , (3.13)
where Kl is the reciprocal lattice vectors. The second term, which corresponds to
the single phonon scattering and gives the scattering intensity of IXS, is:
I1(Q, E) ∝
∑
ν
[
1
ωνQ
coth(
~ωνQ
2kBT
)
]
k=Q−KQ
∣∣∣∣∣∑
k
fk√
Mk
e−Wk(Qeν,kQ )e−iKQτk
∣∣∣∣∣
2
k=Q−KQ
δ(E−Ef−Ei),
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(3.14)
where KQ is the nearest reciprocal lattice vector to Q and k is the reduced wavevec-
tor of Q in the 1st Brillouin zone. This term can be considered also for the DS.
In fact, the DS is the sum of I(Q,E) on all energies: IDS(Q)=
∫
(Q, E)dE. We
can notice that in both cases, the intensity is strongly influenced by the thermal
population factor in the coth function. For this reason, the acoustic phonons are
normally stronger. For DS, the acoustic phonons contribute more in the proximity
of Bragg nodes.
3.2. Diffuse scattering
Further information about the diffuse scattering theory and technique can be found
in Ref. [2, 17, 70–72].
The diffuse scattering technique is a useful tool in order to determine the static
or dynamic deviations from the long-range ordered structure, normally detected
by conventional X-ray diffraction experiment. In fact, the short-range order, as
defects, can be studied, as well as inelastic components, such as low energy phonons
and the related elastic constants. The DS can be collected relatively quickly and
can be analysed in order to identify the region of interest in the reciprocal space.
Experimental set-up
At ID28 beamline, two branches can work at the same time. The sketch of the
beamline shows the two techniques: diffuse scattering and inelastic X-ray scatter-
ing, Fig. 3.2.
The source consists of linear undulators with a synchrotron radiation of ∆E/E
≈ 10−2 and an integrated power ≈ 200 W. To extract the beam, a Laue-Bragg
monochromator (LBM) is used and it has two components. The first is a diamond
(311) which divides the primary beam for the two branches (Laue). The beam
that is passing in the DS branch is reflected from a second Si(422) crystal (Bragg).
The work wavelengths are in the range 0.5-1.0 Å (energy range 12.4-24.8 keV). The
upper limit of flux on the sample is 2.7 · 1012 ph/s/100 mA at the energy 17.8 keV.
The X-ray beam is focused by the combination of a transfocator equipped with
cylindrical Be refractive lenses, in the vertical direction, and a multilayer mirror, in
the horizontal direction. The beam can have a focus with a range between 30-100
µm of FWMH.
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Figure 3.2.: Schematic layout of ID28 beamline at the ESRF, with the IXS-triple
axis spectrometer and the side station for DS and diffraction measurements.
At the sample stage, the set-up is identical to x-ray diffraction, Fig. 3.3. The
transmission geometry is preferred, while the geometry in reflection is used for
thin film. To avoid the air scattering signal a collimator before the sample and a
beamstop behind it are used. The 5-circles Huber goniometer is used with a load
translation for the pixel detector in order to provide a variable detector-sample
distance from 244 mm to 414 mm. Scattering angles up to 130 degrees can be
covered with multiple exposures. A silicon hybrid pixel detector, PILATUS3 1M
X with no dark noise, is used. It has an active area of 168.7x179.4 mm2 with a
pixel size of 172x172 µ m2 [73]. Each pixel is reading out individually and the
detector has a single-photon counting mode. Frames are collected on the detector
with a maximum of 2◦ step/0.5 sec. In the case of diffraction measurements,
different absorbers before the collimator can be applied if the fastest collection is
not enough to decrease the intensity and avoid the saturation of the Bragg peaks.
The heavy load stage of the Huber goniostat allows hosting a variety of sample
environment options: Huber goniometer heads, closed-cyrcle cryostat, cryostream
(Oxford Cryostream 700/700+), heat blower (mini blower and eurotherm), uni-
axial strain device and high-temperature electric field set-up. Collections with
high-pressure equipment are also possible. Indeed, the Diamond anvil cell (DAC)
can be mounted on the goniostat, as shown in Fig. 3.3b.
In this thesis, the first measurements on bronzes were done in ID23-1 MX beam-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3.: Sample stage on the side station for DS and diffraction measure-
ments. (a) On the top, the Pilatus detector with 1M pixels and on the bottom,
the collimator and the beamstop are visible before and after the sample holder.
On the sample stage, the sample is mounted on a goniometer head, in this pic-
ture, at the position χ=0. (b) The mounting of the DAC cell on the goniostat.
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Figure 3.4.: Diffraction geometry of the side station in transmission. The frame
collected is the result of the projection of the Ewald sphere onto the detector.
line. The PILATUS detector, in this case, is of 6M pixels with an active area of
423.6x424.6 mm2.
3.2.1. Data collection
In transmission geometry, the beam passes through the sample and the primary
part goes on the beam stop. The scattered intensity is detected by the detector.
A beam with incident wave vector, ki=2pi/λ, is diffracted by the sample and if
the difference of the two is equal to a vector of the reciprocal space, there is a
constructive interference. The point in the reciprocal space which will be detected
lies on the related Ewald sphere (with 2pi/λ), Fig. 3.4. This sphere has a certain
thickness coming from the energy uncertainty: ∆E/E=∆k/k. Area detectors
usually are flat, and for this reason, it collects a projection of the Ewald sphere.
The sample is then rotated of 360◦ around a perpendicular axis with respect to the
incoming beam, meanwhile frames are collecting with an angular step. In ID28 to
access large Q-vectors, the angle of the sample, χ, and the position of the detector,
Γ, can vary.
In the beamline, a program of the Swiss Norwegian Beam line (SNBL) at the ESRF
[74] called Pylatus can be used as control software to run the frames collection. It
is an easy interface where the desired geometry and the acquisition details can be
chosen (deg-step, time acquisition, position/distance detector, goniostat geometry,
etc.). Plug-ins driving the experimental environment equipment are available.
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Series of measurements for different angular combinations, sample translations
and temperatures can be added to the sequence with the estimated measurement
time, which is automatically provided. Alternatively, Python syntax is used for
the fast generation of sequences.
The data collected can be inspected by Albula software, provided by Dectris.
The analysis is done by CrysAlis [75], where the basic built-in geometry is in
kappa instead of the Euler one used in the beamline. In order to reconstruct
the reciprocal space, some corrections should be taken into account. The planar
projection of the scattered beam to the detector requires a geometrical correction
factor, D = (1/cos3(2θ)). Another correction to apply at the image to the detector
is the parallax, the distortion caused by the absorption properties of the sensor
array. A correction should be applied considering the polarisation of the incident
beam, P = sin2(Φ) + cos2(Φ)cos2(2θ), considering the synchrotron light. The last
correction is called Lorentz and it is related to the rotation of the sample irradiated
with the beam. In fact, the reciprocal space points with small momentum transfer
stay a longer time in the scattering geometry with respect to the points with a
large momentum transfer. It is normally important for diffraction measurements
with sharp Bragg peaks. For slowly changing DS Lorentz correction should not be
applied. The three corrections are implemented directly in CrysAlis.
Another software locally developed in ID28 (Project X) provides the possibility to
reconstruct with high-quality the reciprocal space. Additionally to the 2D recon-
structions, it can provide 3D reconstruction, generating a CCP4 file. Examples
will be shown in Chapter 4.
3.3. Inelastic X-ray scattering
Inelastic x-ray scattering can conclude on the static or dynamic nature of the
fluctuations found in the diffuse scattering. In fact, measuring longitudinally/
transversally on the observed diffuse scattering, the coupling with phonon can be
perhaps found. There could be a phonon with a low-energy and wave-vectors
ending in the same plane, line or point.
The energy resolution is both the most important and most demanding element
of the inelastic x-ray scattering experimental apparatus. In fact, in order to have
photons of the wavelength compatible to the inter-particle distances, around ∼
λ=0.1 nm, their energy is quite high, i.e. 12 keV. The latter is not comparable
to the energy of collective excitations as phonon (on the order of meV). For this
reason, the energy resolution should be at least ∆E/E ≈ 10−7. This latter is
technically challenging, especially compared to the neutron scattering. In that case
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the resolution necessary is just ∆E/E ≈ 10−2 since the energy of neutrons with
that wavelengths is ∼ 100 meV. However, IXS can probe materials with small size
(µm) and/or under high pressure. Additionally, it can access Q-E regions, which
are not accessible by neutron measurements, since it has not kinematic limitations.
For our case, the samples were too small for neutron study, and the situation is
even worse for our pressure study.
In order to obtain the challenging energy resolution, a perfect crystal should be
used as monochromator. The resolving power (E/∆E) is given by [76]:
(
∆E
E
)
= dhkl
piΛext
(3.15)
where dhkl is the lattice spacing of (hkl) reflection order and Λext is the primary
extinction length, which increases with increasing reflection order. High order
Bragg reflections and highly perfect crystals are necessary. The choice of the
crystal becomes really strict, which almost constrains us to use Si crystals. In
fact, the crystal should have the capability to induce relative variations of d, the
lattice spacing, larger than the desired energy resolution: ∆d/d  (∆E/E) ≈
10−8. Geometrical conditions as the angular divergence of the beam (∆θ) should be
taken in account, in fact in order to reach the desired energy resolution, the angular
contribution has to be comparable or smaller. As result, the divergence should
be in the order of magnitude of nrad, the choice of the extreme backscattering
geometry allows a ∆θ of ∼ 20 µrad.
The layout of the ID28 beamline at the ESRF is presented in Fig. 3.2, based on a
triple-axis spectrometer. The beam is pre-monochromated from two channel-cut
single crystals, Si(111) and Si(400), until ∆E/E=10−5 and their use is to prevent
the over-heat loading of the main monochromator. The main monochromator
works with a Bragg angle of 89.98◦. The chosen reflections can vary from Si(777)
to Si(13 13 13) providing from a 7 ∆E meV until a 1.0 ∆E meV. This highly
monochromised beam is focused by different kind of mirror, from a platinum-coated
toroidal mirror at 25 m, which focuses the beam at 250 x 80 µm (HxV), until a
focusing of 25 x 12 µm (HxV) with the combined use of Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB),
which focuses the vertical part, and a multilayer mirror, for the horizontal part of
the beam. The Tab. 3.1 contains the details of the two most used energy resolutions
and the different mirror set-up that determines the working beam dimension on
the sample.
No effects from parasitic scattering are observed before the beam reaches the sam-
ple, due to the usage of sample slits. The scattered photons are collected at the
end of a 7-meter spectrometer arm by 9 silicon analysers, which are arranged in
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Reflection Energy ∆E
Si(nnn) keV meV
9 9 9 17.79 3
12 12 12 23.72 1.3
Mirrors Focusing a
(HxV)µm
Toroidal 270x70
Cylindrical + ML 14x60 (25x60)
Toroidal + KB 270x7 (270x12)
KB + ML 14x7 (25x12)
Table 3.1.: Key parameters of the IXS branch of ID28; in the left table, the two
most used reflections of the main monochromator and its related beam energy
and energy resolution; in the right table, the focusing of the beam on the sample
with different set-ups.
aThe expected focus is reported and, additionally, the averaged one obtained during the exper-
iments is in parenthesis.
the horizontal plane with a fixed angular offset of ∼ 0.75 ◦. The arm can rotate
with a range of 0-45◦ and 9 momentum-transfer spectra are collected at the same
time, since the radiation from the analyser is collected by CdTe detectors by Bragg
reflection. The analysers must be spherical and sliced, with a radius equals to the
distance between sample and analyser. It ensures an identical Bragg angle for each
photon entering the device [77]. This is known as Rowland condition.
To measure at one particular momentum transfer, the scattering angle 2-θ and
the orientation of the sample (two angles) should be calculated. The geometry
of the scattering can be transformed in (HKL) coordinates, normally done by
the UB matrix [78]. In order to perform an energy scan with the backscattering
geometry, the energy difference cannot be done by varying the Bragg angle between
the analysers and the monochromator. Instead, the temperature T of the main
monochromator is changed, producing a change in its lattice parameters d, while
the analysers temperature is kept constant [79]:
∆T
T
= α(T )∆T ; where α(T ) = α0 + β(T − T0) , (3.16)
where α(T ) is the expansion coefficient, considering T0=22.5 ◦C and the constant
are α0=(2.581±0.002)x10−6K−1 and β=(0.016±0.004)x10−6K−2 [80]. The varia-
tion in the lattice parameter corresponds to a variation in the scattered energy,
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looking at the Bragg law:
nhc
E
= 2d sin θ. (3.17)
Then, the variation of the lattice parameter ∆d corresponds with ∆E/E= -∆d/d
and looking at Equation 3.16 becomes:
∆E
E
= −
∫ T
T0
α0 + β(T ′ − T0)dT ′ = −(α0 − βT0)∆T + 12β(T
2 − T 20 ). (3.18)
Thus, the temperature of the monochromator should be controlled with a precision
of mK. In the same way, the analysers should have a stable temperature with the
same precision. In order to accurately control the stability, a temperature bath is
controlled by an active feedback system [81]. For further information about the
theory and the instrumentation, the reader is encouraged to read Ref. [1, 65, 82–84]
3.3.1. IXS spectra
The IXS scans are the intensity collected in the detectors in function of the tem-
perature of the monochromator, or better the energy loss. An example is shown
in Fig. 3.5. The collecting time can vary between 30 seconds up to a few min-
utes for each point of the scan. The count rate varies considering the scattering
cross-section, the incoming flux, the illuminated volume and the efficiency of the
analysers.
One should take in account the instrumental resolution when measuring the in-
tensity, adding it to the single phonon scattering intensity derived in the first part
of the chapter, Eq. 3.14:
I(Q, E) = A(Q)[I1(Q, E)
⊗
R(E)] +B(Q,E) (3.19)
where A(Q) is the intensity factor taking into account the experimental set-up and
the scattering geometry, R(E) the instrumental resolution function and B(Q, E)
is related to the background of the electronics and the environment 1. In the case
of ID28, the contribution of the background can be neglected, since it is of the
1The
⊗
denotes the convolution operator.
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Figure 3.5.: Example of IXS scan with a resolution in energy of 3 meV and a
resolution in Q of 0.076 Å. In this particular scan, the horizontal slits had a gap
of 56 mm, normally they are opened at 20 mm, giving a resolution in Q of 0.025
Å. The scan is taken at 250 K for the sample m=6 in Q=(2.62 2 0). The dots
correspond to the experimental data. The total fit is in dotted line whereas the
fitted elastic peak and phonon are drawn by black lines.
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order of one count per 30 minutes. Whereas the instrumental resolution function
is normally measured by the scattering of a plexiglass sample at T=10 K and at
the position of q=10 nm−1, where the inelastic contribution is minimised. The
resolution has, for example, FWHM of 3.0 meV with the reflection Si(999), fitted
by a pseudo-Voigt function.
In the scan, Fig. 3.5, a central peak at zero energy corresponds to the elastic peak
and it is fitted by a Lorentzian considering the instrumental resolution. On the
other hand, the peaks at a certain energy transfer are related to the phonons which
are created or annihilated, E > 0 and E < 0, respectively. Thus, two symmet-
ric peaks at negative and positive energies are visible. However, the amplitude
is different and the difference on intensity is related to the temperature for the
Bose-Einstein factor. In order to fit the phonon profile, obviously considering the
instrumental resolution, the Damped harmonic oscillator (DHO) or a Lorentzian
profile are normally chosen. In the DHO case [85]:
I(Q, E) = 2
pi
|A(Q)| E − E01− e−(E−E0)/kBT
|2ΓQ|[
(E − E0)2 − ~2ω2Q
]2
+ (2ΓQ)2(E − E0)2
,
(3.20)
where ~ωQ is the phonon energy, ΓQ is FWHM of the peak, E the loss energy and
E0 the compensation for a change in the zero energy.
3.4. High pressure measurements
The high-pressure measurements to reach very high pressure is normally done in
two ways: with a piston-cylinder vessel or by anvils which compress the sample in
the middle. The Diamond anvil cell (DAC) is the most used achieving until 400
GPa, an example in Fig. 3.6.
The sample is positioned in between the two gem-quality single crystal diamonds
with a flat surface and a conic shape. From the area of the anvil faces, the pressure
into the DAC can change applying the same amount of force (P=F/A). In order to
apply the pressure on the sample, the faces must have a high degree of concentricity
and parallelism. One of the anvils is mounted at the end of a sliding piston and it is
guided to the other anvil in two ways: or mechanically by screws, or by gas loading.
In order to protect the diamonds and to produce an isotropic pressure distribution
on the sample, the latter should be confined in a pressure medium softer than the
sample. To do that, a metallic gasket is used. Normally, an indentation of the
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6.: (a) A sketch of a DAC with the two diamonds separated by a gasket.
The pressure applied by the membrane is also shown. In (b) an example of the
sample m=8 (black platelet) on a 600 µm-culet diamond facet. A ruby crystal
is also positioned near the sample.
gasket to leave a thickness of 3 times the sample one is used to avoiding instability
and deformation in the hole. The hole is made in the middle of the gasket by
laser-cut or electro-erosion. Also in this case, the hole diameter should be 3 times
the sample size. The hole can be loaded with gas, e.g. helium and neon, liquid
mixture, e.g. alcohol and silicon oil, or soft and hard solids such as NaCl or MgO.
To measure the pressure the most used method is the ruby fluorescence [86]. Tiny
ruby crystals (5-30 µm), an example is visible in Fig. 3.6b, are positioned inside
the DAC together with the sample and their luminescence is excited by a laser,
showing a double peak that shifts linearly with hydrostatic pressure. The pressure
calibration is done on the most intense peak, whose pressure dependence is well
established by different experiments [87–90].
3.5. Experimental details
Here the experimental details for the two systems are presented.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7.: Example of samples mounted on a capillary: m=2 in figure (a) and
m=7 in figure (b). The platelet-like shape and surface colour are similar. The
c-axis is normal to the platelet for both.
MPTBp
High-quality samples were prepared in EnsiCaen by Elen Duverger-Nedellec of the
CRISMAT group. The samples are platelet-like with a thickness of ∼ 20-40 µm
and a maximum surface of 120x120 µm2. The samples are too fragile to be cleaved
or etched. For this reason, no chemical/physical treatment was done. The samples
are mounted on a capillary, as it is shown in Fig. 3.7.
The DS measurements were made with a wavelength of 0.689 Å in ID23-1 and of
0.6968 Å in ID28. The frames were collected with an angular slicing of 0.1◦/1sec
in ID28 and in 0.1 sec in ID23-1. The IXS measurements were done using an
energy resolution of 3 meV or 1.5 meV depending on necessity. In the Chapter 4 is
specified in the text which resolution was used for the specific experiment or scan.
Pressure measurements were performed on two samples with a DAC of 600 µm
culet, using neon as a pressure transmitting medium. Rhenium and stainless steel
were used as gaskets, respectively, for m=10 and m=8 samples. In both cases, the
orientation of the platelet (c-axis) is the one perpendicular to the diamond facets.
Example of the sample m=8 positioned on the facet of the diamond with a ruby
crystal is in Fig. 3.6b.
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Antimony
Crystals of antimony were commercially available with a high quality from Sur-
faceNet GMBH [91]. The sample was etched using an HCl/HNO3 mixture to
remove surface damage. A rocking curve of v 0.1◦ confirmed a high crystalline
quality. A platelet-like sample of ∼50 µm thickness was used for ambient pressure
measurements. For the high-pressure study, cylinders of ∼150 µm diameter and
∼50 µm thickness were laser cut with subsequent etching.
The pressure measurements were performed at room temperature with compressed
helium used as a pressure transmitting medium. The sample was cut in order to
be oriented with the hexagonal c-axis perpendicular to the diamond anvils.
The wavelength of 0.689 Å was used for the DS measurements in ID23. The
frames were collected with an angular slicing of 0.1◦. The IXS measurements
were performed with an energy resolution of 3 meV. The beam had a spot size of
15x13µm2.
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4. Lattice dynamics and CDW
phases in the monophosphate
tungsten bronze family
The study of the several CDW phases in the monophosphate tungsten bronze
family is presented and discussed in this chapter. An introduction is necessary
to understand the entire family, their electronic instabilities and the difference
between family members, showing in details the state of the art for the specific
ones studied in this work. The experimental results and the simulations will be
extensively presented and examined. The family members will be compared with
each other in this chapter’s conclusion, in order to summarise the findings. In
particular, the dimensionality of the system, as well as the structural and electronic
instability characteristics will help to understand the differences between members
of the family.
4.1. W-bronze family introduction
In the broad field of the low dimensional metals, peculiar electronic phases, such
as superconductivity, charge and spin density waves (C-SDW), are investigated.
Particular interest was dedicated to the “bronzes”. This term was given to a large
variety of ternary metal oxides with general formula Ax(MOy)z, where A is a
monovalent cation or an elemental group. The A species change the occupation
of the electrons in the d − t2g level of the transition metal (M). In fact, the MOy
parent oxides normally have those levels unoccupied. Thus, those new systems
have a charge transfer that transforms them into conductors, giving a metallic
surface recalling the Cu-Sn alloy of the same name.
The first electronic instabilities in this kind of oxides were found in the blue
bronzes, in particular K0.3MoO3, and just a year later in the violet bronzes, such
as AMo6O17, with A as K and Na [92–94]. In fact among the bronzes, the most
studied are the molybdenum derivatives [58].
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Figure 4.1.: The structure of the monophosphate tungsten bronze family. On the
left, the member m=6 with formula P4W12O44 and on the right, the member
m=8 with formula P4W16O56. The thickness of the W-block is the element that
defines the different members and it is linked with the m index.
This chapter focuses on the monophosphate tungsten bronze family. A family of
quasi-2D oxides with CDW instabilities. They were synthesised in the late 70s
by mistake at the CRISMAT laboratory, in Caen (France), as an unsuccessfully
synthesis of RbxWO3 [95]. The general formula is Ax(PO2)4(WO3)2m, and the
phosphorus was the spurious element that appeared in the silica ampoule where
the oxides were synthesised [96].
The crystal structure
The bronzes have a framework structure similar to the Magnéli phase γ-Mo4O11,
with stacking layers of octahedra and tetrahedra [97, 98]. The structure can be de-
scribed as a ReO3-type layered structure, composed by blocks of W-octahedra and
monolayers of PO4 tetrahedra. The m index, which defines the specific member
and also the thickness of the W-block, can be seen in the structure in Fig. 4.1.
The family is divided into two varieties of structure. The first group is formed
by the members with a pentagonal tunnel between the monolayer of phosphates
and the W-block. The group is called MPTBp, the subscript p is referred to pen-
tagonal, and the blocks are linked by a rotation axis of order 2 plus translation.
When an A cation is added to the general formula, the tunnel becomes hexagonal
in order to let the cation enter in the tunnel. In this case, the blocks have the
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same orientation and they are related only by translation. This is the MPTBh
group, where the subscript h stands for hexagonal [99, 100]. This latter layered
structure has been studied for technological applications due to the electrochem-
ical, optical and mechanical properties [101–103]. Some materials can be used as
Li-ion batteries cathode material, solid electrolytes in fuel cells and others, thanks
to the hexagonal tunnels, which vary their shape thank to Ax.
In this Thesis, the MPTBp group will be studied. The thickness of the tung-
sten slabs varies with m, whereas the a, b cell parameters weakly differ. The c
dependence can be described as:
c = ma cos 35
◦
√
2
+ 4.90Å .
A way to described this group by a single superstructure was formulated by Pérez
et al. [104]. They summarised the high-temperature structures with the (3+1)
mode. This model works for all the known members in their high-symmetry phases
with the exception of m=9, defined by a ≈5.30 Å, b ≈6.58 Å, c ≈2.95 Å where the
modulation vector is q= 1
m+2c and the supergroup is Pnnm(00σ3)0s0. This example
is referred to as an orthorhombic group for the even member. The odd members
are described by a monoclinic structure, with a slight deviation from 90◦ for the
β angle.
The empty perovskite cubic structure is the base of this system. However, the
substitution of one octahedron with a P-tetrahedra which has a shorter distance
gives rise to some possible distortions in the structure:
(i) a distortion in the W-octahedra neighbours, i.e. their O-O distances;
(ii) a possible tilting in the octahedra;
(iii) a possible displacement in the W atoms inside the octahedra, with an off-
centred W position.
Earlier diffraction studies confirmed the tilting of ∼ 8◦ in the same direction for
the same segment and in mirror position with respect to the others. The segments
are along the [100] and [010] axes of the perovskites [96].
This family is of particular interest, since several properties depend on m. Look-
ing at the thickness of the W-block, the system behaves similarly to WO3 with
increasing m( m→∞). The oxide has an anti-ferroelectric (AFE) behaviour [105]
and the high-term members seem to follow it, such as the example of the case of
m=10 [106]. Whereas the members with m < 6 are reported as classical Peierls
systems with a weak electron-phonon coupling.
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Another parameter influenced by m is the oxidation state (OS) of the cell, which
is constant for each member, whereas the single tungsten OS is dependent of m,
giving as result that W OS will evolve to reach 6, W OS →6 with m → ∞. For
this reason, the electronic properties are tuned by m and the electronic density
decreases in the higher term members. It leads to a smaller screening of the
long-range Coulomb interactions, and a possible Wigner localization of charges
through a Mott transition [107] in the higher term members [108, 109]. Thus, the
parameter m can tune the properties of the system. This family is clearly a good
use-case to study the change in the dimensionality, electron-phonon coupling and
other properties, as well as the subsequent CDW phase.
Charge density wave phases in the family
This family shows quasi-2D electronic properties and a quasi-cylindrical Fermi
surface, since the 5d conduction electrons are located in the empty perovskite-like
WO3 slabs. Additionally, there are directions where the W-chains have a strong
overlap of the d-t2g orbitals in the block. Due to this specific directionality, the
chains are considered as quasi-1D chains which form quasi-2D oxides. This is at
the basis of the “hidden” Fermi surface nesting and the correlated CDW instability
[46, 110–112].
Thus, the distortions due to the change in the basic empty perovskite cubic struc-
ture and the particular electronic structure give rise to the CDW instabilities. In
general, the CDW transition temperature increases with m, thus a better nesting
of the Fermi surface is achieved [113]. In literature, tables with all the members
information as cell parameters, temperatures of transition, TCDW , modulation vec-
tors, were reported multiple times. They can be consulted in the publications of
Roussel and Duverger-Nedellec [96, 114, 115]. We report the essential information
for the studied members in Sec. 4.2.
The structure in the CDW phases and their modulation vectors are less known
with respect to the high-symmetry phase. The first refinements were done in the
2000s for m=4 and 10 [106, 116]. After that, one had to wait almost 20 years in
order to add the refinement structures of the different phases for m=6, 8 and the
missed ones of m=10 by Duverger-Nedellec [115]. Thanks to her last work, the
differences found between low- and high-term members, predicted in the literature,
are confirmed. In fact, the CDW phases create a difference between members with
a low-term, until m=6, and the high-term members, m≥8.
In fact, the low-term members undergo a Peierls transition towards a CDW state
characterised by a sinusoidal modulation, where the hole and electron pockets
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2.: In (a) the temperature dependence of the resistivity for the low-term
member m=6. In (b) an example of temperature dependence of the resistivity
for a high-term member, m=10. In black the decreasing temperature slope, in
red the increasing temperature one. The pictures are taken from the PhD thesis
work of Kolincio and Duverger-Nedellec [115, 119], respectively .
stayed on Fermi surface due to the CDW gap openings [117, 118]. The low-term
members present CDWwith incommensurate vectors and weak satellite reflections.
For high-term members, the transitions are at higher temperatures and they have
commensurate CDW q-vectors. In some members, the vectors correspond to the
cell doubling with a q-vector along a* and a*+c*, as for m=9,10,12, 13,14 [115,
120, 121]. In addition, the intensities of the satellites are around an order of
magnitude higher than the low-term members ones and second order satellites are
visible [115]. For the latter, a huge improvement in their detection due to the
synchrotron measurements is shown in the PhD thesis work of Duverger-Nedellec,
since she performed some experiments in ID23 at the ESRF [115] and from our
measurement, vide infra. There is not yet an understanding on the mechanism
which underlies those CDW instabilities for the high-term members. It could be
given by an enhanced electron-electron interaction and a strong electron-phonon
coupling (considering the bipolaron-type model) or a competition between CDW
and the antiferroelectric instability found in the parent oxide WO3 (m→∞) [58,
121, 122]. The cell doubling seems to confirm the presence of the antiferroelectric-
type distortion [106].
When the structural displacement is analysed, also in this case, the low- and
high-term members present some differences. The displacement for the low-term
members is related to some large displacement of the oxygen, whereas the tungsten
is slightly moving. The high-term members present the same distortions, but the
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displacement of the tungsten is bigger, between 0.19-0.4 Å [106, 115, 116]. An
in-depth analysis of the structural deformation is presented in Sec. 4.7.
The structural displacements and the CDW phases differences are reflected in the
physical properties. In fact, a “classic” example of resistivity increasing below the
TCDW is shown for the low-term member m=6, which is a general feature of the
Peierls gap opening and the correlated change in the charge mobility, as it can be
seen in Fig. 4.2a [117, 119]. As example of the behaviour for the high-term member,
the m=10 is shown in Fig. 4.2b. At high temperature, they normally present a bad
metal behaviour (increasing m, the system is going to the insulator behaviour of
WO3), with an abrupt change in the slope due to a first order transition. They
normally also present hysteresis between the increasing/decreasing slope [115, 121].
Electronic structure and its calculation
Since this family has a quasi-2D electronic structure with instabilities, a section
dedicated to the electronic structure and its calculation is necessary.
For every member of the family, there are two 5d electrons for m WO6 octa-
hedra that contribute to the conduction band. Those electrons are uniformly
distributed in the tungstens. For each W-atom, there is an average of 2/m con-
duction electrons. They will cover the t2g just in the lower energy part. The
band was calculated for the first time with a tight binding method using the ex-
tended Hückel in a 2D approximation by Canadell and Whangbo for m=2,4,5,6,7,8
[110, 111, 123, 124]. They took as base the zig-zag chain as shown in Fig. 4.3 and
they start from the single W-block where they use the a, b and c parameters
oriented with the block. Three directions are necessary to describe the entire W-
block by the zig-zag chains. Those directions create three bands and the resulting
electronic dispersion is shown in Fig. 4.4 on the left, for the case of m=6. The
directions are a∗, (a∗ + b∗) and (a∗ − b∗). It can be seen that there is a band
confined along the a∗ axis, which is a 1D-band. The other two are 2D bands,
dispersive along the a∗ and b∗ axes. When those results are combined and the
three Fermi surfaces are superimposed, their nesting is visible, shown in Fig. 4.4
on the right. Different combined Fermi surfaces can be drawn from the electronic
band, depending on the Fermi energy. For this family, the result is in Fig. 4.4a,
when there are two electrons in the t2g. The Fermi surface combination of the
three bands for the m=8 is also represented in Fig. 4.5a, where the decomposition
in the 1D and the 2D bands are also represented in (b) and (c) figures [111].
Also ab initio calculations were performed with the generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA), used for the exchange energy specifically [125]. From the calcula-
tion, it has been found that the energy bands along c* are flat (Γ− Z), meaning
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3.: (a) The zig-zag chains with the unit W4O21 along different projec-
tion. E. Canadell, M.-H. Whangbo, Phys. Rev. B 43 1894 (1991). Copyright
2018 by the American Physical Society. (b) Example of zig-zag chain in the
monophosphate tungsten bronzes structure (m=8).
Figure 4.4.: The dispersion relations calculated by Canadell and Whangbo for
m=6, on the left. On the right the figure (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the
combined Fermi surfaces choosing a different EF . Reprinted with permission
from E. Canadell, M.-H. Whangbo, Chem. Rev. 91 965-1034 (1991). Copyright
2018 by Academic Chemical Society
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Figure 4.5.: The combination of the Fermi surfaces for m=8. Reprinted with
permission from E. Canadell, M.-H. Whangbo, Chem. Rev. 91 965-1034 (1991).
Copyright 2018 by Academic Chemical Society
that the interaction along the layered direction is weak in m=6. This result pro-
vides evidence that supports the hypothesis that the tungsten bronze family has
a 2D character. However, the EHTB method provides more convincing evidence,
since it agrees very well with the experimental results obtained, vide infra. In the
last years, the Fermi surface was studied experimentally twice through ARPES
measurements, in both cases the impossibility to cleave properly the surface of the
sample lead to partial studies [109, 125, 126].
Below the transition, those instabilities give rise to a gap opening in the electronic
structure with either a metal-semiconductor transition, the 1D system, or a metal-
metal transition if electron and hole pockets are left on the FS, which happens in
the 2D case [108]. The tungsten bronzes family generally follows the second case.
In fact, in 2D with the metal-metal transitions, the CDW gap is just partially
open [127]. However, it is really difficult to trace the left part of the Fermi surface.
Some example can be found for η-Mo4O11 and for m=6 [117, 128].
4.2. State of art for m=2, m=6 and m=8
Degenerate case, m=2
The lowest member, m=2, can be taken as a degenerate case since the W-block
becomes a single zig-zag chain, which is isolated by phosphate groups that surround
it, Fig. 4.6.
A hypothesis has been raised that if the layered structure is not anymore present,
the synthesis could lead to a bad quality crystal. This hypothesis has been found to
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Figure 4.6.: The structure of m=2. The zig-zag chains of the W-octahedra, well
visible on the left, are isolated from each other by the phosphate groups, shown
on the right.
be misleading and this member was considered unstable, as it can be seen reported
in Ref. [129].
Nevertheless, the member was successfully synthesised by two different groups
[130, 131]. Initially, two different polymorphs were synthesised without and under
pressure. The first, synthesised under pressure, has a tetragonal cell (a=6.250(1)
Å and c=4.066(1) Å). The second crystallises with a monoclinic cell (a=5.235(1)
Å, b=6.566(1) Å, c=11.19(1) Å and α=90.34(4)◦) [131]. For the latter structure,
a simplified system was proposed: an orthorhombic cell with space group Pna21
[130]. The structural analysis of this member shows a strong distortion of the
octahedron and tetrahedron [130].
A theoretical paper by Canadell et al. examined the system through tight-binding
model, as they did for the other members, and they predicted a possible electronic
instability due to the localised and delocalised electrons present in W2O10 chains
[123], as it can be seen in Fig. 4.7a. They first calculated the dispersion for the
single corner-shared octahedra chain. The dispersions show dispersive and flat
bands along Γ-Z, which corresponds to a*, considering our cell parameter. They
are related to the δ-orbital, x2−y2 orbital, and to the pi-orbitals, xz and yz orbitals,
respectively, as one can see in Fig. 4.7b. When the calculation is enlarged to the
real cell, the result is similar.
The member m=2 presents a rare oxidation state for the tungsten of V and not
an averaged one, as for the other members. Considering the d1 configuration and
the two tungsten atoms per cell, two electrons fill the t2g. The lowest energy
band is half filled, corresponding to the dispersive band. Whereas the two nearly
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Figure 4.7.: (a) The calculated dispersions of the t2g bands of m=2. On the left,
the calculation related to the single zig-zag chains. On the right, the calculated
dispersion relations of the three-dimensional lattice. (b) The schemes of the
different orbitals that play a role in the dispersion. Reprinted with permission
from E. Canadell, M.-H. Whangbo, J. Solid State Chem. 86 131-134 (1990).
Copyright 2018 by Academic Press. Inc.
degenerate flat bands are quarter-filled. In the flat bands, the electrons will be
localised [132–134], while they would be delocalised in the dispersive band. The
latter has a 1D metallic behaviour that may lead to an electronic instability as a
CDW one [123].
Teweldemedhin et al. studied the system through electrical resistivity measure-
ments, checking for the probable instability found by calculation. The study did
not show any CDW transition and the m=2 was observed to have a semiconductor
behaviour, as one can see in Fig. 4.8. However, there is a quasi-one-dimensional
character along the direction of the W-octahedra zig-zag chain. In fact, the resis-
tivity is about one to two orders of magnitude lower than along the other directions
[135].
Low-term member, m=6
Amongst all family members, the m=6 has probably been studied the most, due
to a successful synthesis and to the fact that it is isostructural with the Magnéli
molybdenum phase. For this member, diffuse scattering was already measured in
the 90s, using Cu-α X-ray beam with the fixed-crystal, fixed-film method [128], as
it can be seen in Fig. 4.9. The authors of [128] described the diffuse patterns as
composed of diffuse lines “constituted by the superposition of slightly split diffuse
segments” parallel to the a*-b* and a*+b* directions [128]. For them, those
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Figure 4.8.: The temperature dependence of the resistivity of m=2. A semicon-
ductor behaviour is shown and no particular instabilities are visible. Reprinted
with permission from Z. S. Teweldemeghin, K. V. Ramanujachary, M. Green-
blatt, J. Solid State Chem. 95 21-28 (1991). Copyright 2018 by Academic Press.
Inc.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9.: Diffuse scattering on m=6 at (a) 300 K and (b) 20 K, showing the
transition to the CDW phase. The figure is taken from the PhD thesis work of
Foury [117, 128].
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diffuse lines in the reciprocal space correspond in the direct space to the directions
of the WO6 chains that are connected in a staircase manner by their axial oxygen
atoms [111], as already explained in Sec. 4.1. Upon cooling, interchain critical cor-
relations developed, looking at the modulation of the diffuse line intensity. Later,
other diffuse scattering studies showed the low-frequency modes of the family, and
in a study by Foury et al. [136] those modes were described as derived from a
displacements of the tungsten atoms away from the octahedra centre. The corre-
lation is inside the segment of the m octahedra. No correlation is found between
neighbours, showing a ferroelectric-type displacement [136].
Three different CDW phases were found, the q-vector and the temperatures of
transition are summarised in Tab. 4.1 [137]. The resistivity measurement shows
the first two transitions, however the third one at 30 K is not visible, as can be seen
in Fig. 4.2a. Nevertheless, the anomaly is visible through thermoelectric power and
Hall effect measurements [138].
There were other experiments done onm=6, on which the magnetoresistance shows
a large anisotropy in the lowest CDW phase, where small carrier pockets are left on
the Fermi surface by the gap opening. Those pockets are described with cylindrical
shape along c*, thus leading to an anisotropy [113]. Reflectance spectra shows
strong vibrational features when light is polarized along the interlayer direction
(c) [139]. The 2D character was confirmed, with a semiconducting behaviour along
c, while it is metallic in the other directions. These results confirm the prediction
found by ab-initio calculations [125].
High-term member, m=8
One of the first studies made on m=8 was of Foury and Pouget in 1993. They
claimed that this member was already in a distorted structure at room temperature
[140]. From there, it was studied through diffraction and through its physical
properties (resistivity, magnetoresistivity, thermoelectric power) [122, 127, 141–
144]. This member has two transitions with associated CDW-vectors. In earlier
studies the CDW spots were not condensing into distinct satellites neither in the
1st phase at 220 K, neither in the 2nd one at 200 K. Since the condensation was not
achieved by cooling down at very low temperatures (until ∼ 35 K), as it can be seen
in Fig. 4.10a, the CDWs were considered having a correlation of short-range only
[120, 121]. At the two CDW phases, incommensurate modulations were assigned:
q1 ∼ 0.47a* and q2 ∼ 0.19a* [121]. The resistivity measured by Hess shows a
metallic behaviour (dρ/dT > 0) at high temperature (T > 300 K) and a very
weak change in the slope corresponding to the first transition, Fig. 4.11a. At lower
temperatures, the resistivity increases, perhaps due to a weak localisation which
is created from the disorder of the system [144].
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Figure 4.10.: (a) The diffuse scattering results at 37 K obtained by Ottolenghi et
al.. Reprinted with permission from A. Ottolenghi, P. Foury, J.P. Pouget, Z.S.
Teweldemedhin, M. Greenblatt, D. Groult, J. Marcus and C. Schlenker, Synth.
Met. 70 1301-1302 (1995). Copyright 2018 by Elsevier Science S.A. In figure
(b) the H0L planes obtained by Duverger-Nedellec, with a condensation of the
CDW spots in a long-range correlation [115].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.11.: (a) The temperature dependence of the resistivity measured by
Hess [143] and (b) the resistivity measured by Duverger-Nedellec, where two
transitions of the 1st order are clearly visible [115].
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A new synthesised sample leads the group in Caen to find the long-range correla-
tion for m=8 through diffraction measurement, Fig. 4.10. By resistivity, the clear
evidence of three transitions, as it can be seen in Fig. 4.11b, shows the difference
between the samples quality. The two already known are transitions of the 1st
order. In addition, a new phase with a tiny range of temperatures is found before
the 1st phase and it was called phase 0 (258–250 K). This new result presents a
member that can be defined as high-term member [145]. The refinement of the
CDW phases found commensurate vectors for the two strong transitions with com-
ponents in a* and c*, as it can be seen in Tab. 4.1. The intensity of the satellites
is one order of magnitude higher with respect to the low-term members.
While this member has been considered to be between the low- and high-term
members [121], the latest results suggest it belongs to the group of high-term
members. This can be better understood by studying the refinement of the CDW
phases. It shows strong W-atoms displacements with respect to the octahedra
center, oriented in different directions suggesting an antiferroelectric (AFE)-like
order as for another high-term member [106]. Those displacements are a result
of collective movements of atoms in the direction of the chains with a total fer-
roelectric (FE) order for the 2nd CDW phase and only partial for the 1st phase
[115].
Finally, a summary of the space group, cell parameters and CDW instabilities
reported in the literature for the different members is shown in Tab. 4.1. An
important difference regarding the m=6 and m=8 CDW phases should be empha-
sized. In m=6, the modulation vectors are added after each transition. In fact,
the qCDW of the 1st phase can be found also in the 2nd and 3nd and so on. In the
latter member, there are separate modulation vectors for each phase.
4.3. Experimental method
The samples were prepared in Caen 1 with a refined synthesis for high-quality
crystals. The diffuse scattering demonstrates the difference with respect to the
quality of the crystals used until now.
The synthesis in a three-step process is well explained in the PhD thesis work of
Duverger-Nedellec. She provided, together with her collaborators, all the sample
used in this study [115]. The first two steps allow one to obtain powders of MPTBp,
1This project was possible thanks to a close collaboration with a group in Caen; Dr. Olivier
Perez, Dr. Alain Pautrat and, at the time, the PhD student assigned to the synthesis,
diffraction characterization and physicals analysis, Dr. Elen Duverger-Nedellec, and Dr.
Marc de Boissieu from the Université de Grenoble Alpes.
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member space group and TC modulation vector Ref.
cell parameters at RT
2 P21cn [130]
a=5.23 Å b=6.55 Å
c=11.17 Å
6 P212121 T1 = 120 K q1=[0.385,0,0] [115, 128]
a=5.29 Å b=6.56 Å T2 = 62 K q2=[0.310,0.295,0] [115, 128]
c=23.55 Å T3 = 30 K q3=[0.29,0.11,0] [115]
8 P212121 T0 ∼ 258 K q0=[0.446,0,0] [115]
a=5.29 Å b=6.55 Å T1 = 250 K q1=[4/9,0,-4/9] [115]
c=29.70 Å T2 = 125 K q21=[1/2,0,-1/2] [115]
q22=[1/6,0,-1/6] [115]
Table 4.1.: Space groups and cell parameters of m=2, 6 and 8 and the critical
temperatures and modulation wave vectors for m=6 and 8.
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and they take in total some days, whereas the last step is the growing process into
a single crystal. The powder should stay in a quartz tube with a temperature
gradient (from 1000◦ to 1200◦) for a month. The total reaction can be described
as:
2P2O5 + (2m− 23)WO3 +
2
3W → (PO2)4(WO3)2m
The sample has normally a platelet-like shape where c is perpendicular to the
plate. The best quality samples are normally grown in the cold part of the quartz
tube. However, the quality is first confirmed by an optic exam and, later, with
the diffraction. The crystal quality is essential for the CDW presence and for the
fundamental diffuse scattering features, that can become blurry in case of defects,
i.e. stacking faults. Some examples are shown in our results but also in precedent
works [115].
4.4. Member m=2
The member m=2 was initially synthesised for another purpose. In fact, it is the
only one in the family with oxidation state, WV . Some RIXS measurements were
under preparation and they are based on the differences in the d states 2. Thus,
m=2 was the perfect example of a d1 state. Running some preliminary test on the
crystal quality by DS, we noticed some diffuse intensities that could correspond
to CDW satellites. As already anticipated in Sec. 4.2, this member is the only one
without an electronic instability according to the literature. Through thorough IXS
measurements, the CDW phase was confirmed at surprisingly high temperature
(∼ 270K). In this work, DS and IXS measurements are reported. In addition, the
results obtained by the group in Caen that are important for the understanding
of this work will be mentioned and presented. For more information about the
synthesis and the crystallographic and physics results, the reader is advised to
consult the PhD thesis of Duverger-Nedellec [115].
4.4.1. Experimental study of a new CDW phase (m=2)
This member is expected to present different characteristics with respect to the
other members of the family as already explained in the introduction, due to its
2The analysis of the RIXS data is ongoing.
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peculiar structure. The W-octahedra do not form a block with a certain thickness,
they are rather positioned in a single zig-zag chain which is completely isolated
from the others due to the P-tetrahedra that surround the chain. This particular-
ity gives to this member a quasi-1D-character, lowering the dimensionality with
respect to the others. There are good reasons to expect an electronic instability,
however, as already mentioned, in an earlier study no interesting features were
noticed through resistivity measurements [135]. On the other hand, an electronic
instability was predicted in a theoretical paper by Canadell and Whangbo along
the octahedra chain direction [123].
The diffuse scattering, made to evaluate the quality of the crystals, revealed some
diffuse patterns concentrated around specific q in the reciprocal space. Diffuse
rods, or pre-transitional fluctuations as planes and lines were not observed, as the
3D reconstruction shows in Fig. 4.12b. The only observable is an isotropically-
distributed diffuse pattern around what could be a satellite. A temperature study
of the system revealed a possible CDW transition, Fig. 4.12. The 0KL recon-
structed maps at different temperatures show the development of the transition,
starting from a diffuse cloud which condenses in a CDW satellite. The temperature
of transition is quite high(∼ 270 K), considering the trend in the bronze family.
The q-vector has a b* component and from the diffuse scattering measurement it
can be evaluated as q(0,0.25,0). From the figure, a focus on the interesting zone
shows the (016) Bragg peak and a satellite at (0 1+ξ 6),with ξ=-0.25, which were
chosen for the inelastic measurements, vide infra.
In order to check the assumptions made about a CDW transition, the rocking
curves were recorded with IXS spectrometer (∆E = 0) at different temperatures
on the diffuse spots near the Bragg peak. The satellite at Q(0, 0.75, 6) shows the
development of an elastic peak at the transition, as seen in Fig. 4.13. In Fig. 4.13b,
the intensity starts to increase at room temperature and the satellite is completely
formed at around 270 K. The latter measurement confirms the CDW phase for this
member with the same temperature transition observed by DS. Diffraction studies
and transport measurements made in Caen corroborated our results, Fig. 4.14.
In the earlier works found in literature in which no CDW transition was found,
probably the quality of the samples or the synthesis were different [135].
The high temperature phase can be indexed by an orthorhombic cell with pa-
rameters: a=5.223 Å, b= 6.548 Å and c=11.91 Å. It has been confirmed, using
diffraction measurements, that the commensurate modulation vector is of q = 14b∗
[115]. The CDW phase in the superspace can be described as orthorhombic
P21cn(0σ10)00s, due to the structural refinement. Through resistivity measure-
ments, three instabilities were found, at 285 K, 180 K and 120 K, as shown in
Fig. 4.14 [115]. Additionally, the CDW depinning has been observed. This is the
first observation of this effect in a member of the monophosphate tungsten bronzes.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.12.: In figure (a) the reconstructed 0KL diffuse maps of m=2 at 390 K,
RT and TCDW=270 K. A focus on (016) shows the part of the reciprocal space
where IXS measurements were performed, following the b direction. It also
visualises better the diffuse and subsequent Bragg satellite at q=-0.25b* and its
evolution by temperature. In figure (b) the 3D reconstruction of the reciprocal
space with the layer parallel to 0KL plane. The pretransitional diffuse scattering
around the satellite is roughly isotropic.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13.: In figure (a) the rocking curves made by IXS on the CDW satellite,
q=-0.25b*, at the reciprocal position Q(0 -0.75 6), from 300 K to 275 K, on the
left, and until the transition, on the right, where the intensity increases and the
Bragg peak is formed. In figure (b) the intensity recorded on the detector with
the IXS spectrometer on cooling temperature is consistent with the transition
temperature around 270 K.
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Figure 4.14.: Temperature dependence of the resistivity inm=2. Three anomalies
are observed at 285 K, 180 K and 120 K. The first one is related to the CDW
phase. The figure is modified from the PhD thesis work of Duverger-Nedellec
[115].
This phenomenon can be responsible for the instabilities below 250 K found by
the resistivity measurement [115].
In order to find the response of the lattice dynamics to the electronic instability
caused by the CDW phase, inelastic scans were performed along the b* direction
from the (016) Bragg peak. Since the satellite is strong in negative direction and
less evident in the opposite direction, the positive direction helps to uncover the
phonon dispersion without the huge anomaly that the satellite peaks cause, as
shown in the phonon maps at different temperatures in ??. Furthermore, the IXS
scans of the dispersion taken at room temperature show the acoustic-like phonon
dispersion, the related phonon peaks are highlighted by their area in Fig. 4.16a.
In addition, a low energy peak corresponding to the soft phonon mode is clearly
visible for ξ>0.30 near the elastic scattering. The evidence of the existence was
given by the extremely large elastic peak, which could not be fitted considering just
the resolution of the elastic peak. However, the real position in energy was very
difficult to fit. One can evaluate a range of energies (2-4 meV). In order to decrease
the elastic peak on the satellite, the temperature was increased, however, also in
this case no significant change is observed. The temperature dependence of the
elastic component is observed in Fig. 4.16b, where the IXS scans at ξ=0.25 show
a progressively decreasing intensity of the elastic peak by increasing temperature.
At the same time, the increasing temperature reveals the soft phonon at ∼ 2.5
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Figure 4.15.: Phonon dispersion map made by IXS scans at different tempera-
tures: RT, 340 K, 390 K and 430 K from the left to the right in the direction [010],
where the satellite is less visible. However, an elastic component is neverthless
present at x=0.25. The scans were obtained with a resolution of 3 meV.
meV.
In the negative direction, where the satellite is condensing, the related phonon
dispersion shows a clear softening, Fig. 4.17a. From 430 K to room temperature,
the dispersion has a softening at q=1/4b*. However, the resolution of 3 meV is not
sufficient to study the phonon softening, due to the very low energy of the phonon.
For this reason, the Si (12 12 12) reflection was chosen with a resolution of 1.5 meV.
In order to follow the softening, more inelastic scans on the satellite were recorded.
An example of the fit done on the IXS scans is presented in Fig. 4.18. The first scan
at 390 K shows just an inelastic contribution and gives easy access to the position
of the phonon (E=(1.66±0.05)meV). Inevitably, the elastic peak increases, as one
moves closer to the transition temperature, covering the phonon contribution. The
fit was possible until 290 K (E=(0.80±0.15)meV), after which the phonon position
was impossible to determine. The fit results are shown in Fig. 4.17b, in which a
softening is visible and the phonon progressively goes to zero as one reaches the
transition region. It is possible to fit the temperature dependency of the phonon
energy by the power law that is normally used for second order transitions:
E = E0(1− TCDW/T )γ
,
where E0 corresponds to the high-T limit, γ is the critical exponent and normally
is equal to 0.5 within the mean-field theory for second order transitions [146,
147]. The temperature transition was chosen as 270 K, looking at the IXS results.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.16.: (a) The IXS scans of the dispersion along q=(0ξ0) at room temper-
ature. The areas of the acoustic-like phonons are highlighted. (b) The temper-
ature dependence of the elastic and phonon contribution, highlighted by their
area, on the satellite Q(0 1.25 6) through IXS measurement.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.17.: (a) The phonon dispersion curve in the b* direction for negative ξ
values from the Bragg (016). The solid lines are only guide for the eyes. (b) The
temperature dependence of the phonon energy at ξ=0.25, which is the satellite
position. The phonon seems to freeze at zero-energy reaching TCDW , the fitting
follows the power law, which is shown as a red line. The coloured points are
referred to the temperature where the total dispersion was performed.
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Figure 4.18.: The inelastic scans at the satellite position Q(0 0.75 6) as a function
of temperature. The evolution by temperature of the phonon energy can be
followed by eyes through the orange dotted line. A black dotted line shows the
position at each scan of the zero-energy point. The area of the phonon and
elastic peaks are highlighted by strong and light grey, respectively.
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Figure 4.19.: The two phonon dispersion curves at [0ξ0] and [0−ξ0] showing the
difference in the phonon response for a strong or weak elastic satellite peak at
room temperature. A scheme of the related intensities of the peak is visible
on the bottom. In the direction for negative ξ values, the phonon softens near
the satellite with a stronger intensity. In the direction for positive ξ values, the
normal acoustic-like dispersion is visible, since the intensity of the satellite is
weaker.
This parameter was fixed since there are no points very near to the transition
temperature. The fit result finds the value of E0 as (2.8±0.2) meV and γ is near
the prediction, 0.49±0.06.
The phonon dispersion in the two directions along <0x0>, from the same Bragg
peak, should be analysed and confronted. In Fig. 4.19 the two dispersions at room
temperature are shown. The negative direction shows the dispersion which is
coupled at ξ=0.25, due to the CDW phase. In the positive direction, the same
dispersion at low energies is present, however, the major intensity in this direction
comes from a higher energy phonon. The dispersions are not just different on
the satellite position, but the coupling with the CDW phase enhances the phonon
which is with a very low signal in the other direction.
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The behaviour ofm=2 is clearly a good example of Peierls transition, where the W-
octahedra zig-zag chains form a quasi-1D-electronic structure which gives rise to an
electronic instability. The phonon dispersion shows a classic Kohn anomaly with
a phonon at qCDW which tends to a 0-energy when the temperature approaches
TC .
Other dispersion were taken during the experiments. For example, the longitu-
dinal phonon dispersion was measured and the result can be consulted in the
Appendix A.
4.4.2. Molecular dynamics calculation
The calculations are important tools in order to distinguish and study the phonon
behaviour. This part of the project was done with the help of Dr Marek Mi-
halkovic, based in Bratislava (Slovakia) at the Slovak Academy of Sciences. The
first idea was to run some calculations which could resolve the lattice dynamics of
the smallest member, m=2. Since it has a little cell compared to the other mem-
bers (with 28 atoms), it is the best candidate. Unfortunately, the calculations
were not sufficient to reproduce the lattice dynamics. On the other hand, it gives
a clear view of the structural distortion connected to the CDW instability.
First attempts with DFT code, searching for new solutions
The package used to run the simulations is the Vienna Ab initio simulation package
(VASP) [148–151]. In order to run some ab initio phonon calculations, the first step
is to optimise the structures, the “high-symmetry” and the “superstructure”, with
the CDW phase, ones. For the latter, the structure is 4 times bigger in b direction,
in order to describe the satellite. The first attempt was done with the density
functional theory (DFT) framework code. In this case, numerical convergence
was not reached and the results were not accurate enough to perform subsequent
calculations. Different approaches were used in order to improve the convergence
of the numerical method, but without success. For instance, a magnetic or non-
magnetic phase and the smearing factor were added, and also different potentials
were tried.
The fact that the numerical method did not converge can be explained by the high-
symmetry phase of the system, which cannot be properly relaxed within the DFT
framework, since the calculations are done at zero temperature. Furthermore, the
ab initio approach cannot describe the occupation probability of the electronic
states for temperatures different from zero. However, this was not the only issue.
The system seems to not have a single basic cell. The high-symmetry structure
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seems to have averaged positions for the atoms, with a spatial correlation that
exceed the cell. It is remarkable to notice that the best setting reached by DFT
is to quadruplicate the cell in b, following the modulation of the CDW phase. As
a result of this change, the energy was lower than observed (∼ 3 meV/atom). As
a consequence, the simulation of the modulated structure did not converge either.
In the latter case, the only analysis possible was to confront the experimental
structure with the optimized structure by DFT. The experimental structure has a
modulation that distorts the octahedra, with a displacement of the tungsten atoms.
This differs from the DFT, where the software normally just rigidly rotates the
octahedra, with a final less significant distortion.
In order to continue the analysis, the following steps could be taken, based on the
assertions just presented:
• Running again the DFT code and retrying the so-called smearing factor,
that is usually used as a technical tool to achieve convergence for metallic
systems in DFT calculations and used in different CDW systems [152–155].
The smearing factor reaches a physical meaning, considering the Fermi-Dirac
distribution: it could be seen as the electronic temperature of the system;
• Running a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation where the calculation is
done choosing the temperature of the system and it can be useful in order
to understand the movement of the atoms. If the supposition of an averaged
structure is true, this method could show the distortion in the structure.
The latter possibility was our choice. It is the best option for an averaged structure
since molecular dynamics can leave atomic positions to split. The only problem is
that it requires a long processing time.
Successful attempt with MD
The MD simulations took several (10 – 15) days. We start from the VASP-relaxed
superstructure already obtained by DFT and the simulation was performed at
different temperatures settings: 200K, 250K, 300K and 350 K. A study of the
orientations and rotations of the octahedra and tetrahedra in the system shows
the distortion for this member, in particular, the rigid body movements.
The optimised set-up was reached using a k-point grid of 5x1x3. The PBE+GGA
(Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof and generalized gradient approximation) functional was
used to run the simulation, where a spin-polarization was also considered. The
number of steps for single simulation were 1500 with a timestep of 5 fs. The
simulations were continued more than one time, depending on the temperature.
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Figure 4.20.: The description of the yaw and roll axes, which are necessary to
describe the rigid-body rotations in the octahedra, are on the bottom. In figure
(a) the yaw axis on the [100] direction, with a big α-angle of libration. The
octahedra have different colours for the different layers (grey the lower layer and
pink the upper layer). In figure (b) the roll axis on [110] direction with a little
angle, β. On the top, the orientations of the structure for the two axes. The
yellow corresponds to oxygen atoms, blue to the phosphorus and in red are the
tungsten atoms.
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The most interesting result comes from the librations of the different axes in the
zig-zag chains of tungsten octahedra. The libration is the real position of the axes
of rotation by an inclination angle from the “normal” axes. In order to describe the
octahedra librations, three rotational axes are used: yaw, roll and pitch. Those
angles normally define the axes in the aircraft3. The yaw axis runs parallel to
[100] direction, whereas the pitch and roll axes are in the YZ plane. The pitch
axis is parallel to [110] axis and the roll axis is perpendicular to it. The yaw axis
is describing the superstructure modulation and its libration last 3-4 ps with a
magnitude of ∼ 12 ◦. It corresponds to the slowest mode. In fact, the roll axis is a
few times faster with a short-range correlation and the β angle is small with respect
to the huge amplitude of the yaw axis. Finally, the libration of the pitch axis has
a frequency very high, probably due to thermal noise. For the octahedra, the yaw
and roll are shown, respectively, in Fig. 4.57 a and b, where the orientations of the
cell along those axes are also drawn for clarification.
The yaw axis shows a space-time dependence on the octahedra position that is
clearly referred to the supercell modulation. In fact, the octahedron rotation
around the [100] axis has a 12 ◦of magnitude with a change of phase by 2pi/4
with respect to the neighbour W-octahedron in the [010] direction. This result
explains perfectly the 4-fold supercell that is observed experimentally with the
CDW at q=1/4b*. Furthermore, the MD simulations show that the principal
degree of freedom is based on the rigid-body rotations of octahedra. The rotations
in time are shown in Fig. 4.21 for the simulation at room temperature, where at
the top the structure is projected along the [100] axis and each octahedron has
assigned a number. Lower (upper) layer octahedra are in red (blue). The two
schemes at the top show the correlation between yaw angles of octahedra related
by (020) translation, the 107 and 105 octahedra. The fluctuation of the yaw angle
is about ± 12 degrees on the average angle, which is about 62 degrees in the
[001] direction. The scheme on the left shows a perfect anti-correlation model, the
right figure shows that the correlation is obtained with a shifting in time of one of
the two of 1.6 ps. The two schemes in the middle show a similar correlation for
octahedra which are related by a (010) translation. In the same way, the scheme
on the right shows that the correlation is obtained with a 0.8 ps shifting, exactly
half of the time of the above one. The time shift shows that there is an angular
time dependency. It demonstrates that the yaw axis vibrations break the (010)
translation period: for the (010) translation with a phase shift of 2pi/4 and for the
(020) translation with a phase shift of 2pi/2. The fact that the time dependency
can be correlated by shifting quarter or half period means that the octahedra
librations are highly correlated and they can be described as plane waves. Since
those results come from the 300 K MD simulation, the correlation between yaw-
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_principal_axes
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Figure 4.21.: On the top, the view of the structure projected along the [100]
direction. The octahedra highlighted with blue/red line correspond to the up-
per/lower layer and each of them has an assigned number. The lower figures
show the time dependence of the yaw angle values for two octahedra, the oc-
tahedra numbers are written on the top for each scheme. For the first two, a
time shift was applied and shown on the right, the shift applied is written on the
top of the figures. The scheme on the bottom and right is referred to the anti-
correlation between the roll angles. The results come from the MD simulations
at 300 K.
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Figure 4.22.: The yaw-angle distribution. In red the one obtained for the super-
cell used in MD simulations and in black the one referred to the basic cell.
angle causing the modulation is not disappearing at high temperature. The phase
transition should remove this correlation, which actually holds until 350 K.
It is worth to mention other strong correlations that do not affect the translation
periodicity, shown at the bottom of the figure: on the right, the correlation between
an octahedron in the upper layer and one in the lower layer (99 and 104); on the
left, the anti-correlation of the roll angles between the nearest octahedra, again on
the upper and lower layer (99 and 103).
Since the yaw angle seems to be responsible for the large libration of octahedra,
an analysis of the distribution of this angle could be interesting. In fact, the MD
supercell shows at 200K an average angle with a splitting into two separate peaks
at 52 and 63 degrees, as shown in Fig. 4.22. Whereas, the basic cell with 28 atoms,
normally used, shows a Gaussian smeared distribution around 58 degrees. The
splitting in the distribution should be reflected in a splitting also of the Wyckoff
sites. It is not trivial to refine the structure with this consideration, since the
atoms are not vibrating around some equilibrium position. Instead, the atoms
have a more complex movement. In fact, the displacive modulation is described
with the librations of the axes which were described above in this section. Thus,
one cannot extract a time averaged structure and the modulation wave should be
subtracted.
From the MD simulation, the phonon-DOS at 200 K, 250 K and 300 K using
the quadruple supercell were calculated and the results can be seen in Fig. 4.23.
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Figure 4.23.: The phonon-DOS extracted from the MD simulations at 200K
(black line), 250K (red line) and 300K (blue line) ofm=2. The lower temperature
DOS shows some differences already in the first curve.
The program used to simulate the density of states is nMoldyn [156]. In order
to perform the phonon-DOS simulation, the calculation took two weeks in the
supercomputer at the Slovak Academy. From the figure, a difference between the
low temperature (200 K) with respect to the other two temperatures phonon-DOS
is visible. In order to simulate the specific phonon dispersion, especially the [010]
direction, the single structure factor for each q point is necessary. However, this
simulation is not enough resolved in the k-space. Thus, in order to run simulations
on the lattice dynamics, a bigger supercell is necessary. In the future, those results
should be confronted with the experimental phonon dispersions.
In conclusion, until 300 K the system has rigid body rotations and the principal
displacement in the averaged structure is referred to the oxygen atoms around the
W-center. They are vibrating around the tungsten atom in a highly correlated
manner with rigid-body motion. This latter result is important to show that
those movements are at the basis of the low energy phonon. Furthermore, in
the phonon-DOS the lower energy part corresponds to the octahedron libration
modes. However, in order to confirm this conclusion, further investigations with
nMoldyn are necessary to analyse the rigid-body motion. In addition, an attempts
with a bigger superstructure should be done in order to confirm that the 4-fold-
superstructure is the ground state.
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4.5. Family members with W-blocks
In this section the results of the diffuse scattering and inelastic x-ray scattering for
the other members of the bronze family are presented. Since m=2 is a degenerate
case, presenting a lower electronic dimensionality, the other members are grouped
in this section. However, as already explained before, normally there is a separation
between low-term members, until m=6, and high-term members. In this section,
we will compare them=6 andm=8 diffuse scattering patterns and lattice dynamics
response.
4.5.1. Diffuse scattering
The diffuse scattering data collection allows us to see possible structural defects (as
stacking faults) and potentially the precursor effects of the CDW. The evolution of
the cell parameters, the change in the diffuse patterns and the condensation on the
CDW spots can be followed with an experimental temperature study. In fact, there
is a possibility to find some pretransitional fluctuations, more precisely, along the
W-chain, where the electronic and framework instabilities could be present. In the
high-symmetry phase above the TCDW , stripes and lines were found for different
members by diffuse scattering [117], suggesting that the CDW instability is caused
by the quasi-1D character of the electronic structure. Foury et al. suggested that
the diffuse pattern was generated by the zig-zag chains that are in the W-block
along the a*, a* ± b* directions and their relation. The directions of the chains
were in connection with the “hidden” Fermi surface and its nesting, as already
explained in the introduction of the chapter. This analysis was reported for the
member m=6.
The earlier diffuse scattering results were obtained in a laboratory with a long
time of acquisition. Thanks to the synchrotron light, which produces a revival of
DS studies, and the evolved synthesis, new measurements on different members
should be done in order to re-evaluate the reciprocal space distribution of scattered
intensity. In order to compare the results, the memberm=6 is redone. To complete
and evaluate the behaviour of the family an odd and even members were added to
the list. In addition, since the m=6 is a low-term member, the m= 7 and 8 were
chosen as part of the high-term members.
Room temperature experimental results
The members studied (m=6,7,8) have different temperatures of transition, which
increase with m. The low-term member shows the first transition at 120 K, m=7 at
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m=6 m=7 m=8
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 4.24.: The DS maps of the three members at room temperature: on the
top line, the HK0 maps of (a) m=6, (b) m=7 and (c) m=8; on the middle line,
the H0L maps of (d) m=6, (e) m=7 and (f) m=8; on the bottom line, the 0KL
maps of (g) m=6, (h) m=7 and (i) m=8. Laue symmetry is applied to the RS
reconstructions.
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Figure 4.25.: The 3D reconstruction of the reciprocal space from the diffuse
scattering measured in P4W16O56, m=8: a) layer parallel to HK0 plane and b)
layer parallel to H0L plane.
188 K and the latter has the transition at a quite high temperature, 250 K. Thus, at
room temperature all the three are in the high-symmetry phase. The DS maps in
Fig. 4.24 shows that, for the three members, diffuse rods along c* are present and
they correspond to planar defects - stacking faults and or/and twin boundaries.
The diffuse scattering measurements are valuable tools to check the quality before
any experiments in IXS. For this reason, different samples were analysed of each
member and the less twinned were chosen for the IXS experiments, vide infra.
The diffuse scattering is very similar for the three members as shown in Fig. 4.24.
The maps show diffuse planes, which have low symmetry normals with 2 or 3
non-trivial components in the main axes. A 3D reconstruction 4 of the diffuse
scattering helps to understand the diffuse planes orientation, Fig. 4.25.
The origin of the diffuse planes can be understood considering the direct space. In
fact, the direction in the structure of the family will allow us to understand which
atoms, chains, etc. contribute to the instability of the system. In order to pass
from reciprocal and direct space, the normal way to calculate the directions in the
real space is to check the normal at the diffuse plane. However, a trick can be used
to simplify. The method used to describe the direction (HKL) starting from the
43D reconstruction of the reciprocal space is visualised with the UCSF Chimera package.
Chimera is developed by the Resource for Biocomputing, Visualization, and Informatics at
the University of California, San Francisco (supported by NIGMS P41-GM103311) [157].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.26.: Examples of short and long chains for the m=8 structure. In figure
(a) the direction along the “short” W-O-W-O chain related to the diffuse planes
in the reciprocal space, the length is m/2 octahedra for even member, as m=8,
and m/2±1 for odd members.(b) The two “long” W-O-W-O chain directions for
m=8 are highlighted by the two pink planes which intersect the octahedra plane
in violet and strong pink. They have a length corresponding to m.
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Identification of the diffuse planes
m=6 m=7 m=8
HKL u, v, w HKL u, v, w HKL u, v, w
2 3 16 12u+
1
3v +
1
16w 2 3 18
1
2u+
1
3v +
1
18w 2 3 20
1
2u+
1
3v +
1
20w
∞ 6 16 16v + 116w ∞ 6 18 16v + 118w ∞ 6 20 16v + 120w
Table 4.2.: Diffuse planes in m=6,7,8. In the same lines, we reported the same
kind of planes, they come from the same 4-fold octahedron axis, however since
the thickness of the block changes by m, the orientation in the cell change in
each member.
plane in the real space can be used in a “reverse” mode. The intersection of the
planes is found in the reciprocal space and rewritten with the real space vectors.
The results are summarised in Tab. 4.2. In the table, a different intersection in L
is found for the different members. The change is due to the different thickness
of the WO3-slab. However, it is the same orientation in Cartesian space, recalling
the same chains.
There are two families of planes, which describe two kinds of W-octahedra chains.
The two families of planes correspond in the real space to the W-octahedra 4-fold
axis directions. Fig. 4.26 shows the structures projected along the two types of
W-O-W-O chains. The first family is shown in figure (a). It is called “short” chain
since its length is m/2 octahedra for the even member and m/2±1 for the odd
one. In the figure (b) the two “long” chains directions are related to the second
family of planes. In this case, the length of the chains is equal to m.
In general, the instability of what is called the framework is normally related to
the perovskite blocks. For the empty perovskites and for some filled perovskites,
the octahedral framework is unstable along the B-O-B-O chains in the correspond-
ing channels along (pseudo) 4-fold axis. Fig. 4.27 is made in order to simplify the
passage between the direct and reciprocal space, where the simple cubic struc-
ture of WO6 without the adding of the phosphate tetrahedra shows the directions
of the diffuse planes corresponding to the instabilities of the W-O-W-O chains.
The diffuse scattering intensity distribution of the “basic” structure should be
taken in account. Earlier experiments in ID28 were made by Stekiel et al. on
the tungsten trioxide, WO3, which has the same empty-perovskite structure made
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Figure 4.27.: The basic representation of the perovskite structure and the sketch
of diffuse planes related to the instability of the B-O-B-O chains.
by W-octahedra5. We compare the results with the WO3 phase at room tem-
perature in the monoclinic phase, P-1, Fig. 4.28. The resemblance confirms our
assumption. The plane in this case are perpendicular to the W-O-W-O chains.
The monophosphate tungsten bronzes have a more complicated system and direc-
tions. The planes are not in a simple symmetry because the basic cell presents
two blocks that have different orientations due to the bonding with the monolayer
of phosphates.
The scheme of the diffuse planes repartition in reciprocal space of the MPTBp
family is given in Fig. 4.29. In the reconstruction in 3D of the diffuse planes, the
different colours correspond to the two types of W-block orientations, which give
rise to the final outcome. In the same figure, the intersections with the high-
symmetry planes, i.e. HK0, H0L and 0KL, are presented. In this latter, the two
different intersections are given from diffuse planes derived from the “short” and
“long” chains. The drawn is made isolating the experimental diffuse planes of m=6
and represents our analysis.
Now that the repartitions of the families is more clear, one can look more deeply
to the diffuse maps of this family, Fig. 4.24. Two interesting features regarding the
intensity are visible. In fact, the intensity of the planes coming from the “long”
chains do not grow linearly withQ. The first plane is really weak with respect to the
second, which is almost of the same intensity as the third. This result comes from
5The results were taken by M. Stekiel and collaborators during an experiment at ID28. They
kindly accepted to show their results, Fig. 4.28 and Fig. 4.44
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Figure 4.28.: Reconstruction of DS high-symmetry planes for WO3. The same
diffuse planes are visible.
a complicated correlation between the W-octahedra chain. If the correlation was
just intra-chain, the intensity would be proportional to Q. In this particular case,
the intensity follows a more complicated pattern since an inter-chain correlation is
probably also in place. There are other systems presenting similar diffuse behaviour
as KNbO3, also studied by DS and IXS in this beamline [26, 27, 158]. In addition
to the discussion, also the intensities of the two families are different. One can
understand the origin of the latter due to the CDW transition and the structural
distortions, vide infra.
The final outcome of this part of the study shows the resemblance and the affinity
of all the members at the high-symmetry phase. At high temperature, all the
members that possess a W-octahedra slab have a framework instability. It is due
to the empty-perovskite structure and it is revealed to the diffuse planes divided
in two families derived from the different orientations of the W-block and the
division on one short chain and two long chains. The differences in the members
with respect to the CDW phases, strong/weak electron-phonon coupling, etc. seem
not to be present at this point.
CDW phase experimental results
The temperature study of two members (m=6 and 8) was done in order to follow
the evolution of the diffuse scattering intensity distribution. By decreasing temper-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.29.: Scheme of (a) 3D repartition of the diffuse linked to the perovskite
slabs, the grey and yellow shows the planes coming from the two different ori-
entation of the blocks in the structure, shown on the right in figure (b). The
scheme of the intersections of the diffuse planes on (c) 0KL (d) H0L and (e) HK0
are also shown, to be compared to the experimental data of Fig. 4.24. In those
scheme the blue and black correspond to the planes related to the “short” and
“long” chains, respectively. Only first observable planes are shown.
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ature, the condensation of diffuse intensity into the CDW-modulation spots with
incommensurate propagation vector should be observed. The transition for the
low-term member, m=6, is around 120 K. The results of the DS study are shown
in Fig. 4.30. The diffuse planes evolve going into a finer structure, more evident in
the HK0 plane. The formation of satellite Bragg peak expected at TCDW1=120 K
is not present, neither at 80 K, as it is evident in the H0L and HK0 planes at the
lowest reached temperature. A cryostream was used for this experiment, which
has the low temperature limit at ∼ 80 K.
The HK1 planes show clearly the directions of the fine structure. To make a corre-
lation between the diffuse scattering intensity distribution and the CDW satellite,
the nesting of the Fermi surface can be analysed. For this family, we should con-
sider the superimposed Fermi surfaces, made by three different layers. When the
three are superimposed, the result is shown in Fig. 4.31. In order to make a com-
parison, the Fermi surface has been stretched by a factor two, which would give
some feeling on the distribution of diametral Kohn anomalies. In the PhD thesis of
Foury [117], the crossing between the different sheets can eb seen as the maximum
probability for the nesting vectors. It is explained that the maximum nesting is
reached when the nesting vector is connecting two different sheets. In this case,
the gain in energy is two times bigger, considering that the cost in elastic energy
lost is just referred to a single modulation.
For this member, this theory seems to correspond perfectly with the spot of max-
imum intensities, as it was confirmed also by Foury [117]. In fact, it is possible
to describe the spots as the three different vectors related to the CDW phases of
m=6. The first transition at 120 K with a q1=0.38a*, the second transition at 62
K with the vector with two components q2=0.31a*+0.29b*. The last transition
is at very low temperature (30 K) with the vector q3=0.29a*+0.11b*. The latter
with a strong diffuse scattering intensity already at 80 K. The three modulation
vectors are drawn in the HK0 plane of Fig. 4.30.
In order to understand the evolution of the diffuse lines along a*±b*, recon-
structed planes on different of them were done, Fig. 4.32. In fact, the planes are
done considering the [110] and [001] axes and with an offset equal to the distance
where the diffuse lines are visible. Those maps permit to visualise the condensa-
tion. At room temperature, there are strong clouds which start to condense at
lower temperature. However, the condensation is still not reached at ∼ 80 K and
diffuse stripes are visible with a length of ∼ 2c*. The reason can be due to the
heating of the sample by the X-ray beam, with a real temperature on the sam-
ple different from 80 K. Another possibility is the quality of the sample. Some
samples, for different reasons, as quality/synthesis/etc. do not reach the CDW
phases although if they present a pre-condensation of the diffuse intensity. In ear-
lier study, the same kind of behaviour of the diffuse intensity was found for m=8
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.30.: The H0L and HK0 diffuse maps at different temperatures for m=6.
The diffuse planes evolve in a finer structure that starts to condensate at low
temperature. The three incommensurate vectors related to the different CDW
phases are drawn in different colors. Here for 80 K the setting parameters were
different with respect to the others; i.e. slits aperture and a less numbers of
lenses, which means a less focused beam.
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by Ottolenghi et al.. They claimed this member had just short-range correlations
and no CDW phase was reached [120, 121].
In the case of m=8, the diffuse scattering shows that the diffuse planes at above
TCDW1 condense in satellite reflections below the first transition, as can be seen
in Fig. 4.33a. It is worth to mention that the measurement in temperature was
made starting from the 100 K where the sample was already on the CDW phase 6.
This member has a very strong hysteresis in the T transition, already noticed in
the resistivity measurement seen in Fig. 4.11b. This can be the cause of the visible
difference from 280 K and the RT measurements in Fig. 4.24f and Fig. 4.33a.
The H0L map at 240 K shows the complete condensation of the satellite of the 1st
transition, Fig. 4.33b. The most intense satellites are related to the diffuse planes,
which seem still present in the CDW phase. In order to describe the CDW phase,
the cell parameters found by CrysAlis are shown in the figure. Diffraction studies
show that the phase is slightly monoclinic with β=(90.221±0.013)◦ [115]. The
CDW vector of the first phase is q11=4/9a*-4/9c*. This member, a high-term
member, has a commensurate vector, while the m=6, a low-term member, has
incommensurate vectors. In theory, those differences could result in a different
response in the lattice dynamics.
In earlier studies, as already explained before, the m=8 was considered not having
a CDW phase since only a short-range order was achieved [120, 121]. The group
in Caen synthesised samples with very different physical properties. The m=8
passes from a normal metal to a bad metal with two transitions of the first order,
Fig. 4.11b. They found the transition with a long-range order and, in the same
way, the result is confirmed by our study.
At lower temperature, a monoclinic distortion starts to be visible before reaching
the second transition. In fact, the two vectors of the two phases are already present
before the transition. An extensive structural analysis was done by diffraction and
presented in the PhD thesis work of Duverger-Nedellec [115].
The differences noticed between the low-term and the high-term member are that
a finer structure is a precursor of the condensation around the modulation vectors
for m=6. Whereas, in m=8, the diffuse planes condense directly in the satellite
spots without going through finely modulated DS. A structural analysis and the
study of the lattice dynamics will help to understand those differences.
6The DS maps at every measured temperature are reported in Appendix A
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Figure 4.31.: The HK1 planes at 90 K and 80 K of m=6. In the insert, the Fermi
surface calculated by Whangbo and Canadell [110, 117] has been stretched by a
factor two and superimposed to the X-ray pattern.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.32.: Temperature dependence of the DS intensity for the specified planes
on the finer structure of m=6. At the lowest temperature the condensation is
not visible, a stripe of lenght 2c∗ is still visible
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(a)
(b)
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(c)
(d)
Figure 4.33.: Temperature dependence of intensity distribution in H0L plane for
m=8 at (a) 280 K, (b) 240 K and (c) 200 K. The cell parameters of parent cell
found with CrysAlis are included in figure (d) together with the histograms of
RS vectors.
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4.5.2. Inelastic x-ray scattering of m=6 and m=8.
As already explained in Chapter 3, this second technique is notably time con-
suming. Thus, a few representative cases were chosen. The m=2 scenario has a
quasi-1D tungsten chain, already presented in the section above, and the members
with a W-block can be divided into low-term and high-term members. Some differ-
ences can be found in the diffuse patterns already presented in Sec. 4.5.1. However,
the inelastic scattering is expected to show a definitively different result in the lat-
tice dynamics response. For the low-term members, a classical Peierls transition
should give a phonon freezing at the transition temperature with a constant de-
crease of the phonon energy at the qCDW . The high-term members should follow
the bipolaronic theory of Aubry et al. [59], where a larger part of the reciprocal
space present a phonon softening and no freezing is expected at the transition, as
found for TbTe3 and ErTe3 [56, 159] and theoretical explained by Quémerais [160].
The difference is expected since the low-term members present CDW phases which
are normally linked with a weak electron-phonon coupling, as the weak intensities
of the satellite peaks and the incommensurate qCDW . Whereas, the high-term
member shows the strong electron-coupling scenario, where the intensities of the
satellite peaks are almost comparable to the principal Bragg peaks and the qCDW
is commensurate. The m=6 is the low-term member, whereas the m=8 is repre-
sentative of the high-term member.
Low-term member: m=6
The inelastic measurements were made with a high-quality platelet sample of
120x60 µm and the 3 meV resolution set-up was chosen.
As already discussed in the previous section, the DS measurements show the diffuse
patterns decreasing and almost condensing around the satellite. However, the
satellites never completely condensate and diffuse stripes along c* and in the
HK0 plane still appear at very low temperature, below the expected transition.
The inelastic scans should be done in the region around the satellite in order
to understand the phonon contribution and behaviour. The satellite was chosen
observing the refined structure proposed by Dr. Olivier Pérez. The (2.62 2 0)
satellite is the most intense in the measurable part of the reciprocal space.
Since the IXS spectrometer can be used also as a high-resolution diffraction tool
with its 7-meter analyser arm, elastic scans were performed in function of tem-
perature on the CDW satellite (2.62 2 0), similar to the analysis done for m=2.
The correlation lengths, ξ, and the behaviour of the transition can be understood
through those scans. In the literature, the transition is assigned as of the second
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Figure 4.34.: The rocking curve scans on the satellite, (2.62 2 0), from 150K to
80K for m=6. They are transverse scans along c*, starting from (2.62 2 0.9)
until (2.62 2 -0.9).
order at 120K. Normally, for this particular case, a microregion of a critical fluc-
tuation with a correlation length that tends to infinity is expected at the critical
point. More information about the 2nd order transition theory can be found in
Ref. [161]. The rocking curves and θ-2θ elastic scans cut in transverse and lon-
gitudinal the CDW satellite peak, along [001] and [230] directions, respectively.
The rocking curve was a transverse scan through c* going from (2.62 2 0.9) to
(2.62 2 -0.9), as it can be seen in Fig. 4.34. The length was chosen based on the
diffuse stripes, however, the higher temperature scans are cut. The scans were not
taken in a proper way, since the peak is not reaching zero intensity with its tails.
Despite this error, a qualitative analysis of the correlation length along c*, ξ⊥,
can still be done. The correlation length is obtained from the ∆Q and ∆ql which
are the width of the elastic scan in term of reciprocal space and reciprocal length,
extracted from the fit:
ξ⊥ =
2pi
∆Q ; where ∆Q = ∆ql· c
∗
From the FWHM (Full width half maximum) of the large Lorentzian peak as a
function of the temperature, shown in Fig.4.35, and the rocking curve, which is in
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Figure 4.35.: The temperature depen-
dence of the Lorentzian FWHM of the
rocking curve.
FWHM ( rad) T (K) ξ⊥ (Å)
0.112±0.003 150 16.1 ± 0.5
0.096±0.003 120 18.3 ± 0.6
0.0681±0.0017 80 26.9 ± 0.4
Table 4.3.: Correlation length along
c* for different temperatures, calcu-
lated from the Lorentzian FWHM of
the rocking curve.
total 8 ◦ corresponding to 1.8 c*, a simple proportion was applied to calculate ξ⊥.
The results for three temperatures: before, on and after the transition, are given
in Tab.4.3. An increase of the correlation lengths from 16 Å to 27 Å is shown,
around the length of the cell parameter c (23.575 Å). Nonetheless, the long-range
order seems to be not present in the transverse scan at low temperature, as it
was already visible in the reconstructed plane on the satellite, Fig. 4.32, where the
formation of a 3D peak is missing, especially in the c* direction.
On the other hand, the longitudinal scans, θ-2θ, have a more enhanced elastic
peak and the two components are evident, as seen in ??. The longitudinal scan
cuts the satellite and the diffuse stripe (a focus on the surrounding of the CDW
satellite in Fig. 4.41 can help to visualize it) from (2.12 1.55 0) to (3.12 2.45 0).
The central peak is related to the formation of the Bragg peak. The second peak,
if it is related to the microregion of fluctuations explained before, should be visible
near the critical point and disappears after the transition. The sample seems to
present the two components in all the temperature range, from 130 K to 80 K, with
no change in the FWHM for the large peak (∼ 2.4 ◦) and a tiny dependence for
the central one, Fig.4.37. The parallel correlation length along [2.62 2 0] direction,
ξ‖, can be calculated using:
ξ‖ =
2pi
∆Q ; where ∆Q =
4pi
λ
cos θdθ
where ∆Q has a different formula since the scans are longitudinal. The Bragg
scattering angle 2θ is equal to the FWHM, cos θ can be approximate to 1 and λ
corresponds to the wavelengths of the beam, in this case 0.6968 Å. The results are
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Figure 4.36.: The θ-2θ scans from 130K until 80K of m=6. At 80K the scan
was repeated twice. They correspond to a longitudinal scan. There are two
contributions which are both visible until very low temperatures.
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Figure 4.37.: The temperature depen-
dence of the Lorentzian FWHM of the
central peak in the longitudinal scan,
θ-2θ.
FWHM ( rad) T (K) ξ‖ (Å)
0.0065±0.0007 130 107± 11
0.0053±0.0004 105 131± 9
0.00383±0.00015 80 182±7
Table 4.4.: Parallel correlation length
for different temperatures, calculated
from the Lorentzian FWHM of the
central peak in θ-2θ scans.
summarised in Tab.4.4. The elastic peak seems already formed in the longitudinal
scan and the ξ‖ confirm a longer range.
The second peak of the longitudinal scan does not have temperature dependence.
Thus, it is probably not related to a second order transition behaviour but to a
frozen-in disorder.
The temperature dependence of the inelastic scattering intensity on the satellite
at Q(2.62 2 0) exhibits a soft phonon behaviour different to the one observed on
the m=2 compound. The IXS scans were performed from 400 K to 80 K as seen
in Fig. 4.38. The softening is visible at the nominal transition (TCDW=120K),
however the phonon does not disappear and goes to 0-energy at qCDW at the tran-
sition as expected. Since the elastic contribution after the transition becomes more
and more important, it was difficult to estimate the real position and contribution
of the phonon. However, with a certain approximation, the phonon has a stable
energy around 3.7 meV. The phonon softening can be seen more clearly with just
two example of IXS scans at high temperature, 400K, and low temperature, 90K,
in Fig. 4.39c and the phonon energy dependence is shown in detail in Fig. 4.39b.
The area of the fitted elastic contribution using a Lorentzian peak is increasing
constantly with a change in the slope after the transition, as it can be seen in
Fig. 4.39a. The area does not have the same behaviour as reported by Foury [117]
for the same member. Since the study was performed in one single crystal, the dif-
ferent quality could be the reason for this behaviour. As already pointed out, the
system was studied down to 80 K due to the usage of the cryostream. Thus, the
“plateau” of the elastic contribution, normally necessary to describe the behaviour
of the transition, was not reached.
Looking at the diffuse planes and their condensation in stripes by temperature,
one should study the intensity dependence of the phonon on the satellite. In fact,
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Figure 4.38.: The IXS scans in the (2.62 2 0) satellite position at different tem-
peratures above and below the nominal transition temperature. It is visible the
phonon softening and the increasing of the elastic contribution. The red line
shows the zero energy, whereas the yellow dotted line follows the phonon energy.
The effect is propagating also below the expected transition.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.39.: (a) The area of the elastic peaks at different temperatures in the
(2.62 2 0) satellite position for m=6; (b) The temperature dependence of the
phonon energy, showing a continuous softening. After the transition at 120 K,
the elastic peak prevents to clearly see the phonon contribution and its position;
(c) Two IXS scans in the satellite position at 400K and 90K. The yellow dotted
line is used as help for eyes to show the softening. The fitted phonon and elastic
contributions are highlighted by their areas strong and light gray, respectively.
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Figure 4.40.: (a)The area of the fitted phonons at Q(2.62 2 0) reported for all
the temperatures; (b) The area for two points of the reciprocal space near the
satellite: (2.8 2 0) and (2.5 2 0) and on the tail of the peak, ( 2.567 1.966 -0.05).
The acoustic phonon in the [010] direction at RT and 130K show the normal
behaviour of the area. The areas were normalized considering the Bose factor.
the phonon integrated intensity at a specific q-vector is constant with tempera-
ture when normalized considering the Bose factor. The area of the phonon peak is
shown in Fig. 4.40a, where an anomalous behaviour is observed. The area increases
until the temperature transition, probably related to the condensation of the dif-
fuse region. One can argue that this analysis is not sufficient since the scans are
cutting just in one particular part without taking into account all the directions
around the satellite. However, in support of our analysis, the area of the phonon
peaks at different q points around the satellite were studied. The same behaviour
is found for two points along the a* direction: (2.8 2 0) and at the border of the
Brillouin zone (2.5 2 0). In a third point on the tail of the CDW peak, the phonon
integrated intensity was also analysed, (2.567 1.966 -0.05), Fig. 4.40b. Thus, the
diffuse scattering intensity is dynamical in nature. The experimental results seems
to show a trend in “increased” diffuse scattering intensity with decreasing temper-
ature and thus increased signal. This phenomenon could be related to the very
small change in turn in the frequency. To confirm the irregular trend around the
satellite, in the same figure, the phonon peak area at different points of the acous-
tic branch in the [010] direction are reported. They present the standard tendency
of the phonon on temperature.
The inelastic measurement was extended to the region around the satellite, cross-
ing the diffuse stripes and along them. In general, all the directions show a region
of low-energy phonons. From ambient conditions to 130 K, the results of the fit
along different directions are shown in Fig. 4.41. Three directions are along H,
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Phonon dispersions around the (2.62 2 0) satellite
Figure 4.41.: Phonon dispersions around (2.62 2 0) satellite: (a) along H, (b)
along the diffuse stripe with (a*-b*) direction, (c) along K and (d) along L
at three temperatures, RT, 150 K and 130 K in black, green and red dots,
respectively. In the middle, a focused HK0 map around the satellite, in order to
better visualise the diffuse pattern. 93
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Figure 4.42.: The temperature dependence of the phonon energy for (2.5 2 0),
(2.8 2 0) and (2.567 1.966 -0.046) Q-points. Only the phonon at the BZ border
shows a softening below the TCDW , less pronounced in respect to the phonon
on the satellite. The same range in energy of Fig. 4.39b is used to have a better
comparison.
K, L and the fourth one is along the diffuse stripe, (a*-b*). The phonons have
a common trend in the energy, showing a general constant value around 5 meV.
A heterogeneity start to be visible with the temperature response. The temper-
ature dependence of the phonon energy is more visible on the satellite and the
directions where the diffuse intensity is present, as [001] and [110]. Additionally,
on the satellites (q1=-0.38a* and q3=-0.29a*-0.11b*) is more pronounced with
the softest phonon. The second position is referred to a satellite of the 3rd CDW
phase at 30K, however, the phonon seems already to have a strong coupling with
the instability at lower temperature. The last direction, c*, as shown in the diffuse
scattering, has a diffuse stripe until 80K with a length of ∼2c*. For this reason,
at each temperature, each point in the dispersion soften. Also in this case, the
softening is more accentuated on the satellite. Whereas the phonon energies in the
points out of the diffuse are constants (along [100] and [010] directions).
Other than the satellite, a more complete inelastic scan study by temperature was
done for the 3 points already described before: (2.8 2 0) and (2.5 0 2) along a*
and (2.567 1.966 -0.05) at the tail of the satellite. From Fig. 4.42, no softening is
visible. The only point showing a very weak dependency is the phonon at the BZ
border, that has a softening after the expected TCDW .
The phonon dispersions around a strong Bragg peak, (400), were done in order
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.43.: Three phonon dispersions at ambient conditions and 120 K of m=6
on the high symmetry axes starting from (400) Bragg peak: (a) along the [100],
(b) [010] and (c) [001] directions; (d) the dispersion along the diffuse planes
on the H0L intersection, [108] direction. In all the cases an anticrossing in the
dispersion is visible.
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Figure 4.44.: Phonon dispersions along (a) [010], (b) [001] and (c) [101] directions
for WO3 in the monoclinic phase, P-1, at room temperature [162].
to have the general behaviour of the lattice dynamics without the anomaly that a
satellite causes. The main directions in H, K and L and along the intersection of
the diffuse plane, [108] are shown in Fig. 4.43. Since the Brillouin zone is very small
in c*, we present an extended scheme. For this reason, at |q|=0.55 in Fig. 4.43c,
the low energy phonon is an acoustic phonon resulting from the near (420) Bragg,
which has a medium intensity.
The first direction going to X shows the longitudinal phonon dispersion, whereas
in the other directions going to Y and Z, the phonons are of transverse type and
a mix-type is present in the diffuse direction, [010], [001] and [108] directions,
respectively, with (100) polarization. An anticrossing is visible with a energy gap
of ∼ 3 meV between the acoustic-like phonon and low-energy optic phonon. The
longitudinal branch presents a optic phonon with a higher energy and the gap is
of ∼ 6 meV.
The tungsten trioxide, WO3 is constituted by the same base of the W-block in the
monophosphate tungsten bronze members. As we see earlier, the diffuse intensity
distribution is very similar, with diffuse planes corresponding to the instability of
the W-O-W-O chains. For this reason, the lattice dynamics of the simple oxide
can be useful to understand this family. In fact, in our system the heavier atoms
are the tungsten so, the low-energy phonons should be driven by them. One can
notice the same anticrossing in the three directions found in the tungsten bronzes
in Fig. 4.44, confirming our prediction and showing the link between the low-energy
phonons and the diffuse planes.
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Figure 4.45.: Temperature dependence of the intensity detected in analyser 2
near qCDW1, Q(3.53 0 3.46), for m=8.
High-term member: m=8
Already in the diffuse scattering results, some differences between the members
were found and how this are reflected on the lattice dynamics can help to clar-
ify the family behaviour. The quite high temperature of the first transition
with commensurate CDW instabilities at 250K (TCDW1) and a second one at
140 K (TCDW2), both having different modulation vectors, q11=4/9a*-4/9c* and
q21=1/2a*-1/2c*, q23=1/6a*-1/6c*, will oblige to study at high temperature in
order to avoid the elastic contribution of the satellites.
The high-quality of the sample was already confirmed by DS and a bigger sample
was possible to measure, contrary to m=6. Since in the diffuse scattering measure-
ment, the beam shows to heat the sample of m=8 and the transition is a setpoint
temperature, a check on the transition temperatures for the two phases was done.
In the same way that we have done with m=2, a temperature dependence of the
intensity on the qCDW1 was recorded. The transitions were found at 250 K and 140
K, since the intensity increases gradually until reaching the “plateau” at TCDW1
and drops significantly when the second phase is reached, as seen in Fig. 4.45. The
slope on the first transition shows an intermediate phase between the first transi-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.46.: In figure (a) the IXS scans along the direction in the diffuse scat-
tering, [-1 0 -10], at RT with a resolution of 3 meV, whereas in figure (b) the
same direction at 350 K with a resolution of 1.5 meV.
tion and the high-symmetry phase. It is normally called “phase zero” since it was
discovered just recently by the group in Caen [115], with a modulated vector of
q=0.5a*. It resembles the first condensation in stripes around 0.5a* found in the
diffuse scattering, a focus on the diffuse part is in Fig. 4.47b.
In order to study the response of the phonon, the temperature dependence of
the phonon dispersion in different directions of the reciprocal space was done. The
experiment started with the lower energy-resolution of 3 meV. However, the elastic
contribution forced us to change to the high energy resolution, an example of the
difference between low and high resolution can be seen in Fig. 4.46, which shows
the phonon dispersion on the same direction. In (a), the phonon dispersion along
the direction in the diffuse plane taken with low resolution, [-1 0 -10], measured
at room temperature (in the high-symmetry phase) shows the elastic peak which
covers the phonon contribution. Whereas in (b) the resolution of 1.5 meV is shown,
the IXS scans become more clear and it is possible to find the energy of the phonon
without a large error. However, also for the dispersion at a higher temperature
(400 K) and higher resolution, the elastic peak has still a strong contribution in
the IXS scan, as shown at the q-point near the border of the BZ, Q(3.6 0 -4).
The direction in the strong diffuse plane should be studied, since it is where
the CDW satellite reflections are condensing and a related phonon softening is
expected. The phonon dispersion at three different temperatures was recorded,
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.47.: In figure (a) the phonon dispersion along the diffuse line in the
high-symmetry phase at different temperatures for m=8. In figure (b) the H0L
plane at RT, on the left, and 240 K, on the right. The measured direction is
shown by the red arrow and the two satellites, Q(3.53 0 -3.46) and Q(3.67 0
-3.33), are in the circles.
Fig. 4.47. The dispersion shows a large valley of soft phonons, from |q|=0.5 Å−1
until the border of the BZ with a minimum energy equal to roughly 3.8 meV. How-
ever, there is no significant energy evolution of the soft phonon by temperature.
One can argue that what we call soft valley is present also in the m=6 after the
anticrossing in different directions of the reciprocal space. However, the energy
range is different. The low-term member presents the low energy phonon around
∼ 6 meV, whereas the softening in m=8 is stronger, around ∼ 3.5 meV, just half
of the energy is required to excite that particular vibration. At |q|=0.8 Å−1, cor-
responding to a 1st CDW satellite of the first order, an additional softening seems
to be present. The |q|=1.2 Å−1 is the position of the lowest phonon energy of the
soft valley, corresponding to Q(3.5 0 5). It is actually in the position of the first
strong condensation found through DS. For each point in the dispersion, the fit
was very difficult and the error in the energy is large.
In the measured signal, there are two inelastic contributions. In fact, a phonon
of higher energy (range 8-10 meV) is visible. It has a weaker intensity and the
real energy position is estimated. Comparing the scans obtained at two different
points at 350 K, as Q(3.67 0 -3.33), corresponding to |q|=0.8 Å, and Q(3.75 0
-2.5), a point in the dispersion near the satellite corresponding to |q|=0.6 Å−1,
a particular behaviour is visible, Fig. 4.48. In fact, the inelastic contribution on
the satellite cannot be fitted with just one phonon. Looking at the figure, we
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notice two highlighted areas, which are referred to two phonons with FWMH of
∼ 3 meV. The adjacent position, |q|=0.6 Å−1, shows the second phonon at higher
energy. However, it is difficult to predict the softening, if the two are related to the
instability and they are soft phonon or just the optical phonon at higher energy is
approaching the energy of the lower one. Thus, the elastic signal is not the only
issue. The complicated phonon contribution and their superposition should be
added. In this case, the only statement that can be made, is that in the satellite
position there are two phonons with a low energy and the optical one manifests
strong softening.
In order to better understand the two phonon contributions and the soft valley
region, different IXS scans were taken around the satellite (3.67 0 -3.33), as seen
in Fig. 4.49. Two directions: [010] and [-1 -1.5 0] were chosen and, as for the IXS
scans on the satellite, all of them present more than one phonon contribution. The
phonon at higher energy moving away from the satellite increase its energy until
∼ 10 meV, especially along the [010] direction. The phonon at low energy is stable
around 3.5 meV. This latter result confirms the soft valley region. In addition, this
average energy confirms a further softening on the satellite with respect to the soft
valley along the diffuse plane.
Additional studies at the satellite positions (3.67 0 -3.33) and (3.555 0 -3.444)
were made in temperature, the first was previously showed. The second satellite
presents a higher intensity and to avoid the strong elastic peak, the IXS scans
were taken near the satellite position at Q(3.53 0 -3.46), shown in Fig. 4.50. Their
positions are highlighted in the DS map at low temperature in Fig. 4.47b.
In the first case, the elastic contribution passes from the huge contribution at 263
K to almost disappears at 400 K. However, as already explained, also without the
issue of the elastic component, the two phonons at low energy complicate the fit.
The real energies of the two contributions are difficult to disentangle. Thus, the
fit was possible, considering a significant error in the energy estimation. For the
latter satellite, the IXS scans show a big elastic contribution, which is decreasing
at high temperatures. However, the only observation is a change in the tail of
the elastic peak from 290 K to 400 K, suggesting the presence of a phonon at low
energy.
The Tab. 4.5 summarises the phonon energies from 290 K for the two satellites.
At lower energy the intensity of the elastic peak is predominant. For the first
satellite, the energy is just given almost in a qualitative way, due to the error
in the estimation of the real position in the IXS scans. However, the energies
are around ∼ 3 meV and ∼ 6.5 meV, respectively, for the two phonons. The
phonon frequency in the position of the 2nd satellite is ∼2.7 meV. No significant
temperature dependency on the phonon energy is found.
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Figure 4.48.: IXS scans with the fitted phonons highlighted by their area at 350
K for m=8. On the upper figure the satellite Q(3.67 0 -3.33). On the lower
figure a point near the satellite on the diffuse direction, Q(3.75 0 -2.5). The
two scans are compared in order to show the phonon softening in the satellite
position and the possible presence of two phonons.
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Figure 4.49.: IXS scans with the fitted phonon and elastic contribution at 400
K, along [0-ξ0] direction , on the left, and [-2ξ -3ξ 0] direction, on the right,
starting from the satellite Q(3.67 0 -3.33) for m=8. The two phonon peaks have
their area highlighted using strong and light gray colors.
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Figure 4.50.: Temperature dependence of the IXS scans at the satellites (3.555 0
-3.444) and (3.67 0 -3.33) positions of the first CDW phase of m=8. On the left
column, the scans related to (3.555 0 -3.444) satellite. On the right, the ones
related to (3.67 0 -3.33) satellite. The single scans at 400 K and 267 K with
the fitting functions, show the decreasing at high temperature of the satellite
intensity. At 400 K the phonon contribution starts to be visible.
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T (K) Phonon energy 1st phonon energy 2nd phonon energy
on Q(3.53 0 -3.46) (meV) on Q(3.67 0 -3.33) (meV)
400 2.89 ± 0.13 3.5 ± 0.3 5.5 ± 0.3
350 2.68 ± 0.11 3.04 ± 0.14 5.9 ± 0.2
330 3.9 ± 0.3 7.1 ± 0.3
310 2.77 ± 0.13 3.8 ± 0.9 6.4 ± 0.7
290 2.7 ± 0.3 3.6 ± 0.3 6.2 ± 0.3
Table 4.5.: The phonon energy on the q-points of the two satellites of m=8,
for the satellite at Q(3.53 0 -3.46) one contribution is present, in the contrary
at the satellite Q(3.67 0 -3.33) the scans were fitted considering two phonons
contribution. No visible softening is present in the two points.
Dispersions along other directions were measured, Fig. 4.51. On the figure (a),
the [001] direction shows the same dispersion found for the member m=6. In this
case, the opening is just of ∼ 2.5 meV, rather than ∼ 3.5 meV as for the low-term
member. However, the anticrossing point is in the same position, Q(4 0 -1.25),
for both members. On the other hand, the linear dispersion along [100] shows one
contribution, whereas in m=6 the anticrossing is visible with a low energy phonon
around 4 meV.
This high-term member, m=8, presents a rather complicated lattice dynamics.
The high-temperature measurements and the high energy-resolution help to de-
crease the elastic contribution, from one side, and show better the phonon contri-
bution, from the other. However, it was not sufficient to understand completely
the system. Calculations will be useful to disentangle the phonon response. As
it was already reported, the calculations for this large cell and complex electronic
system are complicated.
In conclusion, the high-term member presents a lattice dynamics response that
seems to be the signature of a strong electron-phonon coupling, with the proposed
polaronic model by Aubry et al. [59]. In the context of strong coupling theory,
the softening covers a larger part of the reciprocal space [160], rather than in the
“classical” displacive soft phonon mode as in a Peierls transition, where the phonon
goes to zero energy at TC . Indeed in the case of strong coupling one expects an
elastic contribution to remain above TCDW1 with a hardening of the soft phonon
mode when the temperature increases. The phonon dispersion along the diffuse
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.51.: The phonon dispersions of m=8 from (400) Bragg peak along (a)
[001] and (b)[100] directions.
direction, [1010], at higher temperature should show this behaviour. In addition to
the soft phonon valley in this direction, a major softening is found in the satellite
position, which has an energy lower of ∼ 1 meV with respect to its neighbours
along the diffuse plane direction. A more significant softening is oberved for the
higher energy phonon, an optic phonon that is around ∼ 10 meV and decreases its
energy to ∼ 6.5 meV at the satellite position.
4.6. Pressure effect on bronzes
The temperature is the easier trigger to study fascinating physical properties as
Peierls transition towards CDW/SDW phases and superconducting instability, and
the competition between these two phases. Further study of the charge density
wave under pressure can give valuable information to understand the phenomenon
of electronic instabilities in low-dimensional conductors. In addition, in case of
perovskite structure and their instabilities, the pressure is an essential tool in
order to study the phase transitions [163, 164].
The isotropic pressure can suppress or enhance the CDW phase. More commonly,
a hardening of the phonon due to the lattice compression is found [165]. This
behaviour can be explained considering the mean field expression for the critical
temperature valid in the 1D case (the fluctuations are neglected) [166]:
kBTCDW = 2.28EF exp(−ηω0(2kF )/g2N(EF )), (4.1)
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where ω0(2kF ) is the phonon frequency at the wavevector 2kF , N(EF ) is the density
of states at the Fermi level and g is the electron-phonon coupling constant [167,
168]. The phonon frequency related to the electronic instability at qCDW should
increase, due to two factors: the hardening of the lattice under pressure that
increases the strain energy and the gain of the electronic free energy by the gap
opening at the Fermi level [167, 169]. The first, in other words, is related to the
compression of the volume that increases the inter and intra chains coupling and
the 3D character of the system. The second is related to the cost in elastic energy at
the Fermi surface, which is larger when the pressure increases. Both factors cause a
final suppression of the 1D thermal fluctuations. In fact, for NbSe3 and η-Mo4O11,
the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations show that the Fermi surface is strongly affected
by the pressure [170, 171]. Thus, the general behaviour is the decrease of the
CDW temperature transition, which is found in different compounds. Examples
are NbSe3, layered di-trichalcogenides, etc. [170, 172–175]. Since the CDW phase is
not favoured from the pressure, the latter becomes an important tool when there is
a competition between superconductivity and CDW phase. In fact, in the already
cited case of NbSe3, the superconductivity phase emerges when the CDW phase
disappears, around 0.55 GPa [170, 176]. In the same way, in the dichalcogenides
and Li0.9Mo6O17 purple bronze, the TC 7 increases under pressure[174, 177, 178]. In
this list, the Magnéli η-Mo4O11 as isostructural of m=6 should be added. Pressure
studies show an opposite behaviour. In fact, TCDW1 increases with pressure while
TC decreases [171, 179].
Obviously, there are multiple exceptions with opposite behaviour which can be
found in different ranges of pressure. In the purple bronzes, the two behaviours can
be found, e.g. Na0.9Mo6O17, K0.9Mo6O17 [168, 169, 178, 180, 181], or in VSe2 [182].
In this case, the intra-chain coupling and a more favourable Fermi surface nesting
are induced by the pressure [168, 169, 179].
In the same system, there can be a competition of all those characters, as in the
bromide and chloride-bridged platinum. Under pressure, they reveal an initial
hardening and a final softening of the mode connected to the CDW phase [165].
As a final example, also more complicated sequences can be found under pressure.
In ZrTe3, the modulation vector, qCDW , has a pressure dependence [183].
For the monophosphate tungsten bronze family, different behaviours are reported
for the members as m=4,(4/6),6 and 10 [115, 167], summarised in Tab. 4.6, where
the Magnéli phase η-Mo4O11 is also reported. Resistivity measurements were made
for the low-term members by Beille et al., whereas the high-term member was
studied by the group in Caen by diffraction [115, 167]. The member m=4 has at
7In this section we use TC to describe the critical temperature of the superconductor, whereas
TCDW is referred to the CDW phase transition.
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Member Exp. study dT1/dP a dT2/dP a Max. P Ref.
K/GPa K/GPa GPa
4 Resistivity -36 9 (P<0.5 GPa) 1.8 [167]
-28 (P>0.5 GPa)
4/6 Resistivity -33.5 03 1.8 [167]
6 Resistivity -9 -5 1.8 [167]([184])
10 Diffraction n/a -177 0.68 [115]
η-Mo4O11 Resistivity ∼ 8 ∼ -11.5 1.3-1.2 [167, 171]
a they are referred to the pressure dependence of TCDW of the 1st and 2nd phase.
Table 4.6.: Pressure study on the monophosphate tungsten bronzes, with the
results related to the CDW phase and a comparison with the similar system
Mo4O11. The papers and thesis works are reported on the right.
ambient conditions two transitions, under pressure the first transition is decreasing
linearly, whereas the second transition has a different behaviour, increasing with
pressure. At 1 GPa, the two transitions completely disappear. The member 4/6
follows exactly m=4, with the same pressure dependence of the transition (-33.5
K/GPa). One can establish the connection between the two members since they
have the same nesting vectors. The m=6 has two transition temperatures that
decrease with pressure.
The high-term member was studied differently by Duverger-Nedellec [115]. Diffrac-
tion studies at room temperature were made for m=10. This member is easier to
study, since it is already in the 1st CDW phase at room temperature. The q-
vector is at 3/7a* at room temperature. This member has two different CDW
phases, the first phase is stable in the range 450 K-220 K and the second phase
below 220 K. When a pressure of 0.32 GPa is applied to the system, it seems to
pass to the second CDW phase at room temperature, in which the modulation
vectors are q21=1/2a* and q22=2/5a*. The measurement has been performed up
to 0.68 GPa and it confirms the stabilisation of this phase. An extremely high
dTCDW/dP, with a value around 177K/GPa, was found and it was linked to a
strong electron-phonon coupling. Thus, the system needs just a little variation of
pressure to reduce the thermal fluctuations and favour the second CDW phase.
In this section of the thesis, the study through diffraction and inelastic scattering
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measurements was performed for two members of the family. The first is the mem-
ber m=10, in order to continue the study of Duverger-Nedellec and reach a higher
pressure. The second member is m=8, which was never studied under pressure.
The reason for this choice comes from its specific lattice dynamics response. The
pressure can affect the soft valley region. In this case, the strong electron-phonon
coupling should be affected by the pressure, resulting in some change in the lattice
dynamics. However opposite behaviours are shown in the family, where the low-
term members show a negative dTCDW/dP, and the high-term member a positive
one.
4.6.1. Structural study on m=8 and m=10
Diffuse scattering studies in ID28 were done. The maximum aperture angle of
measurement is defined by the angular aperture of the DAC, ± 30 ◦. A charac-
teristic of this family is the big c parameters, so the DS reconstructed maps have
still a significant amount of Bragg peaks, permitting some important results.
For the member m=10, a DAC with 600 µm diameter culet was chosen and the
rhenium gasket was prepared. The gas loading was at 0.3 GPa and the first
run of measure with this pressure was made, showing nice DS reconstructions,
Fig. 4.52. The phase at 0.3 GPa has a component in a*, visible in HK0 and H0L
planes. Specifically, on the H0L plane, the satellite divides the a* parameter cell
in 10, confirming the two vectors of the second CDW phase. The two q-vector are
shown in the H0L map. In addition, an earlier experiment in ID23 made by our
collaborators shows some similar stripes in the direction 0.2a*-c*, that starts from
the first vector of this phase, q21=1/2a* [115]. For this member, we performed a
DS study just at this pressure point.
For the DAC cell of m=8, a stainless steel gasket was chosen and the cell was gas
loaded at the pressure of 0.31 GPa. Different pressures were achieved: 0.3 GPa, 1.1
GPa and 2.8 GPa. The m=8 has a stable phase until 1.2 GPa, after a new struc-
tural phase is observed at 2.8 GPa. A step-by-step pressure study on the Bragg
peak and satellites were made in decreasing ramp using the diffraction resolution
of the IXS arm, vide infra. The new phase was found at 2.8 GPa, showing the
doubling in the a parameter, as seen in Fig. 4.53. From our preliminary analysis,
the vector of this phase is q=1/2a* and the cell has a monoclinic distortion. The
new phase can be described with: a= 10.4315(18) Å, b= 6.467(3) Å, c=29.329(15)
Å and β ∼ 90.6◦. This member, then, does not stabilise or enhance one of its CDW
phases already found in the temperature study. The system prefers to go thought
a new CDW transition. This new phase is similar to the one found in m=10 under
pressure. Both have the cell doubling along a*. More significantly, this vector is
the one that characterised almost all the high-term members.
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Figure 4.52.: The diffuse scattering maps of m=10 at 0.3 GPa. The system is in
the second CDW phase, normally stable at lower temperatures. The blue and
orange arrows show on the focused part of the H0L plane the two q-vectors of
the phase: q21=1/2a∗ and q21=4/10a∗, respectively. Diffuse lines connect the
two Bragg satellites.
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Figure 4.53.: The diffuse scattering maps of m=8 at 2.8 GPa. A new CDW
phase is stabilised by pressure. A doubling of the a parameter is visible. Laue
symmetry is applied to the RS reconstructions.
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This is the first time that a study of this member is performed as a function of the
applied pressure. For this reason, an accurate diffraction study was done on this
new CDW phase, the refinement of the structure is in progress.
The high-resolution in the reciprocal space on the IXS branch permits, as already
shown multiple time, to follow by pressure one specific Bragg peak. The transition
was studied by increasing pressure on the (400) Bragg peak for 1.1, 2.67 and 2.8
GPa pressures, Fig. 4.54a. The splitting due to the monoclinic distortion is evi-
dent. In Fig. 4.54b, the satellite (3.5 0 0) was followed by decreasing the pressure.
The satellite starts to be strongly modified by the pressure at 1.37 GPa and it
completely disappears at 1.16 GPa. In addition, the monoclinic distortion starts
to decrease before the transition to the high-symmetry phase. An example is the
peak in violet at 1.65 GPa which does not show clearly the monoclinic distortion,
however, the intensity of the CDW satellite is still strong. The transition pressure
can be predicted ∼ 1.2 GPa.
4.6.2. Lattice dynamics of m=8 under pressure
This new phase adds a new parameter on the lattice dynamics study. Not only
the directions presented earlier at ambient conditions, related to the classic CDW
phase of this member, should be inspected, but also the direction where the new
phase is present, i.e. a*. The effect of the pressure on the phonon softening of
bronzes has never been reported up to now.
Regarding the region of soft valley that is present at ambient condition, the di-
rection along the diffuse pattern is taken also at different pressures, as seen in
Fig. 4.55. Different kind of hardening are present under pressure. The first is
along the phonon dispersion until |q|=0.5 Å relative to the dispersion at ambient
conditions. The second is at satellite position of the 1st CDW phase. However,
the predicted hardening of the entire valley is not present neither below or above
the phase transition. The lattice dynamics is not visibly affected by the pressure,
in this particular direction.
In order to study the dynamical response of the lattice in the new phase, the
phonon energy at q=0.5a* is studied at two pressure configurations, below and
above the transition. The phonon dispersion is shown in Fig. 4.56a, where the
points derived from the fitting made on the IXS scans in Fig. 4.56c. The longitu-
dinal phonon dispersion does not show any pressure dependency, especially at the
q of the CDW satellite. The IXS scan on qCDW at 2.8 GPa does not show any
phonon contribution, just a slight increase on the elastic component. The acoustic
phonon does not seem to be correlated to the new phase, however the transverse
phonons should be also analysed.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.54.: (a) The pressure dependence of the (400) Bragg-peak rocking curve
of m=8 when increasing P, on the left; on the right, the rocking curve of the
same Bragg peak on decreasing pressure. (b) The rocking curve of the satellite,
Q(3.5 0 0), decreasing pressure. The last two pressures, in yellow and brown
dots at 1.37 GPa and 1.16 GPa, respectively, show the disappearance of the
satellite peak and the transition to the high symmetry phase.
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Figure 4.55.: The phonon dispersion along the diffuse, [-1 0 -10] direction, starting
from the Bragg (400), as for the study at ambient condition for m=8 at different
pressures. The pressures are above and below the transition. With the start
symbol, the phonon dispersion at ambient conditions is reported to compare.
Pressure dependence of the phonon dispersion along [001] direction was studied
only at some specific points. The pressure dependence on the anticrossing shows
a softening on the lower phonon. This study in pressure on the lattice dynamics is
obviously not sufficient, further analysis and measurements are necessary in order
to confirm and expand our work.
To conclude, the results on m=10 confirm the analysis already obtained in Caen.
Under pressure, the system passes to the 2nd CDW phase. In m=8, a new CDW
phase is present applying pressure at ∼ 1.2 GPa and the transition is found re-
versible. This new phase seems not to be related to any of the CDW phases
stabilised by temperature. It has a monoclinic distortion and a CDW vector cor-
responding to q=1/2a*. The IXS study along a* shows that the lattice dynamics
are probably not linked to the phase transition. The dispersion along the diffuse
plane, characteristic of the high-symmetry phase, shows a hardening in the first
part of the dispersion. Whereas, the soft valley does not harden and it is still
present in the high pressure phase (2.8 GPa).
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.56.: (a) The longitudinal acoustic-like phonon dispersion along [100]
direction; (b) The phonon dispersion along [001] direction. In all the directions,
the dispersion recorded at ambient condition is shown (star symbol). (c) The
IXS scans are shown for the direction [100] at 1.2 and 2.8 GPa. The vertical
black line is an help for the eyes in order to see the phonon energy obtained from
the fitting.
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4.7. Structural transformation
An analysis on the structural phase transitions and the related instabilities through
the family members could help in order to understand the origin behind the dif-
ferences found in the lattice dynamics. The CDW phases were refined in details
by Elen Duverger-Nedellec [115].
The degenerate case of the member m=2 presents a classical example of Peierls
instability. It has a quasi-1D-electronic system, where a W-double chain is iso-
lated by phosphate-groups and the lattice dynamics shows a continuous softening
in qCDW , until the phonon freezing at TCDW . Those chains are related to the elec-
tronic instability at lower temperature. Two analysis can help us to understand
the CDW phase of this member. Firstly, the molecular dynamics simulation shows
a rigid-body motion of the octahedra where the bigger libration was referred to
the yaw angle (see Sec. 4.4.2 for more information). The correlation between W-
octahedra neighbours corresponds to the CDW q-vector along the b* direction.
The second analysis is based on the refinement of the structure in the CDW phase
and the transformation that occurs from the high-symmetry phase. In this case,
every atom is rearranged in the transformation, however, the bigger displacement
is related to the oxygen atoms. The oxygen atoms can displace up to 0.444(1)
Å, whereas the tungsten and phosphorus atoms just 0.095(1) Å and 0.1101(1) Å,
respectively. On the overall structure, the distortion can be seen as a tilting of the
octahedra and tetrahedra [115]. In Fig. 4.57 the reconstruction of the CDW struc-
ture is shown. The figure also shows clearly that not all the oxygen atoms move
with the same amplitude. In fact, the oxygen atoms bonding with the phosphate
groups have more freedom of movement. Whereas the oxygen shared between two
octahedra are less displaced and it follows a different direction, [011], perpendicular
in respect of the oxygen shared between a octahedron and a tetrahedron.
For m>2 the W-block starts to appear, the system passes to a quasi-2D-electronic
structure. In addition to the octahedra rotations and the displacement of the
oxygen, the tungsten moves relative to the centre of the octahedron. The kind
of distortion is the same for the two members (m=6 and 8), however, the magni-
tude differs significantly. In the low-term member, the maximum displacement of
the tungsten atoms is 0.04 Å. The general displacements for m=6 are shown in
Fig. 4.58. For the high-term member, the displacement is one order of magnitude
bigger. In fact, the tungsten atoms can move until 0.4 Å, Fig. 4.59.
In order to understand the connection between the structural transformation and
the instability revealed by the diffuse scattering, the displacement of the tungsten
atoms is analysed for m=8. The choice of the high-term member derives from
the huge displacement of the W-atoms and their easier visualisation. In Fig. 4.59
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Figure 4.57.: The CDW structure of m=2 along [011] direction, in which the zig-
zag chain of W-octahedra is visible. In green the phosphate, in red the oxygen
and the tungsten in violet. The displacement of the atoms are represented by
the Lissajous curves and they are two times the real one. The rainbow colour
represents the displacements of the atoms related to the same region of the
crystal. This figure is taken from the thesis of Duverger-Nedellec [115].
the refinement of the 1st CDW structure reveals that the displacements are clearly
along the 4-fold axis of octahedra and more specifically, along the “long” W-O-W-
O chain. Thus, the CDW phase with its structural phase transition is linked to
the framework instability found in the high-symmetry phase. Furthermore, thanks
to this analysis, it is possible to explain the reason for the stronger intensities for
the diffuse planes related to the long chains.
A synoptic table of the different distortions due to the structural transformation
demonstrates the changing due to m, Tab. 4.7. From a double chain to a W-block
with m thickness, the distortion on the structure passes from a rigid-body tilting
to a displacement of the central atom of the octahedron.
4.8. Conclusion
A summary of the obtained results for each member can help trace a general
behaviour of the family and the evolution of the properties as a function of m.
The degenerate casem=2 with zig-zag octahedral chains exhibits quasi-1D-electronic
behaviour. A new CDW phase with TCDW is found at ∼ 270 K, the q-vector is
at 0.25 b*. A soft phonon mechanism was revealed by the combination of DS and
IXS studies, with a classical Peierls distortion and the freezing of the phonon at
the transition in qCDW . MD simulation provides the distortion pattern which is
correlated to the libration angle of the octahedron (100) axis (magnitude of ±12◦).
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Figure 4.58.: The first CDW phase of the MPTBp member m=6 with the modu-
lation of the W position 25 times bigger to show better the direction. The same
representation of the modulation as shown in Fig. 4.57 is used with the Lissajous
curves. This figure is taken from the thesis of Duverger-Nedellec [115].
Figure 4.59.: The first CDW phase ofm=8 with the modulation of the W position
5 times bigger to show better the direction. The tungsten atoms are displaced
along one of the “long” W-O-W-O chain. The W atoms are in purple, whereas
the centre of the octahedron is denoted by grey sphere. In addition, also a tilting
of the octahedra is present.
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m Instability in high Structural change
symmetry phase
2 rigid-body motions Tilting of octahedra/tetrahedra (max 0.4 Å)
Displacement of W & P (max ∼0.1 Å)
6 W-O-W-O chains Displacement of W (max 0.04 Å)
8 W-O-W-O chains Displacement of W (max 0.4 Å)
Table 4.7.: The structural distortions happening in the structure at the CDW
phase for m=2, 6 and 8.
This axis libration shows a space-time dependence along b* direction with a phase
change related to the CDW modulation. For this member, the rigid body analysis
is sufficient to describe the instabilities.
For the W-block members (m=6,7,8), the DS shows diffuse planes due to the
framework instability of the empty-perovskite W-block. There are two families
of planes, corresponding to the long and short W-O-W-O chains, the first more
intense than the second. The planes of the same family have an intensity depen-
dence which is not proportional by Q. This is due to the fact that the W-O-W-O
chains have an intra- and inter-correlation.
Upon cooling, the difference between low- and high-term members start to be
revealed. In m=6, the structure of the diffuse plane is lost and a fine structure
is visible, which is also related to the nesting vectors and the condensation to the
satellites. In m=8, no intermediate phase is visible, the diffuse planes are visible
just above the TCDW and, on those, the CDW satellites condense at the CDW
transition. An hypothesis can be that the distortion and the framework instability
are particularly intense for this member that the fine structure is covered by the
intense diffuse planes. Another hypothesis can be that the Fermi surface for m=8
cannot be seen for a more complicated pattern with respect to m=6. At the CDW
transition, the rearrangement of the structure is referred to a small displacement
of the tungsten atoms for the low-term member (∼ 0.04 Å) and a significant
rearrangement of the tungsten atoms along the long W-O-W-O chains direction
(∼ 0.4 Å) for the high-term member. Probably, the W-atoms can move more
freely in this direction that in the short W-chain one, explaining the difference
in intensity between the two families of diffuse planes. A scheme of the diffuse
patterns/CDW phases is reported in Fig. 4.60, showing more easily the differences
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Figure 4.60.: Schemes of diffuse patterns and CDW phases for the different
members. From the left, the isotropic spherical distribution of the diffuse pattern
for m=2. On the center, the diffuse pattern of m=6 follows a linear features,
where the condensation is at the crossing of the planes. On the right, the diffuse
planes found in the high-symmetry phase of m=8 condense directly on a complex
pattern of Bragg satellites, shown in the figure.
for the three members.
The lattice dynamics have similar response for the members m=6 and 8. In fact,
both members present a valley of soft phonons around the qCDW with a minimum
on it. A temperature dependence is evident for m=6, whereas for m=8, no change
in energy is found as a function of temperature/pressure.
A new CDW phase is discovered applying pressure on m=8. The reversible tran-
sition is around 1.2 GPa, passing from orthorhombic to monoclinic with a q= 0.5
a*. From the IXS results, the lattice dynamics seem not linked to the transition.
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5. Antimony lattice dynamics under
pressure
Rhombohedral antimony is a good example in order to illustrate the lattice in-
stability on the base of simple geometric arguments. The rhombohedral structure
(A7), common to almost all of the group Va elements, comes from small distor-
tions with respect to a simple cube. An analysis of the pressure dependence of
the structure shows that an evolution of the distortion takes place. Two different
transitions from A7 are possible and they happen alternatively in Va elements:
A7 to PC (primitive cubic), in which the system distortion is relaxed, or A7 to
BCC (Body centred cubic), where the rhombohedral distortion is reduced but the
PC structure is never reached. Antimony falls into the second category and, in
this chapter, we will analyse the importance of the A7 framework instability and
the lattice dynamics response to the two different transition mechanisms. The
experimental approach consists of a combination of DS and IXS. The results are
compared with two theoretical models: a symmetry-based phenomenological model
of the phase transitions, which calculates and analyses the critical vectors related
to each transition; as well as, a Density Functional Theory (DFT) based approach,
which leads to a better understanding of the phonon behaviour.
5.1. Scientific background
The electronic structure and lattice dynamics model of the group Va elements have
been disputed for a long time, due to their challenging structure and, in some cases,
their semimetallic behaviour. The semimetals: Sb, Bi, Ar and black phosphorus
(with a tunable electronic gap) are of great interest because of their electronic and
optical properties, as well as possible applications [185–196].
The group Va elements, with the only exception of nitrogen, crystallise in a rhom-
bohedral A7 structure, due to a distortion of the simple cubic structure. The
distortion leads to twice as many atoms in the primitive cell, as one would ex-
pect otherwise [197]. Such effect arises due to the paired layers in the structure
and it is induced by a gain in the electron energy with a connected gap opening
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[198]. Hence the rhombohedral distortion causes a Jahn-Teller type of symmetry
breaking which induces a metallic-semimetallic transformation, often referred to
as Peierls transition [199, 200].
The electronic configuration of the group Va elements can be described in a sim-
plified way. The general configuration has five electrons in the outermost shell,
which are distributed two in the s orbitals and three unpair in p orbitals, with the
anti-bonding p states empty. Both the s- and p-shells are tightly bound and there
is only a small amount of s-p overlap. The bonds are in a octahedral coordination
with the nearest-neighbour angle distorted away from 90◦. Thus the simple cubic
or its similar structures and the semimetallic phase are favoured [199, 201–203].
Despite the semimetal nature of antimony (which would not allow for the forma-
tion of true covalent bonds [201]), the very low carrier concentration leads to an
electronic localization, which is similar to bond charges.
The pressure decreases the Peierls distortion and the metallic state is restored at
the transition, as shown in an early X-ray diffraction experiment [204], in agree-
ment with ab initio total energy calculations [198, 205]. It is also well described by
Haussermann et al., who calculated the DOS and showed that the electronic states
are filled at the Fermi level [206]. In addition, an increase in the electron-phonon
coupling and a change in the bonding properties are expected under pressure.
Under such conditions, the s-p bands overlap increases, together with the band-
widths and number of nearest neighbours. As a result, the system attempts to
achieve the PC structure, but it never reaches stability in Sb. The Peierls distor-
tion and its energy gaining effect leads to a choice of a less symmetric structure
at ambient temperature and pressure conditions. This leads to a diversification
of the behaviour of those elements, relative to the general behaviour of pressure-
induced phase transitions, on which the high symmetry structure is stabilized at
lower pressure [207–209]. One must consider the Landau theory of structural phase
transitions, where the high symmetry phase is called "parent" phase.
5.1.1. The crystal structure of antimony
The A7 structure [210] is derived from the simple NaCl structure, as a result of two
consecutive distortions. As a first step, there is a stretching of the body diagonal,
followed by a reduction of the rhombohedral angle α, as shown in Fig. 5.1a. The
diagonal preserves the 3-fold symmetry and it converts in a trigonal axis. The two
distortions are described through:
• the internal displacement, µ; τ = µd, where µ ≤ 14 , 2τ is the vector that
separates the two interpenetrating lattices and d is the body diagonal. The
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primitive cubic (PC) structure corresponds to µ = 14 , while the diamond
structure to µ = 18 ;
• the rhombohedral angle α which determines the stretching (60◦ corresponds
to the PC structure).
The hexagonal description is also add, since it may be more convenient for some
description. Later in the discussion, the hexagonal or the trigonal setting is used,
depending on the convenience. We also use the pseudo-cubic structure (PC) de-
rived from A7, as an "approximant" of the Peierls structure. The three structures
are shown in Fig. 5.1 and their parameters are written in the Tab. 5.1. 1
To avoid any misunderstanding, we choose the ’obverse’ setting, as used in other
papers, for the real lattice conversion, R3, hexagonal-rhombohedral [213]:
aH = cR − bR
bH = aR − bR
cH = aR + bR + cR
 aH = 2aR sin
αR
2
cH =
√
3aR
√
1 + 2 cosαR
where the notation aH , bH , cH is referred to the hexagonal basis vectors in the
real lattice and aR, bR, cR is referred to the rhombohedral basis vectors. We use
bold face for the vectors and the normal face to refer to the norm of the vectors.
The conversion between hexagonal and rhombohedral settings in the reciprocal
space is given by:
H
K
L

H
=

1 1 0
0 1 1
1 1 1


h
k
l

R
High pressure transitions
The phase diagram of antimony remained misunderstood for a long time. The
first works on the system used a linear extrapolation of the rhombohedral angle,
α(P), to study the phase transition [215, 216]. As the deviation, relative to the
PC structure, is reduced when the pressure increases [215, 217], the system was
assumed to go towards the PC structure at ∼8 GPa [215]. It was described as
a “sluggish” transition because it was observed only in 6 cases out of 30 [218],
raising skepticism on the actual high pressure structure [218, 219]. The following
1 Note that the unfolded simple cubic structure reported in the literature (for example in
references [211, 212]) is not the one we describe as the pseudo-cubic structure, shown in
Fig. 5.1
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Hexagonal Lattice constant
a (Å) 4.3084
c (Å) 11.2741
Rhombohedral
Lattice constant a (Å) 4.5067
Rhombohedral angle α 57◦11’
Internal displacement parameter µ 0.2336
Pseudo-cubic Lattice constant a (Å) 3.1962
Table 5.1.: Crystal structure parameters of Sb in each setting, from Ref. [214]:
hexagonal, rhombohedral and pseudo-cubic; for the latter, our chosen system.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1.: Figure (a) shows the A7 structure within the NaCl one, before the
two distortions. The rhombohedral angle, α, and the lattice vectors, a1, a2 and
a3, of the A7 structure are indicated. With no distortions, α is equal to 60◦.
The faces of the pseudo-cubic structure are highlighted in yellow; Figure (b)
shows the crystal structure of Sb, where the rhombohedral A7, with a1, a2 and
a3 vectores and the hexagonal structures, a, b and c vectors, are visible. The
atoms from the second sublattices are not shown, except within the unit cell.
high-pressure phases were proposed as monoclinic, derived from an orthorhombic
SnS-type structure, hexagonal close-packed with or without distortion, tetragonal
based structure, etc. [215, 220, 221].
Major technical improvements in high pressure diffraction experiments, as well
as the introduction of the incommensurate host-guest structures happened in the
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late 90s [222–224], allowed to unpuzzle the Sb phase diagram. The high pres-
sure structures are composed by a host and an interpenetrating guest, which is
incommensurate to the former along one axis. These complex host-guest struc-
tures are not uniquely observed in Sb under pressure but also in almost all the
rest of the Va elements. A summary of the high-pressure phases for group Va
elements is shown in Fig. 5.2. A common trend is visible, the A7 structure eventu-
ally transforms under pressure to a BCC structure, the highest pressure structure
for all Va elements, excluding molecular nitrogen. In order to reach the structure
above some Va elements, such as black phosphorus and arsenic, go through the
PC structure [225–228], while antimony is in an intermediate situation. Namely,
in the absence of the PC structure transition the system is obliged to decompose
the PC-to-BCC mechanism into two successive, monoclinic and tetragonal, host-
guest structures. All the complex high-pressure phases of Va members can be
described as host-guest structures, with the exception of the PIV phase, which is
an incommensurate modulated structure [229].
Under pressure, the A7 structure transforms itself into a host-guest structure,
SbIV, which is observed in a narrow interval of pressure 8-10 GPa, where host and
guest are both body-centred monoclinic [230]. It can be described as I’2/c(q10q3),
where q1=0.1662 and q3=1.33047. On further pressure increasing, the SbII phase
is stabilized, which is a tetragonal structure fully determined in 2003 by Schwarz
et al. [231]. In this work, the structure was found as an incommensurate phase,
where both host and guest are body-centred tetragonals (BCT) and the latter
incommensurate with the former along the tetragonal c-axis [231, 232]. The
distortion SbIV-SbII is very small, with only a small deviation (∼0.5◦) of βH from
90◦. However, the transition is clearly evident from the unsplitting of the peaks,
through diffraction, passing from monoclinic to tetragonal [230]. Finally at ∼28
GPa , a first-order phase transition takes place towards the BCC structure (SbIII),
which is stable up to at least 43 GPa [233].
The A7 to BCC transition through incommensurate host-guest structures is found
more energetically favourable than the transition to PC, which settles the con-
troversy on PC and BCC for antimony [234]. In Fig. 5.3, the work of Schwarz et
al. shows the gaining in energy thanks to the Peierls distortion at ambient con-
ditions. When the volume decreases, the energy difference between PC and A7
structures shortens and becomes really small near the first transition. However
the incommensurate phase Sb-II has a lower energy and therefore it becomes the
successive phase and convenient path. Also in this case, we can describe the en-
ergy of the system with a simplified model. The total energy of the system has
two components: I) the Eband, which is the sum over the occupied one-electron
states; II) the electrostatic energy, EMadelung, which is responsible for the repul-
sion of the charged ions. Eband favours the open-packed structure, in which the
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Figure 5.2.: High pressure phases in group Va elements.
atoms are closer to each other and where covalent bonding is prevalent. Thus, in
our particular case, the A7 structure prevails. On the other hand, EMadelung is an
opposite contribution with the tendency to stabilise the high-symmetry densely
packed structure. BCC is the structure with the highest Madelung constant [235].
As the pressure increases, the contribution of Eband diminishes and EMadelung starts
to increase. The incommensurate phase structure is a result of the interplay be-
tween such effects [206]. At a later stage, we will follow up on an explanation
from the point of view of the symmetry-based phenomenological phase transition
of A7-Incommensurates-BCC path, Sec. 5.2.1.
5.1.2. State of art in the lattice dynamics
The study of the lattice dynamics becomes a supplementary tool to the more
direct diffraction studies in the understanding of the phase transitions. For further
information, please consult published reviews [236–238].
In earlier studies, the lattice dynamics of A7 antimony were reported at ambient
conditions through triple axis spectrometer INS (inelastic neutron scattering) [239,
240]. The measured directions in the reciprocal space are shown in Fig. 5.4. In
the same figure are also included the lattice dynamics of bismuth, hich is one of
the most similar elements in the Va group. They reveal an identical behaviour:
an initial rapid rise in the lower energy frequency until the middle of the BZ,
which is followed by almost flat branches until the border of the BZ. Sharp et
al. reported that the lattice dynamics of the semimetals are governed by: I) the
symmetry of the structure; II) the pseudo-covalent bonding; III) the low carriers
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Figure 5.3.: Total energy calculations versus volume of the principal structures
under investigations calculated by Schwarz et al. (the Sb-IV was not yet discov-
ered). The energies are marked as circles, A7; crosses, PC; triangles, tetragonal
approximant of SbII; diamonds, BCC; squares, tetragonal primitive. The dotted
line corresponds to the zero energy, chosen as the energy minimum of the tetrag-
onal approximant. Reprinted with permission from U. Schwarz, l. Akselrud,
H. Rosner, A. Ormeci. Yu. Grin and M. Hanfland, PRB 67 214101 (2003).
Copyright 2018 by the American Physical Society.
density. The Born-von Karman model calculations, where the general tensor forces
were extended to the ninth-nearest neighbours, was not sufficient to reproduce the
optical phonon dispersions. Ab initio calculations are needed to finally converge
the theoretical results with the experimental one [241].
The high-pressure lattice dynamics at k=0 was studied through Raman and Bril-
louin scattering [211, 212, 243–245]. The rhombohedral phase has three modes,
of A1g and a degenerate Eg symmetries. Under pressure, they show a continuous
softening (v 20%) over the full range of SbI up to the first transition [211, 212].
Afterwards, the phonon modes of the high-pressure phase have a hardening trend,
Fig. 5.5a. The same behavior appears in arsenic and bismuth [244, 245]. The
softening in the A7 phase was linked to the pressure-induced reduction of the
Peierls-like distortion [198, 211]. In fact, these two modes originate from the fold-
ing of the simple cubic Brillouin zone. The triply degenerate phonon mode at R+5
(R=pi/a(1,1,1)) of the simple cubic is folded in the observed modes.
In addition, a giant increase was observed in the Raman linewidths that was re-
lated to anharmonic decay channels and higher order terms [198, 212, 241, 244].
Finally, asymmetric Raman peaks were observed and explained as a result of
phonon-phonon interaction or coupling between phonon and interband electronic
transitions [246].
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Figure 5.4.: The phonon dispersion of antimony and bismuth at ambient condi-
tion measured by INS. On the right the <111> directions. Bismuth and anti-
mony show a similar behaviour. On the right, the <100> direction. The smooth
curves are given by the result of the ninth nearest neighbour Born-von Karman.
Bismuth data are taken from Ref. [242]. Reprinted with permission from R. I.
Sharp and E. Warming, J. Phys. F: Metal Phys. 1 570-587 (1971). Copyright
2018 by the IOP science.
We should include in the discussion the Raman response of those elements facing
a direct A7-PC transition, such as arsenic shown in Fig. 5.5b. In this case, near
the transition, the Raman intensity decreases and the modes of the A7 structure
disappear with a softening of ∼ 18 % for A1g and a stronger softening of Eg ∼ 30
%. Above the transition a single phonon peak is observed, in agreement with the
biatomic-monoatomic transition [227, 247].
5.2. Reconstructive phase transition method, ab
initio calculation and experimental results
The experimental survey and the analysis through the calculations and the re-
constructive phase transition method is necessary to understand the contribution
of the lattice dynamics in the reduction of the Peierls-like distortion and in the
ultimate stabilisation of the BCC structure. In this section, all the steps for the
analysis will be shown. In particular, we will focus on the A7 to PC and A7 to
BCC phase transitions.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5.: a) Raman-frequencies pressure dependence of Sb (a) and Ar (b),
showing the A7-host-guest and A7-PC transitions, respectively. Vertical dashed
line denotes the phase transitions. Reprinted with permission from O. Degt-
yareva, V. V. Struzhkin, R. J. Hemley, Solid State Commun. 141 164-167,
2007 and H. J. Beister, K. Strössner and K. Syassen, Phys. Rev. B 41 (9),
5535-5543, 1990. Copyright 2018 by the IOP science and Elsevier.
5.2.1. Reconstructive phase transition method
Until 20 years ago, the phase transitions analysed with the Landau theory were
mainly second-order transitions where a group-subgroup relationship between the
two phases occurred. If this relationship did not exist, the phase transition was
considered an uninteresting case, since an order-parameter for the transformation
should be forbidden. The possibility to add the cases considered “forbidden” were
done by Dmitriev et al. [248, 249]. Successivelly, Tolédano and Dmitriev published
a book were they reported a classification of the different cases and a method
to describe the leftover transitions [250]. We will briefly introduce the method,
concentrating in the cases that are important for our discussion.
The Landau theory does not establish any transition. Instead, it starts from
the experimental evidence and with it, it explains the nature of the microscopic
characteristics of the transition. As a result, the Landau theory is a phenomeno-
logical theory. It is based on two concepts: the order-parameter and the transition
free-energy. The free energy can be expanded as a Taylor series of ν, the order pa-
rameter. The second order phase transitions has an order parameter, which grows
continuously from zero at the phase transition. In this case, the series is dominated
by the first terms. The order parameter is the ionic displacement, ν0=(ν0x,ν0y ,ν0z ),
since it varies considering temperature or pressure. Where the group-subgroup
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relationship exists, a parent phase can be chosen (the most symmetric one) and
here the order parameter is considered zero ν0=0, as it would be in an equilibrium
position. For this kind of transition, a phenomenological Landau theory has been
elaborated [251, 252].
The analysis of the first-order phase transitions is more complicated. There are
two classes where a modification of the crystal’s atomic configuration happened.
The first class maintains a sort of group-subgroup relationship. The two phases
are associated with different subgroup to a common parent structure, from which
they can be inferred through slight distortions. At the transition, the chemical
bonds are broken and the displacements are of the order of 0.01-0.1 Å. In this
case, the change happens both in length and in orientation. The second class is
called “reconstructive” and it involves bond breaking with a drastic change of the
initial structural. There is a breaking of the group-subgroup relationships, consid-
ering the two phases present completely different symmetry elements. Since the
Landau theory is based on symmetry considerations, it was believed that a unify-
ing theoretical scheme was impossible to formulate without a connection between
the structures. In this case, the structures should be considered as a composi-
tion of specific configuration of sites. Deforming continuously the initial sites, one
could transform a symmetry element into another. Therefore, the deformation can
be described in symmetric functions and the group-subgroup relationship is not
necessary [250].
The phase transition mechanisms in Va elements has already been largely ex-
plained by Katzke et al. [234]. We will reformulate and add to the discussion the
information necessary to understand the connection between phase transition and
lattice dynamics 2. We present the mechanism of displacements in the direct space
and we integrate to a reciprocal space vision, essential to understand its dynam-
ics. In the discussion, the Peierls-distorted structure A7, R3m(ZPI =2), is replaced
with a pseudo-simple-cubic structure [(pseudo)SbI, Pm3m(ZpI=1)], Fig. 5.1a of
the direct space and Fig. 5.6a of the reciprocal space. The latter is the structure
reached by pressure by arsenic and phosphorus. The parent structure, in this phe-
nomenological reconstruction, is chosen as the high-pressure BCC [SbIII, space
group Im3m(ZPIII=1), A2 structure type].
In our specific case, the transformations that affect antimony are of reconstructive
type with a displacive atomic mechanism. In the displacive reconstructive phase
transition, the transition mechanism is described by the order-parameter and it
corresponds to a deformation of the structure, described as atomic displacements.
In the discussion we will consider the trio of phases “ (pseudo)A7 - (SbIV - SbII)
2The mechanism analysis for antimony under pressure was possible thanks to the collaboration
with Prof. Vladimir Dmitriev.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6.: In Figure (a), it can be seen the exemplification of the distorted
A7 rhombohedral structure (R) Brillouin zone (green lines and symbols) to the
cubic (pseudo-PC) one (red lines and symbols); In Figure (b), it can be seen the
Brillouin zones of the pseudo-cubic structure related to A7, red lines, and BCC,
black lines, and their relative high symmetry points. Blurry blue lines indicate
a secondary macroscopic BCC-PC lattice distortion, ∼10 %. The chosen disper-
sions measured under pressure are indicated: <110>R and <121>R directions,
which are marked in green and yellow respectively. The related experimental
results are presented in Sec. 5.2.3.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7.: Figure (a) shows the atomic rearrangement associated with BCC-
PC transition. The arrows indicate the atomic displacements, different layers
have opposite directions. The double arrow explains the compression applied
on the side in order to reach the PC structure; Figure (b) shows the displacive
mechanism associated with incommensurate-BCC transition. Different colours
are assigned for the layers in c. The atomic displacement is only shown in the
first layer as arrows, the other layer follows the same rule. Dashed red lines and
the other red elements are referred to the new cubic unit cells.
- BCC ”, where the two intermediate, incommensurate structures (tetragonal and
monoclinic) are very similar and structurally interlinked by negligible distortions,
thus they will be considered as a single incommensurate structure. Moreover,
the A7-PC transition, the only one which is not displacive, is included in the
discussion since is essential to understand the framework instability of our system
and its pressure-dependence.
Considering the symmetry-base transition method, another explanation for the
complex structural path under pressure (A7-Incommensurates-BCC) respect the
total energy of the system is given by the need to stabilize the critical reconstructive
phase transitions between pseudo-PC (A7) and BCC, [253]. The mechanism is
explained like elastic properties of the crystal lattice towards a bilinear connection
between critical displacement gradients and secondary strains.
PC to A7 transition
The distortions in the direct space, which take place in the transition, were already
explained in the introduction. All those mechanisms are along the three-fold axis
(or trigonal axis) [254]. The transformations between PC-A7 are:
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
dR1 = aPC1 + aPC3
dR2 = aPC2 + aPC3
dR3 = aPC1 + aPC2
where d and a are referred to the final and initial structures, respectively. In the
reciprocal space, the corresponding k-critical is k13=1/2(b1+b2+b3)PC , which
goes until the R-point of the primitive cubic BZ, see figure Fig. 5.6a.
BCC-PC transition
The transformation between the pseudo-PC (SbI) and BCC (SbIII) is ferrodis-
torsive, ZpI=ZIII . The two space groups are Pm3m(ZpI=1) and Im3m(ZIII=1),
respectively, thus the group-subgroup relationship is nonexistent. If one considers
the real distorted structure, one should arrive at the same conclusion (R3m(2) -
Im3m(1) transformation). As already explained in the introduction of this sec-
tion, in order to find a phenomenological scheme, the transformation should have
an intermediate phase which shares the space group [250]. The type of displace-
ment is via antiparallel shifts of alternating (001)PC atomic planes in the ±[110]PC
directions, Fig. 5.7a. For general magnitude displacements, the shifts reduce the
symmetry from cubic to orthorhombic Cmcm(2). With further special shifts, the
cubic structure can be restored.
The transition in the direct space from PC to BCC can be described:
dBCC1 = aPC1
dBCC2 = aPC2
dBCC3 = 2aPC3
where d1,d2 and d3 are the final BCC cell parameters, whereas the a cell vectors
are referred to the PC structure. The critical vector is k=12bPC3 , which goes to the
X-point of the primitive cubic BZ, Fig. 5.6b.
On the other way, the transformation in direct space from BCC to PC is given by:
BCC

a1(111)
a2(111)
a3(111)

dPC1 = (200) = a2 + a3
dPC2 = (020) = a1 + a3
dPC3 = (002) = a1 + a2
where d1,d2 and d3 are the final doubled cell parameters of the primitive cubic
structure. The critical vector is [kBCC12 =1/2(bBCC1 +bBCC2 -bBCC3 )], until HBCC-
point, see Fig. 5.6b.
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Phase transition Critical vector (k) Point or direction in the BZ a
PC - A7 kPC13 =1/2 (bPC1 +bPC2 +bPC3 ) RPC
BCC - PC kBCC12 =1/2 (bBCC1 +bBCC2 -bBCC3 ) HBCC
kBCC1 =2/5 (bBCC1 -bBCC2 )-1/5 bBCC3 Γ− Ξ− Z
BCC - SbII (SbIV) and and
kBCC8 =µ 2/5 (bBCC1 -bBCC2 - bBCC3 ) Γ−∆−HBCC
a Direction in the Brillouin zones referred to Fig. 5.6
Table 5.2.: Critical vectors for principal phase transitions and their directions in
the reciprocal space
Incommensurate phases to BCC
The displacement vectors for the two incommensurate phases (SbII and SbIV)
from BCC can be explained with the transformation:
dInc1 = aBCC1 − aBCC2 − aBCC3
dInc2 = 2aBCC2 + aBCC3
dInc3 = aBCC1 + 2aBCC3
where one should consider the primitive BCC cell, aBCC1 ,aBCC2 and aBCC3 . The
atomic displacements are shown in Fig. 5.7b. The result is described by two recip-
rocal space vectors. The first is a long-periodic, commensurate vector, k1=2/5(b1-
b2)-1/5b3 which lies in the NBCC-Γ -HBCC plane. The latter is incommensurate,
which is along the Γ -∆ -HBCC line normal to this plane, k8=µ(b1+b2-b3). The
vector varies towards the HBCC-point.
In conclusion, the critical vectors in the reciprocal space for each structural trans-
formation are summarised in Tab. 5.2. The correlation between the pseudo-cubic
and BCC Brillouin zones are drawn in Fig. 5.6b, associated with the critical vec-
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tors for each transition. Thanks to this method, one may evaluate the important
direction/points in the reciprocal space.
5.2.2. Ab initio calculation
Different calculations attempts were made in order to understand the electronic
configuration of group Va elements [205, 239, 254–259].
The calculations were performed by Dr. Aldo Humberto Romero, who already
did calculations based on the experimental Raman and Brillouin data at k=0 and
the full phonon dispersion by INS [241]. He calculated with a good agreement the
acoustic branches. Applying virtual pressure, a hardening in the Γ-TH direction
and a softening in the XH-point just for the acoustic branches were found, while
a hardening happened for the optic modes. Some comparing tests between our
calculations and the one found in Ref. [241] were performed at a constant volume
of 53.5 Å.
Thanks to our experimental results, the calculations were improved. The software
package used is ABINIT [260–264]. The ambient conditions antimony electronic
structure was calculated using Fritz-Haber pseudopotentials [265]. The optimiza-
tion of the electronic structure was reached using a grid of 8x8x8 k-points in the
Brillouin zone. We used low energy convergence (less than 10−5 eV/atom) and
stress convergence criteria less than 10−3 GPa. An energy cutoff of 50 Ha was em-
ployed to ensure convergence. The preconditioning method was used to improve
the density convergence [266]. In order to calculate under pressure, the lattice
and its parameters were fully relaxed to a constant pressure between 0 and 7 GPa.
Making an interpolation of the dynamical matrices corresponding to a grid 8x8x8
q-points (for each pressure configuration), the phonon dispersion relations along
selected high symmetry directions were obtained. These matrices were calculated
within the framework of density functional perturbation theory and the linear
response method [267, 268].
In order to choose the correct functionals, different calculations attempts were
made, Fig. 5.8. In the figure, the experimental phonon dispersions at ambient
condition are shown to compare. It is already possible to observe the consistency
reached with local density approximation (LDA) . We include in the figure the
functional without spin-orbit coupling, even if, as already pointed out in other
papers [254, 269], in order to treat the electronic structure of those elements, the
spin-orbit coupling is unavoidable.
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Figure 5.8.: Example of attempts with different functionals as the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) functional and local density approximation (LDA) with and
without spin-orbit coupling. The calculated (on the right) and experimental (on
the left) phonon dispersions are compared.136
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Figure 5.9.: Diffuse scattering maps, experimental on the left and calculated on
the right. The indices are in hexagonal setting.
5.2.3. Diffuse scattering and inelastic X-ray scattering results
The A7 structure, as already explained, is a Peierls-distortion of a simple cubic
structure. This kind of structural distortion is applied to a specific direction, the
stretching of the 3-fold axis, and to a displacement of the two interpenetrated
FCC in opposite directions of the same axis. This structural rearrangement can
be classified in the framework instability. Since all variables are related to a specific
direction, the distortion should be visible as a diffuse plane.
As a matter of fact, the DS maps of A7 antimony, as shown in Fig. 5.9, show a
plethora of complicated diffuse patterns. One such prominent case are the diffuse
planes in the <110/114>H map, resembling a 4-fold axis symmetry. The planes
are identified by the <110>R direction normal to the plane or by the <100>PC
direction of the pseudo-cubic structure. They seem to be connected to the chains
displacement present as intrinsic distortion in the A7 structure. In Fig. 5.10 the A7
and simple cubic structure are oriented along the normal to (110)R and (100)PC .
The modulation in the atomic chains derived by the Peierls-distorted structure is
visible and Fig. 5.10 shows which directions produce the diffuse planes pattern.
Furthermore, other pronounced features are observed in the HK0H plane: diffuse
planes which intersect HK0H , shown as <120>H-direction lines, and V-shapes
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.10.: Projection in the real cell of A7 (a) and PC (b) along the normal of
the diffuse planes visible in <110/114>H map in Fig. 5.9. A chains modulation
normal to the projection is visible and clearly related to the Peierls-distortion.
component in the <110>H direction. Those features are related to k-critical that
we described in Sec. 5.2.1. The first is related to the phase transition path followed
by antimony “A7 - incommensurate phases - BCC”. The second feature is nearby
the k-critical of A7-PC. Thus the origin of those diffuse features should be un-
derstood with a complementary step, measuring them with a pressure-dependence
energy-resolution experiment.
Fig. 5.11 summarizes the ambient pressure IXS data. Once more, the accuracy
of the calculations is observed ( discrepancy of less than ±5%). Two directions
were measured at 0.2 GPa in the DAC cell, [110]R and [101]R in Fig. 5.13. They
can be add to the discussion of the lattice dynamics at ambients conditions. In
general, most of the directions display a downturn of the phonon energy near the
zone boundary.
Since the main goal is to understand the contribution of the lattice dynamics to
the pressure induced phase transitions, the phonon dispersions should be measured
along the critical-k vectors, Fig. 5.6, as derived from the analysis presented above
in Sec. 5.2.1. Additionally, the ab initio calculations indicate the directions of the
reciprocal space with a large pressure dependence. The calculated maps of the
HK0H plane at pressures up to 4.7 GPa, Fig. 5.12, show an increasing intensity of
the diffuse planes in the < 120 >H directions (<110>R direction).
Taking into account all those considerations, Fig. 5.13 summarizes the high pres-
sure IXS results along two main directions, in the pseudo-cubic approximation:
the <121> direction depicted by the yellow arrow and the <110> direction illus-
trate by the green arrow in Fig. 5.6b. The former is related to the reduction of the
Peierls-like distortion (A7-PC), whereas the latter lies on the plane related to the
complicated PC-Incommensurate-BCC transition.
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Figure 5.11.: Phonon dispersions of Sb at ambient condition. Calculations are
shown in map form with IXS fit data superimposed (white dots). The devia-
tion between the calculated and measured energy is of the order of ±5%. The
agreement is excellent.
Figure 5.12.: HK0H plane theoretical predicted by ab initio calculations at ap-
plied pressures up to 4.7 GPa.
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Figure 5.13.: Pressure dependence of IXS spectra in different directions. The
phonon dispersions are shown as map. The first direction [211]R shows the
fitted points since the phonon dispersion is difficult to read due to the multiple
contributions.
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Figure 5.14.: The phonon dispersion along the direction: (a) near BCC-PC tran-
sition, <121>R: from the left, IXS scans at ξ=0.25 and ξ=0.4 of 1 GPa and 6.4
GPa show the hardening and "relative" softening, respectively. On the right, the
fitting data derived from IXS scans under pressure, where the experimental data
(dots) and calculated dispersion (continuous lines) show the excellent agreement;
(b) related to BCC-PC transition, <110>R: two phonon dispersions under pres-
sure where the directions are considered similar for the A7-PC approximation.
The points correspond to the fitting experimental data, and the lines are the ab
initio calculation at ambient condition and 6.5 GPa. Experimental results show
near the zone boundary a softening of v 11% and v 15%, respectively.
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The phonon dispersions in the direction [121]R display a hardening trend with
increasing pressure, Fig. 5.14a. The IXS scans at ξ=0.25 at 1 GPa and 6.5 GPa
provide an example of this behaviour. A hardening is shown also by the optical
phonon, especially enhanced at BZ border. A relative softening (an absence of
hardening) is observed in the acoustic branch near the BZ border, ξ=0.4. The
IXS scans at that position are shown for 1 and 6.5 GPa, the energy of the acoustic
phonon is fixed at ∼6 meV. On the contrary, the other direction, [211]R shows a
more complicated pattern. Therefore, the fitting points are reported directly in
the experimental map, Fig. 5.13, and no further analysis is presented.
The second direction <110>R, related to the phase transitions in antimony, shows
a more evident softening, Fig. 5.14b. In the [101]R direction, the transverse acous-
tic (TA) phonon has a continuous softening until the zone boundary of v 11%. The
[110]R direction shows more components. The presence of longitudinal (LA) and
transverse acoustic phonons leads to a more complicated pattern. One can recog-
nize the different elements from the calculations. In fact, the pressure-dependence
of LA (longitudinal acoustic) and TA (transverse acoustic) phonons is different.
The longitudinal phonon is visible all along the BZ, with the same behaviour
found in [101]R direction. At ξ=0.43, the intensity of the longitudinal phonon
almost disappears due to an anticrossing between LA and TA. The LA softens by
v 7%, whereas the TA has a hardening until ξ=0.3 and a softening of v 15% post
ξ=0.4.
Even if the calculations seem to have a good agreement at ambient condition and
they are visibly similar to the high-pressure measurements, some differences are
still present. In the calculation, the [121]R-direction optical phonons have a greater
pressure-dependent energy, with a bigger shift to low energies. In the second di-
rection <110>R, especially [110]R, the theoretical predicted softening of TA was
v 20%, whereas the experimental is just a 15 %.
5.3. Conclusion
In this chapter, the lattice dynamics of the Peierls-distorted Sb structure under
pressure was analysed. At ambient conditions, the framework instability of the
distorted rhombohedral structure is clearly visible in the diffuse pattern manifest-
ing as diffuse planes perpendicular to <100> pseudo-cubic directions. It can be
qualitatively associated to the correlated displacement of atoms along the chains.
Applying pressure, antimony follows the general trend of Va group: the pressure
induces a distortion reduction. Even if the rhombohedral structure tries to fol-
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low the symmetry-increased path, a more complicated phase transition pathway
is energetically favourable.
In this chapter, we measured under pressure the directions along the critical vec-
tors/planes related to the A7-PC transition and to the A7-Incommensurate-BCC
transition. Nearby the first critical vector, in Γ-R direction, we observed a rela-
tive softening of the phonon dispersion (<121>R-direction). Earlier Raman data
[211, 212] show the two active modes with pressure-dependence frequencies, a
softening of ∼ 30%. Those modes, as already explained, correspond to the R-
point of the unfolded structure, the primitive cubic. Along the second direction,
< 110 >R, in the plane corresponding to the the BCC-pseudo-PC(A7) critical vec-
tor, the phonon dispersion presents an intense softening (of ∼ 11 % for [101]R and
15 % [110]R]. Thus, the stronger phonon softening is related to A7-BCC transition,
which is ultimately the chosen structural transition path, while complicated by the
intermediate incommensurate phases. The system presents a pressure-dependence
softening in each direction, also if they have a different intensity.
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In this Thesis, the interplay between framework instability and electron-phonon
coupling in the phase transition mechanism was studied in two systems from dif-
ferent material classes. While not encompassing the situation in its entirety, this
choice allows two unique perspectives on the subject thus allowing one to form a
good, if incomplete, picture of the subject matter.
This study demonstrated, once again, the productivity of using IXS, DS and first-
principle calculations in conjunction. It was also shown that, even if ab initio
lattice dynamics calculations remain beyond reach, semi-quantitative interpreta-
tion of DS may bring valuable insights into the phase transition mechanism.
We have presented work performed on monophosphate tungsten bronzes and in
three members that allow a description of the general family behaviour. The low-
est term, m=2, is a “model” system describing the quasi-1D electronic system of
the single zig-zag chain. The CDW phase is connected with a strong correlation
between octahedra tilting of different chains. The results is a classic Peierls transi-
tion with a related Kohn anomaly where the phonon reaches zero-frequency in the
qCDW at TCDW . For the W-block members, the DS measurement reveals strong
diffuse planes related to the instability within the perovskite building blocks, which
exhibit correlated displacements of tungsten atoms along the W-O-W-O chains.
IXS measurements then allow one to establish a link between the structural in-
stability and soft valley of low-energy phonons. The latter may be described by
the bipolaron theory of Aubry. In both cases, the CDW phases of m=6 and
m=8 result from the interplay between the two instabilities, albeit showing differ-
ent eventual behaviour. For the member m=6, the diffuse intensity distribution
reveals a fine structure approaching TC , directly linked to the hidden Fermi sur-
face nesting. The weak intensity of the incommensurate satellite peaks reveals a
modest displacement of the tungsten atoms from the octahedron centre. Simulta-
neously, the phonon energy at qCDW shows a modest softening when approaching
the transition from above. In contrast in the member m=8, a strong displacement
of tungsten atoms occurs along the so-called “long” W-O-W-O chains, reaching a
maximum amplitude of 0.4 Å. The corresponding CDW phase displays stronger
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commensurate satellite peaks. The elastic component at qCDW is maintained in the
high-temperature phase and is associated with an energy softening of two phonons
approaching the transition.
The understanding of this family cannot be considered complete. This work is
the first study of the complex lattice dynamics of the family. In this regard,
small terms as m=4 may present different behaviour and should be investigated.
Moreover, since significant results were obtained during the high pressure study
of high-term members, such as a new CDW phase of m=8 and the positive trend
of dTCDW/dP, the subject area warrants further study. Ab initio modelling of
the electronic structure, still lacking, would provide important insight into the
atomistic and electronic mechanisms at play.
The structure of the second system investigated, elemental antimony, also shows
intrinsic instability well visible at ambient condition. In fact, the system exhibits
an A7 rhombohedral structure, a Peierls-distorted structure of the parent primitive
cubic (PC) phase. The diffuse intensity distribution is a clear signature of the bro-
ken symmetry. Furthermore, the instrisic instability of the system is manifested
in the diffuse planes perpendicular to <100> pseudo-cubic directions. Applied
pressure relaxes the distortion, however the electron-phonon coupling promotes a
complex sequence of phase transitions eventually reaching a final BCC structure
as opposal to a PC structure. In fact, the phonon softening in the direction of the
critical vector related to A7-incommensurate-BCC transitions is significally greater
than in the one related to the A7-PC transition. The results can be directly ex-
trapolated to the case of bismuth, based on the diffuse scattering patterns. When
considering the role of lattice dynamics in the high pressure phase transitions,
one should enlarge the study to further Va group elements. The most pertinent
of which would be arsenic and black phosphorus as they both reach a PC struc-
ture [234].
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Some additional results on the monophosphate tungsten bronze family are here
reported.
m=2
The phonon dispersion starting from the same Bragg peak, (016) with q(0-ξ0)
was measured at different temperatures. The dispersion shows the longitudinal
acoustic phonon. There is no temperature dependence.
Figure A.1.: The longitudinal acoustic phonon of m=2 from the Bragg (016) in
the direction [010] at different temperatures.
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m=8
Temperature measurements
The DS maps at each temperature recorded for the sample is reported here with the
a,b,c and the angles. The temperatures already reported in the main chapter are
skipped here. The deformation to a monoclinic distortion from the orthorhombic
high-symmetry phase is present at lower temperature passing trough the 1st CDW
phase going to the lower CDW phase.
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Figure A.2.: DS maps at 300 K of m=8.
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Figure A.3.: DS maps at 280 K of m=8.150
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Figure A.4.: DS maps at 260 K of m=8. 151
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Figure A.5.: DS maps at 220 K of m=8.152
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